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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Results 
This thesis is primarily a study of certain aspects of the geometric and algebraic 

structure of coadjoint orbit representations of infinite-dimensional Lie groups. The goal of 
this work is to use coadjoint orbit representations to construct conformal field theories, in 
a fashion analogous to the free-field constructions of conformal field theories. 

The new results which are presented in this thesis are as follows: First, an explicit 
set of formulae are derived giving an algebraic realization of coadjoint orbit representations 
in terms of differential operators acting on a polynomial Fock space. These representations 
are equivalent to dual Verma module representations. Next, intertwiners are explicitly con
structed which allow the construction of resolutions for irreducible representations using 
these Fock space realizations. Finally, vertex operators between these irreducible repre
sentations are explicitly constructed as chain maps between the resolutions; these vertex 
operators allow the construction of rational conformal field theories according to an alge
braic prescription. 

From the point of view presented in this thesis, the space of states associated with 
each primary field of a conformal field theory is described by a Hilbert space of holomorphic 
sections of a certain line bundle over a complex homogeneous space. The vertex operators 
are simply differential operators taking sections of one line bundle to sections of another 
line bundle. For conformal field theories with a simple Virasoro symmetry, there is a BRST 
complex of line bundles connected by differential operators for each primary state, and 
physical states are those states in the BRST cohomology of this complex. In the case 
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of conformal field theories with affine algebra symmetries such as the WZW model, the 
restriction to holomorphic sections of the line bundles automatically restricts to the space 
of physical states, so no BRST complex is necessary. 

The infinite-dimensional groups which are studied in this thesis are the centrally 
extended loop groups LG where G is a compact simple finite-dimensional Lie group, and 
the Virasoro group Diff S 1 . In the case of the loop groups, the coadjoint orbit construction 
is effectively equivalent to the Borel-Weil theory describing irreducible representations, and 
is already fairly well understood [53]. For the Virasoro group, on the other hand, there is 
not yet a complete understanding of the structure of coadjoint orbit representations; the 
results presented here are a modest step towards such an understanding. For all these 
infinite-dimensional groups, the explicit realization in terms of differential operators given 
here is new. 

The construction of rational confonnal field theories using resolutions and vertex 
operators on dual Verma module representations is algebraically very similar to the related 
construction using free field theories and Feigin-Fuchs or Wakimoto modules [27, 18]. The 
approach developed here has several advantages over the free field construction. Because 
of the geometric nature of the coadjoint orbit construction, the dual Verma module reso
lutions are more naturally geometrically motivated. Additionally, the resolutions in terms 
of coadjoint orbit representations are one-sided, and therefore avoid some of the compli
cations associated with the two-sided resolutions arising from Feigin-Fuchs and Wakimoto 
modules. Finally, the known relationship between coadjoint orbits and actions for con
formal field theories may indicate that the vertex operators described here naturally arise 
in some unifying geometric approach to conformal field theory. On the other hand, some 
of the advantages of the free field realizations are absent in the coadjoint orbit construc
tion. The most significant of these features is the field theory interpretation of the free 
field construction. As yet, we have no analogous field theoretic interpretation for the coad
joint orbit representations, which presents a major obstacle to the physical interpretation 
of this construction. Also, the free field construction is based on well-studied techniques 
from string theory, which lead to powerful computational methods for the conformal field 
theory correlation functions. The construction presented here in terms of coadjoint orbit 
representations is not yet sufficiently well developed to allow the computation of correlation 
functions of any significant complexity. 
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1.2 Background 

The method of coadjoint orbits was originated by Kiriliov and Kostant twenty 
years ago [43]. This approach has proven to be a valuable tool in investigating geometri
cal aspects of the representation theory of Lie groups. The Kirillov-Kustani approach is 
essentially a generalization of the Borel-Weil theorem, which constructs irreducible unitary 
representations of a finite-dimensional compact semi-simple 7 Je gro'ip G as spaces of holo-
morphic sections of complex line bundles over the homogeneous space GjT, where T is a 
maximal subtorus of G. In the coadjoint orbit approach, one begins with a group G, with 
Lie algebra g. The group G has a natural coadjoint action on the du«3 °pace .q*. Choosing 
an element 6 in 0*, one considers, the coadjoint orbit Wj, of b in g". For any 6, the space 
W(, has a natural symplectic form u. For those b with the property that a complex line 
bundle C\, can be constructed over Wj with curvature form iu, one attempt; io relate an 
appropriate space of sections of A to an irreducible unitary representation of G by using 
the technique of geometric quantization on the space Wj. For finite-dimensional compact 
semi-simple G, the representations produced by this construction are equivalent to those 
given by the Borel-Weil theory. The coadjoint orbit approach is particularly useful in the 
case of non-compact groups, where the BonA-Weil theory does not appJ.y. It is possible 
to apply the Boral-Weil approach to certain infinite-dimensional groups -ich as ihe cen
trally extended loop groups LG [53]. lor other infinite-dimensional groups, such as the 
(orientation-preserving) diffeomorphism group of thf circle DiffS5, and its central exten
sion DsSS1, the Virasoro gvoup, then are difficulties with applying even the more general 
coadjoint orbit theory. Many of the Virasoro coadjoint orbits do not admit a Kahler struc
ture, so that it is difficult to geometrically quantize these spaces. Also, it is inown that 
the Virasoro groip has rather peculiar mathematical properties, STich as the fact that the 
exponential map on the Lie algebra is neither onto nor ] - X in the vicinity of the identity. 
Due to these difficulties, a. full understanding of the coadjoint orbit vcpiesentations for this 
group has not yet been attained, although there are some partial results in this direction 
[44, 47, 58, 64]. Achieving a full understanding of the geometry of the coadjoint orbit rep
resentations of the Virasoro group couUI be a valuable step in the general study of Virasoro 
representations and conformal field theory. 

A more direct relationship batween irreducible r«pr mentations of infinite-dimensional 
Lie gi oups and conformal field theory (CFT) is embodied in the free field approach to CFT's. 
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The free field approach vas fundamental in early developments in string theory [37], It was 

eventually shown that the operators associated with free fields acting on a bosonic Fock 

space could be used to r instruct all irreducible unitary representations of the Virasoro 

algebra. The "Feigen-Fuchs" free field representations were described in the work of Dot-

senkc and Fateev [22] using a Coulomb gas-like free field theory with background charge. 

h. this work, these representation were used to calculate correlation functions in Virasoro 

minimal models. The structure of the lock space in the Feigen-Fuchs representations was 

originally described in [26]. It was subsequently shown by Felder [27] that the irreducible 

representations in the e < 1 discrete series could be described in terms of the Feigin-Fuchs 

representations using a BRSY-type screening operator which had previously been intro

duced by Thorn [61]. A simlar construction for conformal field theories with affine algebra 

symmetries has also baen carried out [14, 33, 63]. The resulting free field representations of 

the affine algebras ars known as "Wakimoto' modules. Recently, the free field approach to 

conformal field theory has been described in the algebraic language of modules and resolu

tions, and put into a systematic algebraic formalism. From this point of view, the algebraic 

structure of the Feigin-Fuchs representations is similar to that of a twisted Venna module. 

For a review of this approach, see [18]. 

1.3 Summary 

The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the coadjoint 

orbit description of iireducible representations of Lie groups, and construct an explicit al

gebraic realization of the Lie algebra of an arbitrary Lie group by taking local coordinates 

on a coadjoint orbit and performing a gauge fixing on the complex line bundle over th^' 

coadjoint orbit. This construction gives a set of representations of the Lie algebra which are 

expressed in terms of first-onier differential operators acting on a polynomial Fock space. 

These representations are studied in detail for finite-dimensional Lie groups, loop groups, 

and the Virasoro group, aad examples of explicit realizations are given for each of these 

types of groups. By considering gloual aspects of these representations, we show that in the 

cases of finite-dimtasional groups and loop groups this construction gives rise to irreducible 

unitary representations, and that for such groups all irreducible unitary representations can 

be constructed using this method. In the case of the Virasoro group, these representations 

are reducible representations, with irreducible subspaces corresponding to the irreducible 
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unitary representations of the Virasoro group. In Chapter 3, we consider in more detail 
the module structure of these representations. We show that all the coadjoint Mbit repre
sentations we have constructed are locally equivalent to dual Verma modules, and describe 
resolutions for irreducible representations in terms of explicitly denned formulae for inter-
twiners between coadjoint orbit representations. We go on in Chapter 4 to describe vertex 
operators which allow these irreducible representations to be combined into rational con-
formal field theories. In Chapter 5, we review our results, and discuss open questions and 
relationships between this research and other recent work. In particular, we describe briefly 
a recently active area of research in which coadjoint orbits axe used to construct confonnal 
field theory actions. We speculate that there may be an underlying connection between the 
structure of these actions and the conformal field theory formalism described in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Coadjoint Orbit Representations 

In this chapter, the geometric and algebraic structures of coadjoint orbit represen
tations are presented and analyzed. In Section 2.1, we describe the class of groups to which 
the analysis in this chapter is applicable and establish notation for Lie groups and algebras 
which will be used throughout this thesis. For each of the groups in this section, a de
scription is given of a local coordinate system near the identity on a homogeneous quotient 
space of the group which will be later identified with a coadjoint orbit space. In Section 
2.2, we review the geometric construction of coadjoint orbit representations as sections of 
line bundles Cb over the coadjoint orbit spaces associated with elements b in the dual of 
the Lie algebra. In Section 2.3, we prove a pair of general propositions in which sufficient 
conditions are given for a set of functions to describe a local gauge-fixed connection on the 
line bundle £j . These propositions are used in Section 2.4 to construct formulae for the 
coadjoint orbit representations of the group algebra in terms of diiferential operators on the 
space of locally holomorphic functions at the point b in the orbit space. In Section 2.5, we 
give examples of these realizations for the groups SU(2), SU(3),LSU(2), and the Virasoro 
group. In Section 2.6, we discuss global questions about these representations; in particular 
we consider the question of which sections of the line bundle Cf, are globally holomorphic, 
and we discuss the existence of Hermitian structures on the line bundles £<,. Both of these 
questions are addressed from the point of view of the local formulae derived in the earlier 
sections. 
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2.1 Lie groups and algebras 

There are three main types of Lie groups which, along with their associated Lie al
gebras, will be of interest in this thesis. The compact simple Lie groups are the most familiar 
and best understood examples in the theory of continuous groups and their representations. 
We will use these groups as a class of elementary examples and as a reference point with 
which to compare our results for infinite-dimensional groups. The centrally-extended loop 
groups, whose associated Lie algebras are affine algebras, are the second class of groups 
which we will study. Although not as well understood as the finite-dimensional simple Lie 
groups, these groups share many of the properties of groups in that class. The affine al
gebras are important in physics, where they appear as current algebras in two-dimensional 
field theories and provide a primary tool for the understanding of the algebraic structure of 
a large class of conformal field theories. Finally, we will study the representations of the Vi-
rasoro group, which is of central importance in the physics of conformal field theories. This 
group is even less understood from a geometric perspective than the loop groups - hopefully 
some of the work in this thesis will help to provide a basis for a deeper understanding of 
the geometric structure of the representations of this group. 

In this section, we define these three types of Lie groups and develop the notation 
which will be used throughout the thesis. We also derive or state some important theorems 
about these groups which will be used in later developments. In particular, we give a 
description in terms of local coordinates of a natural quotient space of each Lie group by a 
maximal abelian subgroup. In the case of the Virasoro group, a rigorous proof of the validity 
of this coordinate system is not given; however, arguments are given for the plausibility of 
this coordinate system in a well-defined mathematical context. General references for the 
background material in this section are [1, 40, 41,45, 51, 53]. 

2.1.1 Compact simple Lie groups 

A finite-dimensional Lie group G is a manifold of finite dimension which has a 
group structure 

•:GxG->G. (2.1) 

In this subsection, we assume that all Lie groups are finite-dimensional. Associated with 
every Lie group is an algebraic structure on the tangent space jj to G at the identity. This 
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algebra, called the Lie algebra of G, is defined by the product 

[f, V] = h ^ e ^ V ^ - " - 1}, (2.2) 

where the exponential map e : 5 —> G is defined by taking e'* to be a one-parameter 
subgroup of G with de^/dt = ttm(_o e^/t = f. When G is finite-dimensional, it can be 
shown, thai this exponential map exists and is locally 1-1. The Lie algebra, product is 
antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity 

K, [v, C]] + Iv, K, ()] + [C, K, >?]] = o. (2.3) 

A Lie group is compact if its underlying manifold is compact. A Lie group is 
complex if its manifold is a complex manifold and the group composition law is holomorphic. 
A Lie algebra is complex if the vector space is complex and the Lie algebra product is 
complex-bilinear. The Lie algebra associated with a complex Lie group is a complex Lie 
algebra. A complexification GQ of a Lie group G is a complex Lie group whose Lie algebra 
is the complexification ;gc = fl ®R C of the Lie algebra JJ of G. When G is a compact group, 
such a complexification always exists [53]. 

A simple Lie group is a nonabelian Lie group with no continuous normal subgroups. 
It follows that a simple Lie algebra is a nonabelian Lie algebra with no nontrivial ideals. 
The compact simple Lie groups have been classified, and consist of the groups SU(N), 
SO{N), Sp(N), the exceptional groups Gi,Ft, E6,E7, Eg, and groups which are related to 
any of these groups by taking a quotient through a finite normal subgroup [40]. For the 
remainder of this subsection, we assume that all Lie groups are compact and simple. Most 
of the results for simple groups can be easily generalized to the class of semisimple Lie 
groups, which are groups locally isomorphic to a product of simple groups (with no abelian 
factors); we will not bother, however, to explicitly discuss these generalizations, in order to 
keep the presentation relatively simple. 

A representation of a Lie group G (Lie algebra p.) is a linear action of G (g) on a 
vector space V. A representation is irreducible if V does not contain a nontrivial subspace 
W which is mapped into itself by G (g). It is a theorem that all irreducible representations 
of compact Lie groups are finite-dimensional [53]. 

The group G has a natural representation on g known as the adjoint action; for 
each g € G 

A d 9 : f l - g , (2.4) 
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where 
A d 9 : « « i { S e ' V - , - l } . (2-5) 

There is a related coadjoint action of G on the dual space to g, g*. The coadjoint action is 
denoted by Ad*, and given by 

(Ad*6,«) = {6,Ad,-1u), f o r i e f l ' , « e g . (2.6) 

The derivative of the adjoint action gives an action of g on 0, denoted by ad, where ad„u = 
[u,»], for all u, v 6 g. Similarly, the infinitesimal coadjoint action of g on 8* is denoted ad", 
and is given by 

<ad"i,u) = {6,[u,»]), for&6fl*,ii,«€g. (2.7) 

In order to study the representations of a Lie group G and its algebra g, it is useful 
to describe a root space decomposition of the complexified Lie algebra gc- 0 " e ^ ^ P " ^ 
a maximal subtorus T of G. (A maximal subtorus of G is a continuous abelian subgroup 
of G which is not contained in a continuous abelian subgroup of higher dimension.) The 
complexiiication ic of the Lie algebra of T is a Cartan subalgebra of gc- The dimension of 
T is defined to be the rank r of G. All maximal subtori of G are conjugate [1], so the rank is 
well-defined. The adjoint action of 0 on g extends naturally to an action of g on 0c- Since 
the Lie algebra t is abelian, the restriction of the adjoint action on gc to t is simultaneously 
diagonalizable, and we can write 

gc = t c e © f l c , (2-8) 

where $ C fj is the set of nonzero roots of G (which we will also refer to as roots of g), and 

g» = {« € S c l I M = (a,h)u Vft e i}. (2.9) 

An analysis of this root space decomposition reveals that the root spaces ga are oae-
dimensional and that a 6 $ =* — a e §. It is possible to choose elements ea 6 g 0 

and ha e tc such that when fa = e_Q, we have 

[ec/o] = ha 

[ha,ea] = 2e Q (2.10) 

[ha, fa] = -2fa. 
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In this basis, when a y= —0 and[ea,ep] ^ 0, it follows that [e,,, eg] C ga+/3- It is furthermore 

possible [40] to choose a base A for § , where A C $ is defined to be a base when A = 

{ a i , . . . , a r } gives a basis for the linear space t£ spanned by $ , and each root /3 g $ has a 

(unique) decomposition 

/? = £ fcaa, (2.11) 

with ka integral and with all coefficients ka being either nonnegative or nonpositive. The 

roots in A are called simple roots. If all the coefficients ka in the decomposition (2.11) of a 

root 0 are nonnegative, 0 is denned to be a positive root, and we write 0 >• 0. Similarly, if 

all coefficients are nonpositive, we define 0 to be a negative root. Because the root spaces 

are one-dimensional, we can directly associate generators ea with roots; thus, we will often 

refer to generators as being simple or positive when the associated root has such a property. 

We denote by $ + = {a € $\a >• 0} the set of all positive roots. In physics terminology, 

positive and negative roots are often referred to as "annihilation" and "creation" operators 

on a representation space, respectively. The root lattice A is defined to be the sublattice of 

t£ spanned by the simple roots A. 

We denote the generators associated with simple roots by ej = eaj for 1 < j < r; 

similarly, we define fj = e _ o j , hj = haj. The generators {ej,hj,fj : 1 < j < r} give rise to 

a complete basis for the Lie algebra 0c, under the relations 

lei, fi] = hi 

[ej.A] = 0 when j # k 

[hi,ej] = Aijej (2.12) 

[hi,fj] - -Aijfj 

(ad ei)1~Al'ej = 0 when i # j 

(ad fif~Ai'fj = 0 when i # j . 

This basis for the Lie algebra is called a Chevalley basis for the algebra, and the matrix 

A is the Carton matrix for the group G. Note that the algebra elements ej associated 

with simple roots generate the algebra of positive roots in gc; similarly, the negatives of 

the simple roots, fj, generate the algebra of negative roots. Both of these subalgebras are 

closed subalgebras of (Jc- Note also that the algebra elements hj form a basis 0 for the 

Cartan subalgebra tc. 
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We now turn our attention to irreducible representations of simple groups. To 
begin with, it is a well-known result that all irreducible representations of simple groups 
admit unitary structures. That is, on any complex representation space V of a finite-
dimensional compact simple group G, it is possible to construct a positive-definite innei 
product which is invariant under the action of G. The existence of such a unitary structure 
can be seen by talcing an arbitrary positive-definite inner product on V, and averaging 
over G with respect to an invariant measure (such a measure, called a Haar measure, 
exists on all compact finite-dimensional groups). In most physical systems where group 
representations play an important role, the understanding of a unitary structure on the 
representation space is essential. It is customary for physicists, when dealing with unitarity 
group representations, to take a basis for the Lie algebra of the form iJa where J„ are 
Hermitian operators. In terms of this basis, the Lie algebra is written in terms of the 
structure constants fai

c as 
lJa,Jb] = if<a,cJc (2.13) 

We will freely switch between mathematical and physical notations for Lie groups and 
representations in this thesis. 

In any (complex) vector space V carrying a representation of G, it is possible to 
choose a basis with respect to which the. Cartan algebra 4c is diagonal. The eigenvalues of tc 
on a basis element are then described by a weight v> S t j . The weights w of a representation 
lie on the weight lattice Au, C t£, which contains the root lattice A as a sublattice. Clearly, 
acting on a basis element of weight to with a generator e„ gives a vector of weight w + a 
in V. A representation of G on a vector space V is defined to be highest weight if there 
exists a vector v e V which is annihilated by all positive roots; i.e., eav = 0 for all a € $+. 
For D to be a highest weight vector, it clearly suffices for all simple roots ey to annihilate 
v. It follows from the fact that all irreducible representations of a compact Lie group are 
finite-dimensional, that all irreducible representations of such a group are highest weight 
representations. 

Given a choice A of base for G, the associated Borel subalgebra b + C fjc is defined 
to be the subalgebra generated by the Cartan subalgebra and the positive roots, 

b + = tc © © Bo- (2.14) 

Similarly, the Borel subalgebra b~ C flc is defined to be the subalgebra generated by the 
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Cartan subalgebra and the negative roots, 

6~ = t c f f i © S a - (2.15) 
a-<0 

The Borel subalgebra which is customarily used in representation theory is the positive 

subalgebra b + . For the purposes of this thesis, however, we will find it more constnictive 

to use the negative subalgebra b~. It is a theorem that these two Borel subalgebras are 

conjugate [40]; therefore the analysis using f>~ is equivalent to that using b + . (In fact, 

generally a Borel subalgebra is defined as a maximal solvable subalgebra; the theorem 

states that all Borel subalgebras are conjugate.) The Borel subgroup B~ of <?c is the 

subgroup whose Lie algebra is spanned by b~. The space Gc/B~ is a compact Kahler 

homogeneous space for GQ; as long as the group G is compact, we have GQ/B~ = G/T 

[53]. This space can be used to construct a general irreducible representation of G according 

to the Borel-Weil theory [17], which we now review briefly, following [53]. 

It is a general fact that every irreducible representation of G is uniquely determined 

by the associated representation of T on the highest weight state [l]. The representations 

of T are the one-dimensional representations on a space of fixed weight, and are simply the 

products of representations of the circle group S1 = {e , f l : 0 < 0 < 2ff}, 

e'« w enie, n e Z . (2.16) 

Given a representation A : T —• S1 of T, it is possible to construct a line bundle C\ over 

the homogeneous space G/T. This is done by considering the product bundle C x C , and 

modding out by the equivalence relation ~ defined by 

(g, z) ~ (gt, A ( f *)*)% € i". (2.17) 

The line bundle is thus denned by 

Cx = G X C/ ~ . (2.18) 

An alternative description of this line bundle is given by extending the representation A 

holomorphically to the Borel subgroup B~. This gives a holomorphic representation of B~ 

taking values in C \ {0}. The line bundle C\ can then be defined by 

C!i = Gcx. C/ ~ , (2.19) 
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where the equivalence relation (2.17) is extended to all elements t 6 B~. Prom this point 
of view, it follows immediately that C\ is a homogeneous complex line bundle and that 
the group (?c has a natural action on the space "H\ of holomorphic sections of L\, The 
Borel-Weil theorem states that the resulting representation of G on "H\ is an irreducible 
representation which reduces to the representation X of T on a one-dimensional snbspace. 
All irreducible representations of G can be obtained in this fashion; however, an irreducible 
representation of G may arise from several distinct represent?.tionc of T which are equivalent 
under a Weyl group symmetry. In particular, however, choosing A to be the representation 
of T associated with the highest weight subspace of a particular representation of G will 
reproduce that representation of G in the action on fix. 

Most of the analysis in this thesis will be done locally, in a coordinate patch around 
the identity of G. In order to perform local calculations, it will be useful to have a general 
system of coordinates in a neighborhood of the identity both on G and on G/T. It is clearly 
desirable to choose these coordinates to be holomorphic on G/T. Such a coordinate system 
is a familiar tool in physics; see e.g., [66, 6]. We can define a natural set of coordinates 
{za, aa, 0a\a 6 $+} on Gc by writing an arbitrary element near the identity in the form 

g = exp 

Where ha are the basis for the Cartan subalgebra tc denned by (2.10). Clearly, za are a set 
of coordinates on Gc/B~, since modding out by the right action of B~ simply corresponds 
to dropping the coordinates aa, f3a. It follows that za can also be taken as coordinates on 
G/T. This result can be made more explicit by observing that (2.20) can be constrained 
to be an element of G, which gives c 0(z, z) and ba(z, z) = Re 0a as functions of the 
coordinates za,za. These functions are single-valued in a neighborhood of the identity, 
and can be calculated in a perturbative expansion about za = 0 by applying the Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) formula [43] 

exeY = e Jr+y+i [ j f ,y i+- > (2.21) 

which expresses the product of two exponentiated elements of a Lie algebra in terms of a 
single exponentiated element of the algebra as a formal power series. (The ellipses in this 
formula denote third- and higher-order commutators between X and Y.) It can be seen that 
the coordinates za define a G-invariant complex structure on G/T by multiplying (2.20) 

or€*+ 
exp « exp 5 3 P<>h° (2.20) 
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on the left by an arbitrary element g' xz G; expressing the result again in the form (2.20), 
one finds that the coordinates za(g'g) of t ie resultir ioint in G/T depend only on g' and 
the holomorphic coordinates za(g) and not on the antiholomorphic coordinates za(s) f 6 6]-
Although this complex structure is defined locally, it can be extended to a global complex 
structure on G/T by translating under the left action of G. 

We now conclude this subsection with a pair of examples of finite-dimensional 
simple Lie groups, SU{2) and 527(3), which we will use throughout this thesis as canonical 
examples with which to compare results from infinite-dimensional groups. We will follow 
the customary practice of using lower-case characters to denote Lie algebras, so that the 
algebras of SU{2) and SU(3) are written su(2), su(3). 

First we consider the group SV(2) of unitary 2 x 2 matrices. As usual (for physi
cists), we take the generators of the algebra g = su(2) to be {tjjt : k = 1,2,3}, where 
[Jj,Jt] = itjuJi- The structure constants of su(2) are thus fab

c = £„6e. su(2) is a three-
dimensional real vector space. Taking coordinates *i , x^,xz on S> an arbitrary element 
u 6 g can be written as u = iSx*Jfc. An arbitrary element g of G can be written as g = e", 
where u G fl. We will take the maximal subtorus T to be {e2'0,1* : 0 < 6 < 2x}. A root 
space decomposition of Be is given by defining the generators 

^± = ^ ± 8 / 2 . (2.22) 

These generators satisfy [J3, J±] = ±7±, and [J + , J_] = 2J3. The basis elements ea,ha can 
be described in terms of these generators by e + = J+,e_ = / + = ./_, and ft+ = 2J3. We 
can now define A = {J+} to be a base, so that J+ is the unique positive root. The resulting 
Chevalley basis is ej = e+, /1 = e_, hi = h+, and the Cartan matrix is the l x l matrix (2). 

The finite-dimensional irreducible representations of su(2) are representations with 
highest weight j € Z/2, corresponding to the eigenvalue of J3 on the highest weight vector. 
The set of weights for the "spin" j representation is given by {j,j - 1 , . . . , 1 - j , -j}; to 
each weight there corresponds a single vector in the representation space Vj. To each finite-
dimensional irreducible representation of su(2) there corresponds a representation of SU(2). 
The weight space of a typical SU(2) representation (spin 3/2) is shown in Figure 2.1. 

With each irreducible representation j of SU(2), there is an associated represen
tation of the maximal subtorus T. The homogeneous space SU(2)/T is S 2 with the usual 
complex structure. The bundle structure of this quotient space is exactly that of the well-
known Hopf fibration Sl -* S3 -> S2 [60]. Each representation j of T defines a complex 
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-3/2 -1/21 '/2 3/2 ' 

Figure 2.1: Spin 3/2 representation of SU(2) 

line bundle Cj over S2 by the Borel-Weil theory (2.19). The bundle associated with the 
representation j has a first Chem class with integral 2j, and 2j + 1 linearly independent 
holomorphic sections which transform under the representation j of SU(2). The geometric 
structure of this representation is equivalent to the coadjoint orbit construction for SV(2) 
and will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. 

We next consider the group SV(3) of unitary 3x3 matrices. The generators of su(3) 
are customarily taken to be {Ja : 1 < o < 8}, which in the fundamental representation are 
related to the Hermitian Gell-Mann matrices {A„} by J a = A„/2. The Gell-Monn matrices 
are 

1 

A3 = 

A 7 

A , = 

\4 = 

' 0 -i 0 ^ 

i 0 0 

k 0 0 0 , 

0 0 1 
0 0 0 

\i o oy 
(2.23) 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 
\0 1 0 / 

73 

1 Q 0 \ 
0 1 0 

\Q 0 - 2 ; 

The generators J3,7g form a maximal abelian subalgebra of su(3) and can be taken 
to be the generators of a maximal subtorus 

T = {e»W*e»Va*A . 0 < 0, ̂  < 2 ) r } . (2.24) 
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Figure 2.2: Roots of SC(3); simple roots w bold. 

A root space decomposition of gc >s given by the generators 

et = Ji + »'J2 «u = ^6 +«-ft e„ = J4 +«J5 
/( = Ji - tV2 /„ = Js - ih fv = J* - t J5 (2-25) 
Ai = 2J 3 fe„ = (T/3JS-J3) K = (v^Js + Js), 

where the roots i,u,v are given by t = ({t, Js),<i, Js)) = (1.0), a = (-1/2, v5/2), u = 
(1/2, V3/2). In terms of this basis, we can choose a base A for su(3) to be A = {«,, e u }. 
The resulting Chevalley basis is given by 

t\ = €t €2 = e u 

fi = ft ' k = fu (2-26) 
fti = fte h-2 = hu, 

and the Cartan matrix is 

* - ( - i V ) - (2-27) 

In terms of this Chevalley basis, the remaining generators are e3 = [ei,€2] = ev and f$ — 
[/2,/1] = fv The generators are graphed according to their roots in Figure 2.2. 

Irreducible representations of SU(Z) are labeled by the eigenvectors (p, q) of the 
highest weight vector with respect to the Cartan algebra elements &i,/t2- The weights of 
a typical highest weight representation (4,1) of SU{3) are shown in Figure 2.3. Note that 
there are in general multiple linearly independent vectors in the representation space with 
a given weight. As in the case of SU(2), all the irreducible representations of 517(3) can 
be realized via the Borel-Weil theory in terms of the left action of SU(3) on spaces of 
holomorphic sections of line bundles over the homogeneous space SU(3)/T. 
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Fiojre 2.3: Representation (4,1) of 5(7(3) 

2.1.2 Loop groups 

In the previous subsection we described a class of finite-dimensional Lie groups. It 
is possible to develop a similar theory for infinite-dimensional Lie groups [51]. In general, an 
infinite-dimensional Lie group is a group whose manifuid is an infinite-dimensional manifold 
modeled on a complete, locally convex .topological vector space (a manifold is modeled on 
a vector space V when the coordinate charts give diffeomorphisms between neighborhoods 
in the manifold and open sets in V). When the group is modeled on a Banach space, there 
is a fairly well-developed theory, and several theorems are true which do not hold in n. ̂ iore 
general context. We will primarily be concerned with local algebraic properties of certain 
infinite-dimensional groups, so we will not develop the general theory of infinite-dimensional 
groups in any detail, but will simply quote results as necessary. 

One of the main properties which we will need in the analysis of infinite-dimensional 
groups is the 5xistence of a real analytic structure on the group. A sufficient condition for 
a group to have a real analytic structure is that the exponential map from the Lie algebra 
onto the Lie group is locally 1-1 and onto. The existence of a real analytic structure on a 
Lie group is in turn sufficient for the group to have the BCH property, which means that 
the Baker-Campbdl-HausdorfF formula (2.21) is valid in a neighborhood of the identity [51]. 
Groups with, this property are completely described in a neighborhood of the identity by 
the Lie algebra structure. Since we will be concentrating on analyzing the representations 
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of the algebra, this property is necessary to validate our analysis in a more global context. 

It is possible to generalize the concepts of a complex structure and differential 

forms on a manifold to the infinite-dimensioaal case, provided that certain conditions are 

satisfied. These generalizations are possible for all the manifolds we consider here [53]. 

The first class of infinite-dimensional groups which we will consider are the cen

trally extended loop groups LG. The loop group LG is denned for an arbitrary ftaite-

dimensional Lie group G by the set of smooth maps from S1 to G 

LG = {/ : 5 1 - . G\f € C°(S\ G)}. (2.28) 

The composition law in a loop group is defined pointwise by 

(/•?)(<) = / ( t ) - s ( t ) V t e S 1 . (2.29) 

For simplicity, in this thesis we will restrict attention to loop groups LG where G is simple; 

as in the finite-dimensional case, an extension to general semisimple Lie groups is straight

forward. 

The Lie algebra Lg is simply the algebra of smooth maps from S 1 to the Lie 

algebra g. Again, the Lie algebra product of Lg is defined po'ntwise on S 1 . It is not hard 

to show [51] that the loop groups LG admit real analytic structures, and thus have the 

BCH property (the argument is more generally valid lor arbitrary map groups; i.e., groups 

of maps from an arbitrary compact manifold M to G). The existence of a real analytic 

structure in this case follows from the fact that the exponential map 

exp : Lg -> LG (2.30) 

is a local homeomorphism. If the Lie group G has a complexification Gc, there is a natural 

complexification LGc of the loop group LG, which gives a natural complexification Xgc of 

the Lie algebra. The Lie algebra Lgc has a natural basis Ja(n) given by the set of courier 

modes relative to a basis Ja of gc (actually, technically this is a basis for the related algebra 

of real-analytic maps from S 1 to g; in this thesis we will ignore this distinction, for details 

see [53]). The function from S 1 —+ @ described by an element of this Fourier basis is 

•?«.(„)(«) = J*ein°- (2-31) 

If the structure constants of g are given by f^0-, then the Lie algebra of the loop group is 

given by 

[Ja[n)*Jb(m)] — ifabCJc(n+m)- (2.32) # 
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The loop groups LG appear in physics as the symmetry groups of certain conformal 
field theories (CFT's); see for example [34]. For example, the conformal field theory with 
n free real fermionic fields has a natural LSO(n) symmetry, and the CFT with n free 
complex fermionic fields has LSU(N) symmetry. These symmetries apply to the classical 
field theories. When the quantum field theories associated with these classical theories are 
constructed, the classical symmetry group acquires a central extension due to a quantum 
anomaly. For other conformal field theories, such as the WZW model, the classical symmetry 
group has already a central extension. Thus, we now discuss the modification to a loop group 
caused by a central extension. 

A central extension G of a group G is topologically a circle bundle over G. The 
algebraic structure of a central extension is described by the exact sequence 

S ' - . C - . G . (2.33) 

In a neighborhood of the identity, we can choose a coordinate system in which the circle 
bundle of the central extension is locally trivial. In such a coordinate system, an element 
of G can be written as (ff,z), g £ G,z E S1; the group product is given by 

(g,z)- (g',z') = (gg'Ag,gW), (2.34) 

where c(g,g') € S 1 is a group cocycle satisfying 

«S,g')c<.sg',g") = c(g,g'g'W,g"). (2.35) 

The Lie algebra of a centrally extended group G has a similar description as 
§ = g©K. An element of g is given by a pair (u,t) where u S g and t E R . The Lie algebra 
product is given by 

[(«,*). («.*)]= ([«,»M«,»))i (2-36) 
where u is a skew-symmetric Lie algebra cocycle satisfying 

ui([u, v], w) + w([v, w], u) + io([w, «],«) = 0. (2.37) 

The cocycle conditions (2.35) and (2.37) follow directly from the condition of associativity 
on the group G and the Jacobi identity on the algebra §, respectively. 

It is a straightforward algebraic exercise to demonstrate that in terms of the Fourier 
basis J a(„). the most general central extension of Lg has a complexification with a Lie algebra 
described by 

[J>(»), Ji{m)] = »7o6eJc(H+m) + nSn,.ml(Ja, Jb)C, (2.3S) 
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where C is the (Hermitian) central generator and t(Ja, Jb) is a symmetric invariant bilinear 

in Bc[53]. In particular, since G is simple, there is a unique symmetric invariant bilinear 

form in gc (up to scalar multiplication). This is the Killing form 

Vol, = fa/fic". (2.39) 

It follows that ~t(Ja,Jb) is proportional to TJ„J. By choosing a basis in which the structure 

constants / a 6

c are completely antisymmetric, the Killing form can he put in diagonal form; 

often physicists write the algebra (2.38) in terms of the diagonal form lab-

In order to extend the algebra (2.38) to a global central extension of LG, it is 

necessary to make a choice of 7 such that the cocycle u can be extended to a central 

extension of the group. A necessary and sufficient condition for this to be possible is that 

f(ha, ha) be an even integer for every root a of G. It is fairly easy to see that this condition 

is at least necessary. Consider the subalgebra of (2.38) generated by 

I± = «±a(0), (2.40) 

Is = fc<»(o)/2 

This subalgebra is isomorphic to the (complexified) Lie algebra su(2), which follows from 

[J3>-f±] = ±-f± a^d [-T+i-J-] = 2/3. The central terms vanish, since they are proportional to 

the mode number which in this case is 0. We now consider the subalgebra generated by 

4 = e=Fa<±i). (2.41) 

h = -£ ~ fta(0)/2, 

where x = ~/(ha,ha). This subalgebra is also an su(2) subalgebra, as can be seen from 
computing 

[is, 4 ] = ± 4 (2.42) 

[/+,/_] = 2i3-~ + -y(fa,ea)C, 

and observing that the invariance of 7 under G implies that 

7 ( / « , e 0 ) = 57([/«,fca].«o) (2-43) 

= ^-r(ha,[ea,fa]) = j . 
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EVom the subalgebra (2.40), we know that that exp(4jr j/3) = 1 in the group LG. Similarly, 

for (2.38) to extend to a global group structure, we must have exp^irii-j) = 1. From the 

definition of C as the generator of the central extension satisfying exp(2jrt'C) = 1, it follows 

that z S 2Z. 

It can be shown that the above condition is also sufficient to guarantee that the 

algebra (2.38) can be globally extended to a central extension LG of the group LG [53]. The 

condition on the algebra can be rewritten as a global topological condition on the differential 

form associated with the cocycle u; we will discuss the geometry of this condition further in 

Section 2.5.3. It is easy to see that there must be a minimum multiple of the Killing form 

which has the desired property. We will denote this minimum multiple by gat, = 7„,( Ja, Jt). 

la terms of gai„ the centrally extended algebra (2.38) is written 

[ Ja(n)> -fy™)! = ' / a b C J c ( n + m ) + knS„^mgabC, (2 .44) 

where k is integral. 

At this point, it is necessary to discuss a difference between physical and mathe

matical notation for current algebras. In general, physicists take the convention that C = 1, 

and define the algebra (2.44) to be the current algebra, or (untwisted) affine algebra, on 

G at level k. Mathematicians, on the other hand, restrict attention to the case k = 1, 

and retain the description of C as a (commuting) algebra element. The group for k = 1 is 

referred to as the universal central extension of LG, and is written as LG. This extension is 

called universal because all other extensions can be realized as quotients of LG by a finite 

cyclic group. We will primarily use the mathematical description here, because it allows for 

a simpler and more consistent description of the coadjoint orbit representations of centrally 

extended groups. We will, however, denote the eigenvalue of the operator C by k, so that 

the notation is still ostensibly equivalent to that used by physicists. Note that the centrally 

extended loop groups have locally 1-1 exponential maps from the Lie algebia, which follows 

directly from the fact that the groups without central extensions have this property. The 

exponential map is also locally surjective, so it follows that the groups LG have the BCH 

property. (Note that in general, the exponential map is not globally surjective for loop 

groups.) 

We will now describe the adjoint and coadjoint action of the centrally extended 

loop group LG on the algebra ZJJ. Denoting an arbitrary element of Lg by 

(/,«'<») = f{t) + iaC, f-.S1 - . j , « E R , (2.45) 
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we can describe the adjoint action of an element g : S 1 —> G of LG on (/, ia) by 

Ad// , fa) = (Ad,(/), ia - JL jf ̂  d*7m(<T W W > /(*))) • (2-46) 

(The adjoint action of the central element S 1 is trivial.) To prove that (2.46) is the correct 
formula for the adjoint action, it suffices to demonstrate that taking g close to the identity 
reproduces (2.44) and that the action is indeed a group action in the sense that AdfcAdj = 
Ad;^. The first of these conditions is easily verified; when 

g=l + tJaln), (2-47) 

and / = Jt( r a), (2.46) reduces to 

^ | t =oAd s (/ , io) = (ifn'Jdn+m), — j T ' Mym(inJaM,Jnm)j) (2.48) 

= ('/<.6C Jc(n+ra), n*>>,-m5a6) • 

Although this calculation is performed in the complexified algebra, clearly the restriction 
to real linear combinations satisfies the same equation. Recall that we are using the math
ematician's convention of fc = 1. To demonstrate that the action is a group action, we 
write 

AdfcAda(/, to) = (Ad/,Ad s(/), ia-x), (2.49) 

where 

x = hC*9 h".(s"1(%'(«),/W) + 7n.(fe-1(<,)ft'(«),AV)/(e))] 
= ^ £*w 7n.Gr W W + g-1Wk-H9)h'(0)g(e),f(e)) (2.50) 

* r2ir 

= ^ y o i»1m{{hg)-\6)(hg)\e),Ke)), 

SO 

Ad f cAd 9(/, ia) = (Adft3(/), ia - ± £" &e-tm{(hg)-\6)(hg)X9), f(9)j) . (2.51) 

The dual space to £fl is X(g") © R. We can write elements of this space as pairs 
(6, - it) where b : S 1 —• g" and t 6 R. The dual pairing between the extended loop algebra 
and dual space is given by 

((4, -it), (/, ia)) = i j£ 2* d0 (6(0), /(9)> + at. (2.52) 

http://7n.Gr
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It is straightforward to verify that in order for this dual pairing to be preserved under the 
group action, the coadjoint action of an arbitrary element g € LG on (b, —it) must be given 
by 

Ad;(6, -it) = (AdJ6 + t(g'g-1)', -it), (2.53) 

where we have defined a dual map * from 0 to g* such that 

<ff',/) = 7n.(S,/), V / , S € f l . (2.54) 

This map is well-defined since the Killing metric is aondegenerate for simple G. From (2.53) 
we can calculate the coadjoint action of the algebra; we find that 

(ad;(6, -ft) , (/, to)} = ^ ]*' &6 KHQ, [/(<?),«(*)]> + tlm(u'(9), / (»))] , (2-55) 

in agreement with (2.44). 
Just as for finite-dimensional groups, we will find it useful to define simple roots 

for the centrally extended algebra Lg. If G is a simple finite-dimensional group of rank r, 
and we denote the highest root of g by ifi, then we define the generators associated with the 
r + 1 simple roots of Lg to be 

e . = f e , ( 0 ) , l < i < r ( 2 s 6 ) 

{ «-«(l). j = T + l 

The space of roots for Lg is naturally described by Z X $, where the integral parameter is the 
mode number and $ is the root space of a. (Often, an auxiliary operator generating rotations 
about S 1 is introduced, for which the mode number is the eigenvalue; this formalism has 
the advantage of keeping the interpretation of a root as an element of the dual space to the 
Cartan subalgebra, where the dual of C is 0 and the new Cartan subalgebra is R®RC®tq 0). 
We will forgo the extra complications in notation which would ba involved in this formalism, 
and we will simply take the mode number as an extra parameter in the root space.) In 
this space, we define a positive root (ra, a) y 0 to be any root which can be written as a 
sum of the simple roots with nonnegative coefficients. For a general representation, positive 
weights can be defined similarly. We have then a natural decomposition of the algebra £gc> 

£flC = t c ( 0 ) ® C C e © 9«(n>® © flaM- (2-57) 
(n,o)XO (n,or)-«> 
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Note that the central element has weight (0,0) in the adjoint representation. Note also, 
that the adjoint representation is not highest weight. Just as in (2.S6), we can define the 
rest of a Chevalley basis for Lgc by 

fi=[fm, i<J<r ( 2 5 8 ) 

I e^(_i), j = r + l 

and 
l < j < r 

(2.59) 
h$)C — ft(6(o), j = r + 1 

Using this basis, the Cartan relations (2.12) are satisfied, with a singular Cartan matrix A. 
Using the Cartan matrix approach, a general class of affine algebras can be defined which 
contains in particular the centrally extended current algebras described here [41]. 

The main result we will need about simple roots is that just as for finite-dimensional 
groups, the simple roots of Lg generate the subalgebra 5 of positive roots. This result can 
easily be seen, as follows. Certainly, if a 6 $+ is a positive root of g then e a( 0j is in S, 
since e a is in the subalgebra of positive roots of g, which is generated by the simple roots 
of g. The roct e_^(i) is a simple root of Lg, and is thus in S automatically. Since the roots 
of g form an irreducible representation of g (the adjoint) with lowest weight — lfr, we can 
reach any root e$(i) by commuting positive roots eQ(0) with e-$(t). Since V # 0, there is 
an element h = —ft̂ /2 of the Cartan subalgebra of gc which satisfies [A,e_ ,̂] = e-j,. The 
first Fourier mode of this operator, ft^j, is an element of S from the above argument, so 
[fyi)>e-ii>(i)] = e-i/>(2) € S. Continuing in this fashion, we see that all generators associated 
with positive roots are in 5. Similarly, the negatives of the simple roots generate the algebra 
of negative roots, agai- as in the finite-dimensional case. 

We now review briefly the representation theory for centrally extended loop groups 
and their algebras. In the case of finite-dimensional groups, we had the result that all 
irreducible representations are highest weight representations. This is not the case for the 
groups LG. We shall restrict attention, however, to a class of irreducible representations 
which are of physical interest; all the representations we shall consider are highest weight. 
To begin with, we will restrict attention to representations on vector spaces V which can 
be written as direct sums of weight spaces 

V= © ^(n) (2.60) 
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Not all representations are of this form, since some representation spaces do not admit an 
action of the rotation group S 1 which commutes with the constant generators Ja(o)- We will 
further restrict to the class of representations for which the decomposition (2.60) contains 
only weights (», i&) with n < m for some integer m. These representations are referred 
to as "positive energy" representations, because the mode number m — n can be related 
to an energy operator of a physical system, from now on, unless otherwise noted we will 
assume that all representations of LG and its algebra axe positive energy representations 
which admit the decomposition (2.60). As an example of a representation which does not fit 
in this category, consider the adjoint representation of LG on Lg, which has both positive 
and negative mode numbers of arbitrary magnitude. It can be shown that all irreducible 
representations in the category of interest admit unitary structures [53]. We shall discuss 
these unitary structures further in Section 2.6. 

With the above restriction, the representation theory of the groups LG can be 
described in a very similar fashion to that of the finite-dimensional simple groups. In 
fact [53], it can be shown that all irreducible representations of the algebra Lg of the 
desired type axe highest weight representations. Note that we have defined highest weight 
representations with respect to the choice of simple roots given in (2.56). In some of 
the literature, these representations are referred to as "antidominant" representations, due 
to a different convention for positive and negative roots. The fact that all irreducible 
representations are highest weight can be seen fairly easily by showing that the subspace 
of highest mode number n must admit an irreducible representation of the subalgebra p,(0j 
of Lg generated by the 0 modes Ja^]\ since this representation is irreducible, it must be 
finite-dimensional, and therefore must contain a highest weight vector which is annihilated 
by all simple roots of LG. 

Thus, we can describe every representation of Lg by an integer k (the eigenvalue 
of C, also called the level of the representation) and a highest weight vector t>, with weight 
(n, A). Since the mode number n of the highest weight vector can be shifted by an arbitrary 
integer, we will take n — 0 for all representations. Finally, by examining SU(2) subgroups 
of LG, it is possible to show that fc and A must satisfy an additional relation for a highest 
weight representation of Lg to extend to a representation of LG. From (2.40) and (2.41), 
we know that the eigenvalues of the operators 2I3 and 2/3 defined in those equations must 
be nonnegative integers when acting on the highest weight state v. It follows that for all 
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roots a, we have 
0 < < A 1 f t a } < i * 7 m ( A „ , M - ( 2 , 6 1 ) 

(Recall that the weight X is naturally in the dual space t£.) It can also be shown [53] that 
for any k, X satisfying the constraint (2.61) an irreducible representation of LG exists. Note 
that the condition (2.61) indicates that for a given level k, there are a finite number of 
distinct irreducible representations of LG. 

The Borel-Weil theory which is used to describe irreducible representations of 
finite-dimensional compact groups can be generalized to cover the groups LG; however, the 
apparatus used to implement the construction in the infinite-dimensional case is consid
erably more sophisticated [53], This construction is again closely related to the coadjoint 
orbit technique which we will describe later in this thesis. As in the finite-dimensional case, 
one can construct a homogeneous space 

£G/(T(0) X S 1) = LGc/B-, (2.62) 

where T(0) is the zero mode restriction of a maximal subtorus of G, S1 is the central 
extension, and B~ is a Borel subgroup formed just as in the finite-dimensional case from 
the group whose Lie algebra contains the negative roots of Lg and the zero modes of a Cartas 
subalgebra (and also C). Because LG has an analytic structure, we can put a coordinate 
system on this quotient space just as in (2.20) (with an infinite number of coordinates 
{?£,(„): (n,a) >- 0}). We will use such a coordinate system when describing coadjoint orbit 
representations of loop groups in Section 2.5.3. 

Finally, we will give a simple example of a representations of a loop group. Consider 
the group LSU(2). For SU{2), weights are given by a single integer 2j = (A, A+) = (A, 2 J3). 
The inner product 7 m satisfies 7m(fc+,fc+) = 2 From (2.61) it follows that at level k, the 
allowed highest weights X satisfy j < | . Thus, for k = 1, the only allowed representations 
of LSU(2) have j = 0 and j = 1/2. Consider the representation with j = 0. For each n, we 
have an su(2) subalgebra of the current algebra generated by 

I±{n) = e ? ( ± „ ) , (2.63) 
nC 

h(n) = — - ft+(0)/2-

The eigenvalue of J 3( n) on v is n/2, so the operator I2t^\ must annihilate v. Based on this 
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Figure 2.4: Weights of representation y, *) = (0> 1) of £sr/(2) 

observation, we graph the weights of the representation (j,fc) = (0,1) in Figure 2.4 1 . In 

general, highest weight representations of LG have this general structure. The subspace 

with mode number 0 carries an irreducible representation of the group G, and the subspaces 

with fixed mode number contain a finite number of irreducible representations of G, with 

highest weight vectors whose weights increase approximately as y/n. We will discuss the 

detailed structure of these representations further later in this thesis. 

2 . 1 .3 T h e V i r a s o r o g r o u p 

We will now consider our final example, the Virasoro group. The Virasoro group is 

the universal central extension of the group DiffS 1 of smooth diffeomorphisms of the circle 

S 1 . Unlike the centrally extended loop groups, the Virasoro group does not admit a locally 

1-1 or onto exponential map from its Lie algebra. We shall, however, avoid this difficulty 

by analyzing a more well-behaved group which has an equivalent algebraic structure. 
1Note that the weights of this representation (called the fundamental representation) are ostensibly given 

in [53] (Fignre 3, Chapter 9; pp. 180). The weights in that figure are different from those shown here. By 
examining the character formula from [53] (Chapter 14; pp. 282), it is clear that the weights given here 
are correct and those in the reference are incorrect. Apparently, the error in [S3] is that the inner product 
should be defined (in their notation) by \\A? = C3/2, not by ||p||2 = « J . 
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The group DiffS1 is defined to be the group of all smooth orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms / of the circle S 1 , 

DiffS1 = {/: S 1 y S 1! feC^iS1^1)}. (2.64) 

The group multiplication is defined by the composition of maps, so (g • f)(0) = f(g(8)). 
The Lie algebra of this group is the algebra VectS1 of smooth vector fields on S 1 . Writing 
a vector field / as a function / : S1 -> R, the Lie algebra product is given by 

[/W,sW] = fWW - gWf'W- (2.65) 

Just as for central extensions of loop groups, it is possible to find a single central extension 
DiffS1 of DiffS1 which is universal in the sense that all other central extensions can be 
realized by taking a quotient by a finite cyclic group. This universal central extension is 
the Virasoro group. We denote its algebra by VectS1. Elements of VectS1 are of the form 
(/, -ia), with f(9)d/d$ a vector field on S 1 and a £ R. The commutation relation between 
elements of VectS1 is given by 

[(/, -io,),(g, -iai)] = (fg' - gf, ^ J*(fW(e) - g(e)f'"(e))de) . (2.66) 

Defining the (complex) vector fields /„ = ie'nSd/dO in VectS1, we can define the usual 
Virasoro generators by 

Ln = Cn,0); fornjtO, 

£o = ( ID,5J ) , (2.67) 

C = (0,1). 

The commutation relations then take the standard form 
Q 

[Lm,L„] - ( m - n ) I m + „ + — (m 3 - m)«m,_„, (2.68) 
[C,I„] = 0. 

The Virasoro algebra is defined to be the complex Lie algebra spanned by the generators 
(2.67). As in the case of current algebras, it is traditional for physicists to treat the operator 
C as a c-number c, whereas mathematicians leave C in operator form and take c to be its 
eigenvalue in a specific representation. For the purpose of the coadjoint orbit description of 
representations, we will adhere to the latter convention. 
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We will now briefly describe the adjoint and coadjoint action of VectS1 on itself 
and its dual space. The (smooth) dual space to VectS1 consists of pairs (b, it), with b(&)d02 

a quadratic differential on 5 1 , and t € R. The dual pairing between (b, it) and an element 
(/, — ia) e VectS1 is given by 

((b, it), (/, -ia)) = fT b(e)f(e)M + at. (2.69) 
Jo 

For this pairing to be invariant under the action of the algebra VectS1, (i>, it) must transform 
under the coadjoint action by 

Ad-[fi_ta)(b, it) = (24/' + 6'/ - ± r , 0). (2.70) 

Using these equations, it is possible to derive formulae describing the coadjoint action Ad" 
of the group DiffS1 on the dual space VectS1 ; however, we will not need these formulae 
since the orbits of the coadjoint action with which we will be concerned are topologically 
trivial (see Section 2.5.4). 

Unlike the centrally extended loop groups, the Virasoro group cannot be described 
by the formalism of simple roots and the Cartan matrix. In many ways, the Virasoro group 
is structurally similar to finite-dimensional non-compact groups, while the loop groups are 
more similar to compact groups. Nonetheless, it is possible to make a definition of positive 
and negative weights and roots for the Virasoro algebra. The Virasoro algebra has a natural 
decomposition 

DiffS1 = (CC $ CL0) © V+ $ V- (2.71) 

where 
V+ = © C I „ (2.72) 

n>Q 

and 
V. = ® C L . n (2.73) 

n>0 

are defined to be the spaces of positive and negative roots of DiffS1. (Technically, these are 
the spaces of generators associated with the positive and negative roots; we will simplify 
notation by referring to these generators as themselves being the roots. This will not lead 
to confusion, since the roots and generators of this algebra are in a 1-1 correspondence, just 
as is the case for compact groups.) The operators C and L0 form a maximal commuting 
subalgebra of the Virasoro algebra. On any irreducible representation space V of DiffS1, 
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the eigenvalue of C is a constant c, and the representation space can be decomposed into 
subspaces with distinct eigenvalues of £<j 

V = © V „ (2.74) 
ngZ 

where LQV = nv for all v 6 V„. We take n to be the weight of the space V„; according to 
the definition (2.72) of positive roots, a weight n is "positive" when n < 0 (this unfortunate 
terminology arises from the merging of well-established conventions in mathematics and 
physics for highest weight representations and Virasoro generators). 

At this point, one might be tempted to define L\ to be the sinfle simple root of 
Diff51. Unfortunately, however, the generators {£oi -£±i} ioim a closed subalgebra of the 
Virasoro algebra, isomorphic to the algebra of SL{2, C). Thus, it is impossible to define the 
virasoro algebra from this subalgebra with any choice of Cartan matrix. It is impossible to 
choose more than one simple root for the Virasoro algebra, since then roots could not be 
uniquely written as a linear combination of simple roots. For our purposes, howei JT, the 
only result about simple roots which will be used in the following development is the fact 
that the simple roots generate the subalgebra of positive roots. To this end, we can select 
the pair of roots Li,L2 of the Virasoro algebra, and denote these roots to be "quasi-simple" 
roots. These roots do indeed generate the algebra of positive roots, which can be seen 
inductively by observing that [Li,L„] is nonzero and proportional to Ln+1 for n > 2. In 
the general analysis in the subsequent sections of this chapter, whenever we are discussing 
a general Lie group and its simple roots, we include under consideration the Virasoro group 
and its quasi-simple roots £1, X2. 

In discussing representations of the Virasoro group, we will again restrict attention 
to a category of representations of particular physical interest. This category of represen
tations consists of highest weight representations which admit a unitary structure. Since 
some highest weight representations do not admit unitary structures, this means that we 
will restrict attention to representations with a certain set of values for the highest weight. 

A highest weight representation of the Virasoro algebra VectS1 is simply a repre
sentation which admits a decomposition (2.74) such that for some weight h the space Vh is 
one-dimensional, and all spaces Vm with m < h are zero-dimensional (recall the convention 
of positivity for the Virasoro roots). For all values of h and c (c being the eigenvalue of 
C), there exists a unique irreducible highest weight representation of the Virasoro algebra. 
These representations do not all admit unitary structures, and cannot all be integrated to 
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representations of the Virasoro group DiffS1. A theorem by Goodman and Wauach, hew-
ever, states that all unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra can be integrated to a 
continuous unitary representation of the Virasoro group [36]. This theorem is based on a 
conjecture due to Kac [42]. Since we are actually only interested in unitary representations, 
it will sufuce to categorize representations of VectS1 which admit unitary structures. 

The set of values (ft, c) for which the Virasoro algebra admits an irreducible unitary 
highest weight representation is a well-known result to physicists. We will simply quote the 
result here, although in Section 2.6 we will briefly discuss the formalism used for its proof. 
The result is that unitary representations break up into two categories. In the first category 
are all pairs (ft, c) with r. > 1 and ft > 0. The second category consists of the so-called 
"discrete series" of representations, which have 

6 
m(m+ 1)' 

and 

(2.75) 

[ ( m H ) p - m ; P - l 
4m(m + l) ' v ; 

for integers m,p and g satisfying m > 2 and l<g<p<m— 1. 
Vie conclude this subsection with a description of the geometry of the Virasoro 

group and a set of coordinates on a quotient space analogous to the homogeneous spaces 
G/T for compact fuute-dimensional groups. 

As mentioned above, the Virasoro group has a poorly behaved exponential map, 
which keeps us from defining coordinates in a neighborhood of the origin as we did in the 
cases of compact groups and loop groups using (2 20). The failure of the exponential map 
to be 1-1 and onto follows from two important features of this group, which we will now 
describe, following Milnor [51]. To begin with, we note that because the extension of the 
diffeomorphism group DiffS1 is central, the failure of the exponential map must also occur 
for the unextended group. Thus, we will focus attention here on the unextended group. 

The first aspect of the full diffeomorphism group which gives problems for the 
exponential map is the inclusion of diffeomorphisms which have no fixed-points. From 
the existence of such diffeomorphisms in the group, we can prove that the exponential 
map is neither locally 1-1 or onto. To see that the map is not locally 1-1, consider the 
diffeomorphism (j>: S 1 —» S1 given by <p(S) = 0 + 2ir/n where n is an integer. For any vector 
field / 6 VectS1 which is nowhere zero (f(9) £ 0 Vff : 0 < 0 < 2T) and which is periodic 
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with frequency n (f(8 + 2itjn) = /(0)), there must exist a real number i e R such that 

4(9) = e''(0). (2.77) 

This follows because e'i($) satisfies 

jU</'(0) = /(e'/(9)), (2.78) 

so 

e"(0) = 8 + /* ds/(e'>(9)), (2.79) 
JO 

and when / is periodic with frequency n it suffices for 

/ ' d s / ( e " W ) = ^ (2.80) 
Jo n 

to hold for any value of 8 to guarantee that the condition (2.80) holds for all values of 8. It 
follows that the periodic diffeomorphism <f> lies on the one-parameter families corresponding 
to the trajectories under the exponential map of an infinite number of elements of the Lie 
algebra; thus, the exponential map is oo-l at each point <t>. Since by choosing n large, 
we can make the diffeomorphism <t>. arbitrarily small, the exponential map is certainly not 
locally 1-1. 

In a similar fashion, we can use the existence of diffeomorphisms without fixed-
points to show that the exponential map is not surjective. Consider the diffeomorphism 

4,(6) = $ + — -Msin2(n0), (2.81) 

where e <Z. 1/n. The diffeomorphism <t>" clearly has fixed-points at 8 = irk/n for integral k, 
however no other points are fixed under <j>™. Because <t> has no fixed points, if <£ = e ' for 
some vector field / it follows that / can have no zeros. But by the same argument as above, 
if / has no zeros and e"*(0) = 0 then e"f(8) = 0 for all 0. It follows that <f> is not in the 
image of the exponential map. Since <p can be taken arbitrarily small by taking n arbitrarily 
large and ( arbitrarily small, it follows that the exponential map on VectS1 is not locally 
surjective onto DiffS1. (Actually, here we must be careful about our definition of local; 
technically, DiffS1 as a group is modeled oa a Frechet space - see below. In fact, however, 
it is still true that any neighborhood of the identity in DiffS1 contains some diffeomorphism 
of the form of <t>.) 

We see then, that the existence of diffeomorphisms without fixed-points in the 
diffeomorphism group makes the exponential map from the algebra of vector fields rather 
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poorly behaved. In fact, still more problems arise from the inclusion of non-analytic vector 

fields; this is the second problem referred to above. As an example, take / to be a vector 

field which vanishes with all derivatives at 6 = 0, but which is nonzero in a region x / 2 < 

6 < 3 T / 2 . The constant vector field I = — i / 0 = 1 can be exponentiated to form the rotation 

diffeomorphism R$ satisfying R${9) — ff + i>. If the Lie group Diff S 1 had a well-behaved 

real analytic structure, the adjoint action of the group on the algebra which gives 

(JW*-*X*) = / ( * + W (2.82) 

could be described by an exponentiation of the adjoint action of the algebra on itself 

[/,/] = a d / / = / ' . (2.83) 

However, since / and all its derivatives vanish at 8 = 0 it follows that 

e**d'f(,0) = 0 W>, (2.84) 

which contradicts (2.82). Thus, the analytic structure of DiffS 1 is further disrupted by the 

existence of non-analytic diffeomorphisms. 

In order to accomplish the coadjoint orbit construction of representations of the 

Virasoro group, we will need to have coordinates on a homogeneous space of the form 

DiffS 1 /S1. Although by the arguments above, such a coordinate system cannot directly 

be constructed using a formula like (2.20), it is possible to proceed formally as though 

such a formula were applicable. This approach has been successfully used in the past, and 

leads to correct results for the curvature and other properties of the space DiffSVS 1 [66] 

(the curvature result was first obtained by Bowick and Rajeev using a generalization of a 

method of Freed [20, 30]). We will make some attempt to justify the use of this type of 

coordinate system here, by considering a closely related group which is more nicely behaved. 

Finally, however, the justification for the formulas we will derive is that they successfully 

give algebraic representations of the form expected from the coadjoint orbit construction. 

A more rigorous demonstration of the validity of the methods used here is left as a project 

for further research. 

We now sketch an argument for the validity of formula (2.20) on a group with an al

gebra isomorphic to the Virasoro algebra. To begin with, the homogeneous space DiffS 1 /S1 

is the space of the infinite-dimen»i! nal manifold of the group DiffoS1 of diffeomorphisms of 

S 1 which have a fixed point at 9 = 0. By restricting to this group, the problems associated 
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with diffeomorphisms without fixed-points are removed. The only obvious difficulty which 

remains is the existence of non-analytic diffeomorphisms. For our purposes, and as far as 

most physicists are concerned, we can restrict to the subgroup of DiffoS 1 of real-analytic 

diffeomorphisms, which we denote Do. This group has none of the problems described 

above for its exponential map; however, it is still not clear whether this group admits a 

real-analytic structure. We will now show that a closely related group with an isomorphic 

algebra can be given a real-analytic structure; we will denote this group by V, and we will 

show that Do C V. Although this result does not prove conclusively that Do admits a 

real-analytic structure, it indicates the plausibility of this assertion. For those purists un

willing to accept this statement without a more rigorous proof, the discussion in the rest of 

this chapter should be taken to apply to the formal group V, with the homogeneous space 

Di f fS ' /S 1 being the formal quotient of V through the action of Xo-

We define the group V to be the set of all formal power series in x with leading 

term proportional to x and leading coefficient positive, 

V = {/ = / , ! + f2x2 + ••• e *R[[*]]: h > 0}. (2.85) 

We can define a topology on the space of V by treating V as a subspace of the vector space 

A = xR[[z]]. We take a local base around 0 6 A for the topology of A to be given by the 

countable family of open sets 

B(n, m) = {/ 6 V : /j < -Vi < m}, (2.86) 
n 

where n and m are integers. The topology on V is then that induced by the embedding in 

A. Since the topology thus defined on V has a countable, convex local basis, it follows that 

V has a metric invariant under linear translations on the vector space [56]. It can be shown 

that V is complete in this metric, so V is a Frechet space. It is also possible to show that 

A has no bounded neighborhood of 0 with the resulting metric, so V cannot be a Banach 

space. The technical details of what type of space V is modeled on will not concern us here: 

however, it is significant that V is modeled on a Frechet space, since the essential problem 

here is to show that a group modeled on a Frechet space can have a real-analytic structure. 

Having defined a topology on V, we can now define a group structure given by 

composition. Given elements / = fox + fox* + • • • and g = gix + g^x2 + • • •, we define 

g • f e V by 

(9 • / ) (*) = / (»(*)) = c i* + c 2 * 2 + • • •, (2-87) 
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where 

Ck = Y,f'Sl>9h ••91., (2-88) 

with the sum taken over all «, 1%,.. .1, > 0 with k = Ij + • • • + i,. 

The inverse can be computed; if g • f = 1, then 

A = 1/ffl (2-89) 

fe>2, A = -«r* IlAS(,---9l. 

with the sum taken over the same range as before, however with the additional restriction 

that s < k. 

From these explicit expressions, it is easy to verify that multiplication and inverses 

are continuous in the chosen topology, so V is a Lie group modeled on a Frechet space. 

Furthermore, we can define a smooth "square root" operation in V. If / = g2, then we have 

Si = ( A ) , / 2 (2-90) 

Sfc = ( A - Yi fl«ff'i"-91.)/(Si+fli) k>2, 
K»<* 

where the sum is again as before, except now we restrict 1 < s < k. 

Now, we can prove the further claim that the exponential map from the Lie algebra 

of V to V is 1-1 and onto (globally). The Lie algebra of V is exactly the space A, with the 

Lie bracket of two vector fields u = u\x + mx2 H and v = vix + V2X2 -I given by 

[u, i>] = to = wjx + W2X2 H , (2.91) 

with 

HJi = 0 (2.92) 
k 

V>k = "EKuk-j+lVj-VjVk-i+l). 
j = l 

The Lie bracket operation on the algebra is clearly smooth in the same topology we had 

before. 

The proof that exp : A -» V is 1-1 and onto essentially follows from iterating the 

square root map above. If we define /<"> by /<°> = / , / ("- ' ) = /<") • /<">, then by iterating 
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the square root map we can show that the limits 

A = Bm (2"(/("> - 1 ) ) (2.93) 

s* = ^i2"fin)) h > 2 

exist. We then define g = g\X + j2&2 + ••••) and have e 9 = / . Since each function / has a 
unique "logarithm" g, the exponential map is 1-1 and surjective. 

We have thus shown that the Lie group V, which is modeled on a Erechet space, 
has a 1-1 and onto exponential map. The Lie group Do can be identified with the subgroup 
of V consisting of power series which are a) convergent with all derivatives for all x, b) 
periodic in x in the sense that f(x + 2TT) = /(x) + 2)r, and c) monotonlcally increasing in x 
(f'{x) > 0 Vx). The topology on Do induced by this embedding is different from the usual 
topology, however ihe group operation is smooth under both definitions. In order to prove 
that the exponential map on Da is 1-1 and onto, it would suffice to demonstrate that the 
square root operation defined above for V is closed on D0. In fact, we assert that it suffices 
to show that if / € Da C V and / = g • g in V then condition (a) holds for g. That is, if g 
is convergent for all x conditions (b) and (c) on g follow from the same conditions on / . A 
brief outline of this argument will now be given to conclude this subsection. 

Assume that / and g are as above, with / = g2 in V and / satisfying conditions 
(a), (b), (c), and with g satisfying condition (a). It follows from the fact that g satisfies the 
differential equation g'(g(x)) = f'(x)/g'(x), that if g has a bounded continuous derivative, 
then g is monotone increasing. It is then fairly easy to see that the following conditions 
must hold on g: 

/(x) > g(x) > x, when /(x) > x 

/(x) = g(x) = x, when /(x) = x (2.94) 

/(x) < g(x) < x, when f(x) < x. 

To see that these conditions must hold, assume that xo, Xi are consecutive fixed-points of g 
(and therefore also of / ) . If g(x) > x for x 0 < x < X] then g(g(x)) = /(x) > g(x) > x since 
g(x) < Xi, which follows from the monotonicity of g. The other conditions can be proven 
in a similar fashion. Prom these inequalities, we see that G(x) = g(x + 2x) — 2ir is also a 
solution to G(G(x)) = /(x). If the solution g is unique, which it is in V, then g — G, and 
g is periodic. We have thus shown everything except that the square root of an element 
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of Do must be convergent. The exponential map on Do is thus at least 1-1; however, the 
surjectivity of this map has not been shown rigorously. To be certain of working with a 
group with the BCH property, one must consider V; in the remainder of this thesis, however, 
we will ignore the details of this question and simply calculate with the Vlrasoro group and 
algebra as though it were well-behaved. 

2.2 Coadjoint orbit construction 

This section contains a description of the geometry of coadjoint orbit representa
tions. The construction of coadjoint orbit representations is originally due to Kirillov and 
Kostant [43]. The discussion here is similar to the presentations in [43, 64]; however, the 
notation is slightly different; in particular, some difficulties with signs are dealt with here 
in an internally consistent fashion. 

As described in Section 1.1, given a Lie group G with algebra g, G acts on the 
dual space g* by the coadjoint action (2.7). For any b 6 $", one can consider its orbit W<, 
in g* under the coadjoint action of G. It turns out that W t admits a natural symplectic 
structure, which may be defined as follows: There is a natural association between elements 
of g and tangent vectors to Wf, at b. Given an element u e g, we define u(b) € %Wt to be 
the tangent vector to Wj, at b associated with ad£6. (Note that u(6) = 0 when u is in the 
stabilizer of b; i.e., when adji> = 0.) We can define a 2-form u on Wj by 

«(«(&), 5(6)) = <4, [",*]>• (2.95) 

It can be verified that this 2-form is well-defined, closed, G-invariant, and nondegenerate, 
and thus defines a <?-invariant symplectic structure on 1%. u also gives a Poisson bracket 
structure to the space of functions on Wj. In component notation, the Poisson bracket of 
two functions / and g is given by 

if,9} = w ' W ) ( 3 t f ) . (2-96) 

where u'' are the components of u> - 1. Every function / on W/, generates a Hamiltonian 
vector field Vf on Wj, defined by 

v^u'Hdjf). (2.97) 

For any u 6 0, there is a function $„ on Wt which generates the Hamiltonian vector field 
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fi. This function is given by 

$„(&) = ~{b,u). (2.98) 

To see that $„ generates the vector field 5, we use the fact that for any v e g, 

6>0,$„(&) = -<6, [u, ti]> = Ujkv>iik. (2.99) 

Since the vector fields v span the tangent space to Wi at 4, we have 

a,-*u(6) = ",*£*(&), (2.100) 

so 

u ' i 9 i $ 1 1 ( i ) = ii''. (2.101) 

The functions $„ also satisfy the equation 

{*„,§„} = §[„,„], (2.102) 

since 

{*„ ,$„} = U

ii(di<bu)(di$v)=uiHuikuk){ui,x?) 

= wat&Tf = (b,[v,n)) = 9 W A . (2.103) 

In order to construct representations of G using the coadjoint orbit Wj, it is now necessary 

to quantize the manifold Wj according to the technique of geometric quantization [65, 59]. 

The first step in this procedure is to construct a complex line bundle £(, over Wj, with 

curvature form iw. This is known as "prequantization". For this step to be possible, it is 

necessary that ^ be an integral cohomology class (t.e., that the integral of LJ over any closed 

2-surface in Wj, be an integral multiple of 2JT.) If such a line bundle £(, exists, then there 

is a natural homomorphism $ from the Lie algebra 0 to the space of first-order differential 

operators on sections of £(,, given by 

i ^ : » » « = - V a + t$„, (2.104) 

where Vs is the covariant derivative in £<, in the direction 5. Explicitly, written in compo

nent notation in a local coordinate chart, 

u = -5''(6)(a,- + Ai(b)) + t$„(6), (2.105) 
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where A, is a connection on C\, satisfying d,Ay — d̂ A,- = iutj. To verify that ^ is a horao-
morphisra, we must check that 

[u,v] = [u^v]. (2.106) 

We define £ u to be the differential operator corresponding to the vector field —u; i.e., 
£u = -fi'3i, and we define A„ = u'A,-. With these definitions, 

« = tu - Aa + «§«. (2.107) 

One can easily calculate 

[&,&] = «!«.„]• (2-108) 

and 
f„§„(6) = $[„,„j(&). (2.109) 

One also finds that 

fuA„-f„A„ = [u^vfAi - u'&idiAj - djAi) (2.110) 

= ^[u,,,] + »*[u,»l-

Note that since the vectors u span the tangent space to W/, at each point, Equation 2.110, 
along with the conditions that Au is linear in u and that Au(4) = 0 when adjft = 0, could 
have been talcen as the definition of a connection A t t associated with the derivative operators 
£ u . It is now trivial to compute the commutator 

[i,v] = Ku-A„ + i4 u ,C„-A„ + t$„] 

= f[«,»] - A[U|„] + !$[„,„] (2-111) 

= K»]-

Thus 0 is a homomorphism, so we have determined that 4> gives a representation of g on the 
space of smooth sections of £i. Unfortunately, this representation is in general much too 
large to be irreducible; this is where ibe second stage of geometric quantization enters, which 
involves choosing a "polarization". We will only be concerned here with a specific type of 
polarization, the Kahler polarization. In general, choosing a polarization restricts the space 
of allowed smooth sections of £4 to a subspace containing only those sections which satisfy 
some local first-order differential equations. A Kahler polarization of Wj, exists when Wb 

admits a <3-invariant Kahler structure with w as the associated (1, l)-form. This condition 
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is equivalent to the condition that Wi admits a (^-invariant complex structure with respect 
to which u is a (1, l)-form; i.e., the only nonvanishing terms in u have one holomorphic 
and one antiholomorphic index. In general, if Wj, does not admit a Kahler polarization, 
and is not equivalent to a cotangent bundle, there is no standard way to find a polarization, 
and carrying out the geometric quantization program becomes extremely difficult. In case 
Wb does admit a Kahler polarization, we can restrict the space of allowed sections of C\, 
to the space Tit of holomorphic sections. When Ci, has a Hermitian metric, then we can 
further restrict Wj, to be the Hilbert space of square-integrable holomorphic sections of it-
According to the general principles of Kirillov and Kostant, the action of G on W& should 
give an irreducible unitary representation of G for every b such that Hi can be constructed. 
This principle holds fairly well for compact semi-simple finite-dimensional groups, and even 
for loop groups; however, it does not seem to hold in complete generality. Some of the 
representations of Diff51 constructed this fashion are nonunitary, and some are reducible, 
as we demonstrati; below. In the case of finite-dimensional compact simple Lie groups, this 
construction is equivalent to the Borel-Weil construction outlined in Section 1.1, and the 
Kahler structure compatible with u is equivalent to the complex structure defined in (2.20) 
for the homogeneous space G/T. 

2.3 Gauge fixing 

In this section, we prove several assertions which will simplify the process of explic
itly constructing the coadjoint orbit representations in local coordinates. If one attempts to 
use Equation 2.107 to construct explicit formulae for the operators u as differential opera
tors on Tit,, one encounters several obstacles. First, it is necessary to calculate the functions 
$ u in local coordinates. Second, one must find an explicit formula for a connection Au 

which satisfies (2.110). Finding these expressions in terms of a local set of holomorphic 
coordinates is in general a somewhat nontrivial problem. Note, however, that the operator 
u can be written as 

« = «;«+/«, (2.ii2) 

where £„ is the first-order differential operator defined above, and /„ is a function of the 
local coordinates satisfying 

« . / . - Uu = /(„,„]• (2.113) 
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We will find it easiest to construct explicit expressions for the operators u by finding directly 

a, set of functions /„ which satisfy (2.113), and which correspond to the representation in 

question. We find these functions /„ by making a simplifying assumption which amounts to 

choosing a simple gauge for the connection Au. To ensure that the set of /„'s we construct 

in this fashion are equivalent to those we would get from (2.110) by a specific choice of 

gauge, we will need the following two propositions. 

Proposit ion 1 Given a coadjoint orbit \Vb of a group G, with Ct, a complex line bundle 

over W( with curvature iu, and with £„ and $„ defined as above, on a coordinate chart 

corresponding to a local trivialization of Ct, if a set of functions / „ on Wj, ore linear in 

« 6 j , and satisfy the conditions 

(') Su/« - (vfu = /[„,»)> 

(«) /«(&) = **u(6) when adj i = 0, 

then the operators v. = { u + /o are equal to the operators u from Equation Z. 107 for some 

choice of connection A„ on C\, satisfying (2.110). 

Proof. To prove this proposition, it will suffice to show that the functions A'u(b) = 

-fu(b) + i$u{b) satisfy (2.110), are linear in u, and are zero when adjji = 0. The last two 

conditions follow immediately from the definition of /„ and assumption (ii). To see that A'u 

satisfies (2.110) is a simple calculation: 

{uA'„-Z„A'u = U~fv+ i$„)-U-fu + i*u) 

= -fluM+^M ( 2 - 1 1 4 ) 

= 4..»1 +'*[".«•]• 

Thus, A'u is a valid connection on £&, and the proposition is proven. • 

Proposit ion 2 With the same premises as Proposition 1, when G is path connected the 

condition (ii) can be replaced by the weaker condition 

(«') For some point bo € Wj, /„(6 0 ) = i$u(*o) for all u such that ad̂ &o = 0, 

and the result of proposition 1 still holds. 

Proof. We need to prove that when G is path connected, condition (if) implies condition 

(ii). Assume ad^J = 0 for some u E 0,4 a TVj. Since bo € Wj, for some } ? G w e have 
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6 = Adjio- If u stabilizes 6, then «o = Ad,-i u must stabilize i>o- But then we have 

(b, v.) = (Adjfco, Ad,Uo> = <i0, «o>, (2-115) 

so * u (6) = *«o(io)- It remains to be shown that / u(4) = /uo(&o)- Since G is path connected, 
we have a path g(t) in G with g(0) = 1 and <?(1) = g. We claim that 

£/„«)(&(*)) = 0, (2.116) 

where u(<) = Adj(,)Uo, and b(t) = Ad*(,j6o- Denning 

we have 

and 

It follows that 

"(<) = -^9'Ht) € B, (2-117) 

!&(t) = ad;6(r), (2.118) 

^u ( t ) = ad„u(*). (2.119) 

jtum)) = -iofui.mt))+/[„,„(«,](*«)) 
= -fv/„(,)(K')) + W)/»( i ,(*)) + /Ku(.)l(i'(*)) (2-120) 
= o, 

where we have used the fact that u(t)(b(t)) = 0. Thus, we have shown that 

W>) = fuo(b0) = ^ ( 6 0 ) = «*u(6). (2.121) 

Since u and 6 were an arbitrary solution of ad'6 = 0, we have proven that condition (ii1) 
implies condition (ii), and thus the proposition is proven.n 

2.4 Local formulae 

In this section, we uerive a set of general formulae for the local realization of a 
coadjoint orbit representation in a neighborhood of a point 6 in the coadjoint orbit Wj,. This 
is done by first computing an exact local formula for the vector fields £„ and then performing 
a gauge-fixing to derive a general expression for a set of functions /„ satisfying the conditions 
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of Proposition 2. For finite-dimensional compact groups, the resulting formulae give a 
representation of the Lie algebra g in terms of first-order differential operators acting on 
a ring R of polynomials in a finite number of complex variables. When the group G is an 
infinite-dimensional group, such as a centrally extended loop group or the Virasoro group, 
the realizations axe again in terms of first-order differential operators acting on a ring R of 
polynomials in a set of complex variables; however, the set of complex variables becomes 
infinite, and the differential operators are described by infinite series, with only a finite 
number of terms acting nontrivially on any fixed polynomial in R. One important feature 
of these explicit realizations of Lie algebras in terms of differential operators is that the 
differential operators associated with raising operators «Ta,oj € $+ in the Lie algebra are 
independent of which representation of the algebra is being realized. The independence of 
these operators from the highest weight of the relevant representation will be used in the 
following chapters to simplify formulae for conformal field theory observables calculated 
using these representations. 

The first step in finding a local realization of the coadjoint orbit representations 
is to choose a set of coordinates on the orbit space Wj, in the vicinity of 6. In Section 2.1 
we described such a set of coordinates on quotient spaces of the form G/T where T is a 
maximal abelian subgroup of G, for all types of groups under consideration in this thesis. 
A given coadjoint orbit space Wf, is homeomorphic to a quotient space of Or of the form 
G/S where 5 is the stabilizing subgroup of b in G. (The stabilizer of a point p in a space 
V which carries an action of the group G is the subgroup of G which leaves p invariant.) 
All the coadjoint orbit spaces which we will consider here arise from elements 4 g JJ" whose 
stabilizer is a maximal abelian subgroup T: thus, these coadjoint orbits axe homeomorphic 
to quotient spaces of the form G/T. We will describe these coadjoint orbits more explicitly 
for specific Lie groups in Section 2.5. In general, however, we can use the coordinates 
{za : a € $ + } associated with the positive roots of a group G, which are defined through 
(2.20), as complex coordinates on the coadjoint orbit spaces of interest. 

Once we have a set of coordinates on Wj,, we can use explicit formulae for the 
coadjoint action to calculate the value of the symplectic form u associated with the coadjoint 
orbit Wj, in terms of the local coordinates 2 a . As discussed above, the form J J must be an 
integral cohomology class in order for the coadjoint orbit to admit a holomorpbic line bundle 
Lb with curvature iu. For all the groups with which we are concerned in this thesis, there 
is a set of coadjoint orbits which have a symplectic form ui satisfying this condition. These 
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coadjoint orbits have the additional property that with respect to the complex structure 
described by the coordinates (2.20), the symplectic form u is a (1,1) form. Thus, on all 
these coadjoint orbits we can take a Kahler polarization of the space of sections of £(, by 
restricting to the space Hi, of holomorphic sections. Locally, the holomorphic sections of £& 
are described around the point 4 by polynomials in the variables za. The action (2.104) of 
the Lie algebra on the space of holomorphic sections reduces to a representation of fj in terms 
of first-order differential operators u on the space of these polynomials. The remainder c 
this section is devoted to the derivation of a general formula for these differential operators. 

For the rest of this section, we assume that a specific group G has been chosen, and 
that a particular coadjoint orbit W^ satisfying the necessary conditions for quantization has 
also been selected. We will assume that the group G has a set of simple roots which generate 
the subalgebra associated with positive roots; as described in 2.1.3, when G is the Vlrasoro 
group, the set of simple roots actually refers to the set {L\, £2} of quasi-simple roots, which 
also generates the subalgebra of positive roots. We will use a combination of physical and 
mathematical notation for the generators of the algebra 0c; we write all generators in the 
form Ja, vVjre a can either be a root a = a € $, or an element o = ft € © of the basis 
0 = {fta|o £ A} of the Cartan subalgebra. When Ja is in the Caxtan subalgebra, we write 
a = ft as 0, since o corresponds to a weight of 0. We use the physics notation / a 6

c for 
algebra structure constants, so that 

[Ja,Jb] = ifab

cJc- (2.122) 

In particular, in this notation we have 

*fha° = <<*. h) for a e $, ft 6 9. (2.123) 

All the equations in this section could be rewritten in terms of a Chevalley basis and Cartan 
matrix; however, this does not seem to simplify the form of the results. 

2.4.1 Vector fields 

The fi.st step in constructing the operators 

Ja=4a + fa (2.124) 

which implement the action (2.104) of 0 on % is to calculate the vector fields 

f„ = -v*dldza (2.125) 
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associated with the coadjoint action ad}, of J„ on Wj. Actually, these are vector fields in 
the complexification of the tangent space to Wj,, since the generators J„ are in flc and not 
necessarily in g. The vector fields in the actual tangent space are constructed by taking 
the complex linear combinations of Ja in g; since the left action of G on Wb leaves the 
complex structure invariant, we are only interested in the holomorphic parts of the vector 
fields („. We are constructing operators which will act on polynomials in the holomorphic 
variables za, so by taking the holomorphic vector fields (2.125) we actually will construct a 
representation of 0c on the space of polynomials in Tib-

The holomorphic vector fields f„ can be calculated by multiplying an arbitrary 
element of the form (2.20) on the left by the group element exp({Jc). The components 
u° appear as the order e shifts tc the holomorphic coordinates i a , and can be derived by 
writing the product exp(tJa) exp(Yi zaJa) in the form 

»<•'- £(*„+«m. f({Ja\a±0}) + O(<?) (2.126) 

to first order in €, where / is some function of the generators Ja corresponding to negative 
roots and the Cartan subalgebra. To explicitly compute these vector fields, we use the 
infinitesimal forms of the BCH theorem, 

*<xar Bk 

and 
e'xeY = er+«[*.n e«* + 0(<r>), (2.129) 

where B/t is the i th Bernoulli number (Table 2.2). The first of these equations can be 
derived by writing 

g(e) = e'xev = eY+cZ + C(e2) (2.130) 

and defining 

g = J7(0) = e y , (2.131) 

ig = §-eU=og(e) = XeY. 
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From these definitions it follows that 

g-^Sg = e-*rx. (2.132) 

But writing 

we have 

It follows that 

and thus that 

g,(e) = e'< 5 ' + < z), (2.133) 

^Sgt) = Zgt + Ytgt. (2.134) 

av -;(971>>St) = gr1Zgt, (2.13s) 

g-l6g = £ it e"' ^Z = ^L-lJ—\ Z. (2.136) 

Prom this expiession and (2.132), it follows hy formally manipulating the power series in 
ady that 

v fc=o 
which gives (2.127). Equations (2.128) and (2.129) follow immediately from the same type 
of argument. 

We now give the general expression for the vector field components which arise 
from performing the calculation (2.126) using (2.127), (2.128) and (2.129). 

Proposition 3 The components u° of the vector fields f„ ore given by 

«S = - £ Pk*Ca(ai,...,ak)zai...Zak, (2.138) 

where A is the minimum integer such that a + ai + a? + . . . + a\ >- 0 (A = 0 when a >• 0), 

Aa(fc,a) = { (a i , a 2 , . . . , a t ) : oi,...,ajt >- 0,o + ai + a 2 + ... + ak = a} , (2.139) 

C«(«i,...,a ( t) = *'' £ f ^ f ^ — f.**-'' ( 2 - 1 4 °) 
h,..J>*-i 

and 

^ = (-!)*+• E J J * . (2.141) 
* - A 

w ' n (*-»)!• 
(S| is the Ith Bernoulli number, as in (2.127) and (2.153). The Bernoulli numbers and 
values of Pi,ji, are tabulated for small values of the subscripts I, fc, A in tables 2.1, 2.2 at the 
end of this section. ) 
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Proof. We begin by noting the identities 

(*A(Z*.J.))kj' = Y, C„(o, , . . . ,ot)si 1 1 . . . j a i i J- ( , + 0 1 + . . . + O J , , (2.142) 
«L BJc>-0 

and 
C a (a a , . . . , o , )C + < 1 I + . . . + < l i (o , + i , . . . , at) = C„(ai,. . . , o/t). (2.143) 

Applying Equation 2.127 to exp((Ja)exp(£zaJa), we ha>e 

exp(«j;)exp( 52 «„J C T)~ (2.144) 

atp X i 2 » J » + € J2 -uCa(al,...,aic)zai...zakJa+ai+...+1,k\ , 
\ a £ * + *>°.«i «A>-° / 

where by x ~ y it is meant that a = jy° + 0(e 2 ) , with / some function of the Ja's with 
a ^ 0. Dividing the terms in the exponential into generators J„ with o >- 0 and a ^ 0, this 
can be rewritten as 

exp(f/„)exp( ^ zaJa)~ (2.145) 

e x P l S ^ o - * !C 0kHca(a1,...,ak)zai...zaiJa+ai+...+ak 

+ e 2 J y y C a ( a i i • • • i Oil )z,u • • - Zah Jo+o 1 +.. .+o, 1 J , 

where ffj^ is denned by 

*• i>.>o.o<i,<!2<...<i,<» *i- (.'2 ' i ; - k'« 'a-i; . t .K '»;• 

and the sets A^{k) jaie dunned by 

At(k) = {(a i ,a 2 , . . . , a f c ) : oi,. ..,ojt>- 0,a + oi +a2 + ... + ak >• 0}, (2.147) 

and 

Aa (*) = {(<*i><i2... . , a t ) : a i , . . . , a t >- 0,a + ai + a 2 + . . . + Ofc d 0}. (2.148) 
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Applying (2.128) and (2.143) to Equation 2.14S t times, we get 

exp(«Ja)exp( E Z"J") ~ 
or€«+ 

« P S ^ " 6 X ) PklC'(al<---'ak)Za, •••«a»Ja+o1+...+o» (2.149) 

r« 2 - ' • _ 1 J ; J (•; _ / V *"" ff — f y C ° t 0 1 ' " ••'°'^«i • • •z«iJo+»i+...+ai I • 
£i I <...<i,<M-(0 ' • 1 2 1 J ° * ' ' • / 

Since p£\ = pffi for t > A, to all orders in z we have 

exp(eJo)exp( E zaJa}~ (2.150) 

exP I E *a-7» - « 1 3 $W?C«(°1> • • •' °*)*Ol " • • «ok

Ja+a1+...+a l i j , 
\or6*+ *20,*+(*) / 

We will now show that /?£/ = 0t,x- Using the fact that #211+1 = 0 for k > 0, it is not hard 
to determine that 

/3(°°> - _ £ * 
Pkfl ~ fe!» 

4 " ' = *M> (2-151) 

When A > 1, we can write a generating function for /?£"' by 

>A>1 (>m>0 »>0 fc>A>l 

where 

n>0 

rVom (2.152), it follows that 

*'=(~1)k J L s f r b - { - i r i t ^ v - ' (2"154) 

where we have used the fact that 

E B ' ( 1 = 0 , for k > 1. (2.155) 
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From (2.151) and (2.155), it is also easy to verify that / ? [" ' = 0k,o and /3^~ ' = ft.,i. Thus, 

for all k and A, we have shown that /3£°J' = fa,),, and Proposition 3 is proven.n 

The result of Proposition 3 can be restated in terms of the vector fields f„. 

Corollary 1 The vector fields £„ are given by 

* - • > 9 
& = 2 J #M C a(° l ' • •"' °*)zai •-•*«* * » (2.156) 

k>o,A+ °»4+.,+...+.» 

uAere A, C a , 0 , and .4+ are defined as above. 

When a i O . m can use (2.151) to simplify the formulae for fa to 

& = Y, - T r C ° ( a i ' - - - ' a * ) z « . •••*<•*« f o r a ) - 0 , (2.157) 
/•><>.<,, « 4 > - o fc! <»«<i+a,+..*i» 

and 

ft = £ - < a , f c ) z a — for h 6 6 . (2.158) 
crM) °Z<* 

Note that (2.158) could also have been obtained more directly through (2.129).) 

2.4 .2 G a u g e f ixing 

Now that we have explicit formulae for the vector fields fa, in order to construct the 

operators j 0 it will suffice by the results of the previous section to find a set of functions /„ 

which are linear in the parameter u € gc and which satisfy conditions (i) from Proposition 1 

and (a') from Proposition 2. We will explicitly construct these functions by making an 

appropriate choice of gauge; before discussing the gauge-fixing procedure, however, it will 

be useful to discuss some general features of the vector fields f„ calculated in the previous 

subsection. 

The main observation to be made is that the ring R = C[{z 0}] of polynomials in 

the variables za has a natural grading, according to the weights w e A in the root lattice 

of the group G. Recall that the root lattice A C f j is the lattice generated by the simple 

roots a 6 A. We can associate to each variable z„ a degree 

degz„ = a e A . (2.159) 

By giving the unit element 1 a degree 

deg 1 = 0, (2.160) 
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and by defining the degree of a product of monomials recursively by 

<fcg(/s) = deg / + deg g, (2.161) 

we define the degree for all monomials / = z a i • • •«„, to be a i + (- ot,-. The ring R thus 
admits a A-giading 

& = 0 Rm, (2.162) 
uiSA 

where 
Rw = {f£R: deg(/) = u>}, (2.163) 

and where 
RwRv Q Rw+v (2.164) 

We define a polynomial / € R to be quasi-homogeneous when / has a definite degree 
deg/ 6 A. 

Considering the action of the operators £„ on the space R of polynomials in the 
z„, we find that 

(aRm C iJ„_ a whenatjkO, (2.165) 

and 
& / = -<«!,•*}/ for/6fi„„fee©. (2.166) 

Thus, the action of the vector field part of the operators Ja on .R has a very natural structure 
with respect to the grading. 

We now prove a proposition which describes further the action of the vector fields 
(a on R; this proposition will be used in this section to calculate the gauge-fixed functions 
/„, and will also be used in Chapter 3 where we describe in more detail the sc-module 
structure of W&. 

Proposition 4 The unit element 1 in R, which we denote by \), is the vnique function in 
R (up to scalar multiplication) which is annihilated by £ a for all a >- 0,* i.e., |) is the unique 
highest weight state in the module R under the action of the £a 's. 

Proof. Assume there is another function <t> € R which is annihilated by £„ for all a >• 0. 
Since R is graded, <j> can be written as a sum of quasi-homogeneous functions, 

4> = £ </>a, <t>we R a . (2.167) 
u>>-0 
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Take w to be a minimal nonzero weight with <?„ 5<= 0 (TO is a minimal weight satisfying this 
condition as long as there does not exist a nonzero weight y € A with w y y and <j>y £ 0). 
Now, let a be a maximal root such that some term in 4>w contains a factor of za. 4>w can 
now be written in the form 

* . = £ * ? « £ ? . . ( { * : £ * « } ) , (2-168) 
m>0 

where for each m > 0, S i l m a is a quasi-homogeneous polynomial of degree to — ma in the 
set of variables zp with 0 £ a. Since for a >• 0, all terms in f„ except the leading term 
—d/dza contain derivatives d/dzp with /3 >• a, we can compute 

&#- = - E "^r 'sL-La/J: 0 g «». (2.i69> 
m>0 

For this expression to be zero, all the functions <?„,_„,„ would have to be zero for m > 0. 
But then 4>m would not contain any terms with a factor of za, contradicting our assumption. 
Thus, the only states in R annihilated by all £, with a y- 0 are the constant functions in 
•Ro.D 

Note that the proof of this proposition also indicates that there are not even any 
formal power series in Ct[{2(,}]] other than | ) which are annihilated by all f„,a >- 0. We 
will mention this point again in connection with Virasoro representations. 

The choice of gauge we use to construct the functions /„ is a gauge in which the 
structure of the action (2.165), (2.166) of the operators £, on R is preserved for the operators 
Ja; that is, we will find a gauge in which 

JaRu, Q Rm.a (2.170) 

for all generators j a (w — a = w when a 6 6) . A priori, it is not clear that such a gauge 
choice is possible. We will use (2.170) as an Ansatz for the functions fa — Ja — (a- We 
now demonstrate that there is a unique set of functions /„ satisfying this Ansatz and also 
conditions (i), (ii1), and that therefore these functions /„ correspond to a particular choice 
of gauge by Proposition 2. 

The first consequence of the Ansatz is that the functions /„ all lie in the ring JJ. 
and furthermore that fa S R-a- Specifically, this means that 

/„ = 0, for a y 0, 
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fh € C, for ft 6 0 , (2.171) 

/_« € Ra, fora>-0. 

We have chosen the element b in the coadjoint orbit Wb to be such that the stabilizer of 
6 under the coadjoint action of $jc is precisely tc. In the coordinates z 0 , 6 is the point at 
which all coordinates are 0. By condition (it"), it follows that the functions fh ate given at 
the point b = 0 by 

A(0) = »*n(6) = -t(S,fc). (2.172) 

Since the functions fh are constant functions in R, it follows that 

fh = -i(b,h). (2.173) 

We will now use (2.173) and the consequences (2.171) of the Ansatz to construct 
functions /_„ S Ra for all o >- 0 which satisfy (i). For these functions, the condition (i) is 
given by 

Uc-Uh = ifjfd- (2-174) 

For particular choices of a and c, this equation reduces to the equations 

&/-a = -<a,A)/_, Vay0,keO (2.175) 

? . / - . = £ »7 a ( - .) h A, va!-0 (2.176) 

&/-e = 0, Vo,c>-0 where c - a £ 0 (2.177) 

&/-c = «/„(_., ° "7 . -« Va ,c>-0wherec-o>0 (2.178) 

€ - . /_c -€ -c / -o = i / (_ a K _ c ) " ' ' "7—c, Va .o -0 . (2.179) 

From (2.166) and (2.171), it follows immediately that (2.175) and (2.177) must hold. We can 
use (2.17S) to calculate the functions /_„ for simple a. For a simple root a, the space Ra 

is one-dimensional and consists of all functions of the form / = xza with x 6 C The vector 
field operator {„ has a leading term —d/8za, with all other terms containing derivatives 
d/dz/s with 0 >- a. Thus, if we write 

/-» = « „ , (2-180) 

then 

f 0 / -a = - i = /A. = -t{»,A«)- (2-131) 
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It follows that 
/_„ = i{b,ha)za, VctgA. (2.182) 

(Note: in the case of the Virasoro algebra, this equation does not give the function /_2 
associated with the quasi-simple root i j ; this special case is discussed in the next section. 
The rest of the analysis in this subsection, however, is still correct for the Virasoro algebra 
after one correctly fixes the function /_2.) 

Now that we have expressions for /„ where a is either a simple root or an e._ -=nt 
of the Cartan subalgebra, we can proceed to construct the remaining functions /„ induc
tively, using (2.179). Such a construction is possible because the set: of simple roots always 
generates the algebra of positive roots. We will now proceed to prove that this construction 
gives rise to a unique and well-defined set of functions /„ for each a >• 0, which satisfy 
(2.175)-(2.179). 

Proposition 5 The functions / a G R defined by the recursive formulae 

fa = 0, a >- 0, 

fh = -i{b,h), he& (2.183) 

/_„ = i{b,ha)za, a S A , 

fa+c = . 'a+e fe-k ~ &/»•] > « . C-< 0 
Joe 

are well-defined, and satisfy (2.1H). 

Proof. In order to prove this proposition, it is clearly necessary to demonstrate that for a 
fixed root d -< 0, the last equation in (2.183) gives a well-defined function for fj = fa+(d-a), 
independent of the choice of a satisfying 0 ! - « > - i The fact that all functions fj are denned 
by this equation follows again from the fact that the simple roots generate the algebra of all 
positive roots. Because the functions /„ defined through (2.183) clearly all satisfy (2.171), 
we know that (2.175) and (2.177) are satisfied by these functions. What we must therefore 
show in order to guarantee that the remaining conditions (2.176), (2.178), and (2.179) hold 
and that the functions /„ are well-defined, is that for every ay 0, there is a unique function 
f.a € Ra which satisfies the conditions 

&,/- = £ «•/„(_//!» ( 2- 1 8 4> 
U-a = ifc{_a)

c-°fc-a, V c : a J - c ! - 0 , (2.185) 
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f-a = = L ^ [ f c - a / - c - « - c / c a ] , Vc ! O !-C S 0. (2.186) 
'(=-<•)(-=) 

We will pxove (2.1S4)-(2.186) by induction on a. As a basis for the induction, 
we take the simple roots a = a € A. We have defined the functions f-a for simple roots 
precisely such that (2.184) holds when a € A. In this case, there are no roots c satisfying 
a >• c >- 0, so (2.185) and (2.186) are vacuously satisfied. We now proceed by induction, 
taking as the induction hypothesis the assertion that for all roots a' satisfying a >- a' >• 0, 
conditions (2.184)-(2.186) axe satisfied. In order to guarantee that these conditions axe also 
satisfied for the root a, we claim that it will suffice to demonstrate that 

He ~' _al(d-af-*-(-4fd-*] = I X ( - . ) V « (2-187) 

Vd,c: « > - I ! J - 0 , C ) - 0 . 

(where we have written /_„• as /_„< when a' -< a.) That this condition implies conditions 
(2.184) and (2.185) follows immediately when the function f-a is well-defined. However, 
because the right hand side of (2.187) is independent of d, it also follows from this condition 
that 

" iAd-af-d - i-dfd-a] - — (Si'-af-d' - (-d'fd'-a) = 0 
.f(d-a)(-d) f(d'-a)(-d') 

W,d',c: a)-d,d'>0,c>-0. (2.188) 

But by Proposition 4 this implies that the quantity in brackets is an element of C for fixed 
values of d,d'. Since this quantity is an element of Rc, and o >- 0, the quantity must be 
0. But this would imply that /_„ is well-defined, and thus that (2.186) is satisfied for a. 
Therefore, it will be sufficient to prove (2.187) in order to have a proof of the proposition. 

We shall now demonstrate that (2.187) is satisfied, given the induction hypothesis. 
This is essentially a straightforward algebraic computation. Using the induction hypothesis 
and the Jacobi identity, we have 

—t 

f{d-a){-d) 
•[U-°f-d-{-dfd-a} (2.189) 

-( 
Hd-aH-d) 

' H fctf-a)°Z'f-<' + td-atcf-d - i £ ] /c(-d)'W<'-<> - S-dUfd-

Hd-a){-d) 
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= -—*-^ £ [ V„)e («-* -«--/«)+W <&-./. - 6/*-.)] 
= I TJ 2 J [/c(i-«)"/c(-ii)S/» + /«(-<Oe-'(if-a)(c)''Z»J 

'(<<-a>(-4 *•» 

= 7 =?2J [/(<i-a)(-i) Vee'Jij 

= 'fc(-a) fa-

We have thus shown by induction that the condition (2.187) is satisfied foi all 
a >- 0, so the proposition is proven.• 

We now have an explicit set of formulae which define the functions /„ in the gauge 
/„ 6 R-c 

2.4.3 General formula 

We can now state the complete result of this section. 

Proposition 6 An explicit representation of the algebra g on the space R of polynomials 
in the variables {za : « € $ + } « given by the operators 

Ja = fo + /«, (2.190) 

where ( a are the first-order differential operators given by (S.1SS), and /„ are the functions 
defined by (S.1SS). On the space of holomorphic sections "Hi, of C\,, this representation 
corresponds to the coadjoint orbit representation in the particular gauge /„ 6 42_a.O 

Because the operators („ are independent of which coadjoint orbit Wj, is used, 
and the functions /„ are 0 for a -< 0, it follows immediately from this proposition that the 
operators Sa with a -< 0 are independent of the chosen coadjoint orbit, and thus independent 
of the highest weight of the associated representation. This feature of the coadjoint orbit 
representations will be exploited in Section 4, where it is used to simplify formulae for 
certain correlation functions of vertex operators in confonnal field theories. 

Note also that the explicit representations described in this section can be defined 
for any highest weight representation of the Lie algebra, whether or not it is integrable to a 
representation of the Lie group. Thus, the set of formulae given here are actually somewhat 
more general than what we need for analysis of the coadjoint orbit representations. 
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A\* 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 -1 1 
2 

I 
12 0 _1_ 

720 
0 -3O240 0 I 0 0 -1 1 

2 
I 
12 0 _1_ 

720 
0 -3O240 0 1209600 0 

1 0 1 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 
2 

l 
12 0 _1_ 

720 
0 1 

30240 0 1 2 0 0 1 
2 

l 
12 0 _1_ 

720 
0 1 

30240 0 1209600 

3 0 0 0 1 
6 

-L 
24 720 — 1 4 4 0 

1 
30240 

1 
60480 

1 3 0 0 0 1 
6 

-L 
24 720 — 1 4 4 0 

1 
30240 

1 
60480 1209600 

4 0 0 0 0 1 
24 80 

1 
1440 5040 604S0 

17 4 0 0 0 0 1 
24 80 

1 
1440 5040 604S0 3626800 

5 0 0 0 0 0 1 
120 

1 
360 

1 
5040 ~ 24W2 

17 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 
120 

1 
360 

1 
5040 ~ 24W2 3628800 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 ""720 — 2016 - 24192 
1 

145152 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
5040 

1 
13440 

1 
145152 

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
40320 

1 
103680 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
,162880 

Table 2.1: Values of &,* 

In the following sections and chapters we will give explicit examples of these repre
sentations and study their properties further. We give here tables of the Bernoulli numbers 
(Table 2.2) and the constants /?*,* which appear in (2.156) (Table 2.1) for convenience in 
explicit calculations. 

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Bt 1 -2 1 

6 
0 l -55 0 l 

42 0 l 
30 0 5 

66 

Table 2.2: Bernoulli numbers Bi 
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2.5 Examples of coadjoint orbit representations 

In this section, we calculate some explicit examples of the coadjoint orbit repre
sentations described in the previous sections. We give the formulae in local coordinates for 
the coadjoint orbit representations of the simple groups SV{2) and SP(3), the loop group 
LSU(2), and the Virasoro group. The ccidjoint orbit description of the representations 
of the groups SU{2), SU(S) and £5(7(2) are already understood from a global perspective 
(in these cases, the coadjoint orbit approach is equivalent to that given by the Borel-Weil 
theory); however, an explicit realization for LSU(2) such as that given here has not previ
ously been described. In the case of the Virasoro algebra, the representations arising from 
the coadjoint orbit description have not been previously analyzed in a complete fashion, 
since the Borel-Weil theory does not hold for the Virasoro group. In this case, the explicit 
formulae given here provide a useful tool for understanding previously unstudied aspects of 
these representations. 

2.5.1 SIT(2) 

We begin with the group G = 52/(2). As described j i Section 2.1.1, the Lie algebra 
g = su(2) is a 3-dimensional vector space spanned by the generators iJk,!' € {1,2,3}. The 
effect of the adjoint action of ij/, is to generate a rotation around the x*-axis in g. The 
dual space g" is also a 3-dimensional vector space. We choose a set of coordinates 6* in this 
space such that the vector 

b = (61,62,63) e g " (2.191; 

has coordinates 
h = (b.tVt). (2.192) 

In terms of these coordinates, the coadjoint action of iJi, generates a rotation around the 
ifr-axis in g' . Given a vector b = (61,62,63) £ g*, the coadjoint orbit of b is given by 

Wb = {b' e fi" : |b ' | 2 = 6 2}, (2.193) 

which is ju6t the 2-sphere in g" of radius 6 = |b|. We will now explicitly calculate the 2-form 
u on Wj- We choose a canonical element b = (0,0, -6) 6 Wj,. To calculate u at the point 
b, we need only find the explicit correspondence between elements of g and 7t,W(. Under 
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the Lie algebra coadjoint action, we have 

adJ^b = ( 0 , - M ) , 
adj^b = (4,0,0), (2.194) 

adj^b = (0,0,0). 

It follows that 
«.2(b) = ( b , [ i £ , - i £ ] ) = i . (2.195) 

Since w is G-invariant, it is easy to see that w is defined globally on Wj, by 

Uij(b) = -pdjkbk. (2.196) 

In order for u/2ir to be an integral form, we most have fW) <J/2T = 26 € Z, so 6 must be 
a half-integer. Thus, whenever b 6 Z/2, we can construct a line bundle £(, over Wi, with 
curvature form iw. 

Because the stabilizer of b under the coadjoint action is precisely the maximal 
subtorus T = {e 2 , w * : 0 < 0 < 2ir}, the coadjoint orbit space Wj is homeomorphic to the 
space G/T. Using the results of Section (2.1.1), we have a simple complex coordinate system 
on this space. As in (2.20), given any. complex number z, it is possible to find functions 
a(z,z) and 0(z, z), with fi(z, z) real, such that 

ezJ+ea(»,i)J_ea(i,f)A 6 G (2.197) 

The functions a(z, z) and /}(z, z) can be calculated explicitly by working in the fundamental 
representation of SU{2); one finds that 

a{z'2) = TTW' ( 2- 1 9 8 ) 

0(z,z) = ln(l + |z| 2). 

By the general argument given for (2.20), z gives a natural G-invariant complex structure 
to the space Wj. In fact, W& is just the space 5 2 , and z is just the usual complex coordinate 
on S2 given by projection from the south pole onto C, which is naturally invariant under 
the rotations generated by SU(2). 

We can now rewrite the symplectic form w in terms of the complex coordinate z. 
We begin by rewriting the differentials dz, dz in terms of the original coordinates bt. At b, 
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we have 

dz = ^(dbx-idb2), (2.199) 

dz = -^r{dh + idb2). 

It is now possible to express u at b in terms of the z, 2 coordinates; one finds that 

« i x = -uxl = 2bi, (2.200) 

uzx = -u!s = 0. 

Thus, u is indeed a (l,l)-form, and along with the G-invariant complex structure given by 
2, defines a Kabler structure on Wj. We can therefore restrict attention to the space % 
of holomorphic sections of £(,. Since fjf is the first Chern class of A , A is a holomorphic 
line bundle over W& = S 2 of degree 26. For 6 > 0 it is a simple result of the Riemann-Roch 
theorem that £(, admits exactly 26 + 1 linearly independent holomorphic sections (see for 
example Griffiths and Harris [38]). The 26+1 holomorpMc sections can be represented in 
the vicinity of the origin z = z = 0 by the holomorphic monomials, 1, z, z1,..., z2b. Ct, also 
has a natural Hermitian metric, which we will discuss further in the next section. Note 
that when 6 < 0, the coadjoint orbit Wj is the same as the coadjoint orbit corresponding 
to —6. However, the complex structure on this space denned by (2.197) has the opposite 
orientation to that denned for —6. The holomorphic line bundle thus denned has negative 
degree, and thus no holomorphic sections. We will discuss the representations associated 
with these bundles again briefly in 2.6; for now, we simply restrict attention to the coadjoint 
orbits and associated line bundles denned for 6 > 0. 

It is also important to observe that when 6 = 0, the coadjoint orbit becomes 
singular and the above analysis breaks down. On the level of the coadjoint orbit, what 
happens is that for this exceptional value of 6, the stabilizing subgroup increases in size 
from T to the entire group SU(2). Thus, in this case the coadjoint orbit is a single point. 
In this case constructing a line bundle, polarization, and representation over this space is 
trivial and leads immediately to the trivial representation. However, for the other groups 
which we consider in this thesis, there are analogous singular coadjoint orbits; particularly in 
the cases involving infinite-dimensional groups, discovering a polarization on these coadjoint 
orbits is a difficult and in some cases unsolved problem. Thus, we will use a slight variation 
on the usual coadjoint orbit method to construct representations for such singular values of 
the dual space variable. 
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The essential observation is that when 6 = 0; that is, when the usual coadjoint 

oibit is singular, we can simply take the usual space G/T as the base space upon which to 

construct a line bundle leading to the appropriate representation of G. We -,'se the same 

holomorphic coordinates on W0 = G/T = S 2 as above, and continue to use UJ as a curvature 

form where o> is defined through (2.200). Although UJ is degenerate and thus no longer a 

symplectic form on the manifold when 6 = 0, the form is still a nonsingular G-invariant 

(1,1) form on S 2 , and gives rise to a Kahler structure. The rest of the analysis here, from 

the construction of a line bundle over W<, with curvature iu to the final local formulae for a 

representation of g on a polynomial space, can be carried out directly on this "alternative" 

orbit space. However, the resulting line bundle £|, will now be flat in certain directions 

(all directions in the case of SU{2)). We shall see that for all the groups considered here, 

this general procedure gives rise to representation:; for exceptional dual space parameters 

similar in structure to the more generic coadjoint orbit representations. For the remainder 

of this section when we refer to a general coadjoint orbit W&, we include the alternative 

orbit space W 0 = S 2 . 

We have shown that we have a Kahler polarization for "Hi,. We can now proceed to 

apply the rest of the results of the previous section to the group SU(2). The result (2.190) 

states that there exist operators 

Ja = ia + fa (2.201) 

for o = 3, ± , which act on ti\, to give a representation of Be, where the operators f„ and /„ 

are given by (2.156) and (2.183) respectively. 

We will first describe the calculation of £ a in this case. The operators £+, £3 

can easily be computed from the simplified versions of the vector field formula (2.157) and 

(2.158) respectively. Since J+ is the only positive root for g, we have 

{+ = -d/dz. (2.202) 

From (J+, J3) = 1, we have 

ft = -4- (2.203) 
For the remaining vector field £_, it follows from (2.156) that 

f _ = / 3 2 , 2 C - ( + , + ) * 2 | ^ . (2.204) 

Computing C_(+ , + ) = - 2 , and looking up /3j,2 = - 1 / 2 in Table 2.1, we have 

t- = - 2 ^ . (2.205) 
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It is easy to verify that these vector field operators satisfy the correct commutation relations 
[&.«*] = ±£fc.[€+,C-l = 2&. 

We can now calculate the functions /„. The nonzero functions are fa and /_; these 
functions are immediately given by (2.183), and are 

(2.206) h - i (b , J 3 ) = 4, 

f- = i{h,2J3)z = -2bz. 

Combining these results together, we have 

h d 
= ~zTz + b, 

j+ 
d 

~ dz' 
j _ •4- -2bz. 

(2.207) 

Again, it is easy to verify that these operators satisfy the correct commutation relations 
[J3,J±] = ±4 , [ i+ , J - ] = 2J3. 

The operators (2.207) give an explicit realization of the algebra su(2)c on the 
space R = C[z] of polynomials in the variable z. The Hilbert space Hj C R consists of all 
polynomials in z of order < 26, and carries an irreducible representation of the algebra. A 
basis for the Hilbert space Wj, is given by the vectors 

\m) = zm, 0<m< 26. (2.208) 

In terms of this basis, the operators Ja act according to 

J3|m) = (b — m)\m) 

j+\m) = -m\m-l) (2.209) 

J_|m) = (m-26) | ro+ l ) . 

Note that the state |0) = | ) is annihilated by J+ and has weight 6 with respect 
to J 3 , and the state |26) is annihilated by J_; all of these conditions are necessary in order 
for "Hi to form an irreducible representation of the algebra. In Section 2.6 we will describe 
in more detail the condition of global holomorphicity on sections and the existence of a 
Hermitian metric on this Hilbert space; in the following chapters we will also discuss the 
general module structure of these representations. 
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2.5.2 SU(3) 

We now consider the case G = S£/(3). The Lie algebra g = su(3) is an 8-
dimensional vector space spanned by the generators iJa = £A„/2, o 6 {1,2, . . . , 8} defined 
through (2.23). As in the case of SU(2), we can choose a set of coordinates 6* in the dual 
space B" s u c ' 1 t f l a t t n e vector 

b = (6 , , . . . , 6 8 )6B ' (2-210) 

has coordinates 
h = (b,iJ*>. (2.211) 

We now choose a canonical element b 6 fl* with 

63 = -p /2 

b 8 = ~^3{9 + p / 2 ) ( 2 - 2 1 2 ) 

h = 0, fcg{3,8}. 

In this subsection, we will denote the generators of fl by 

J+<* = ea, 

J-c, = fa, (2-213) 

Ja = 2^" ' 

where a € {t, u, v] (note that Jv = Jt + Ju)- With this notation, the nonzero structure 
constants of the algebra are given by 

* /*« .* • = -i/±«±« ±° = ± l 

*&«»" = ±2 

*7±«T» = ~^f^«±u 

±t*v = ~*fft±t'~ 

-if**.'* = ±1 

For generic values of p, q the only generators which stabilize b under the coadjoint action 
are Ju and Jt. In this case, the (continuous) stabilizing subgroup is the maximal subtorus 
T of SU(Z), and the coadjoint orbit space is equivalent to the homogeneous space SU(Z)/T. 
There are exceptional values of the parameters p and 9 (for example, p = 0 or q = 0) for 
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which the stabilizing subgroup of b is larger than T. In this case, the actual coadjoint orbit 
space becomes a smaller quotient space of 517(3). As in the case of an exceptional orbit 
for 517(2) described above, rather than dealing directly with these smaller coadjoint orbit 
spaces, we use the alternative coadjoint orbit space Wt = SU(3)/T for all values of p, q and 
carry out the analysis using the consequent degenerate symplectic form u. 

We will use the local complex coordinates t, u, v on Wj = G/T defined by 

exp [tJ+t + «J+u + v J+„] exp J2 «<.J-« «cp f £ 0aJ°\ € G, (2.215) 
i6« + J LEA J 

where aa and /3„ are functions of I, u, t), i, 5, 5, with /? a real. In terms of these coordinates, 
it is easy to calculate that u is a (1,1) form at the point b, with nonzero components 

u,l = (b, [J+t, -J-t]) = -ip 

w„0 =• (b,[J + u ,-J-_„]) = - t g (2.216) 

w«o = (b, [ J+„, - J-„]) = - i (p + g). 

Again, note that in the exceptional cases when p = 0 or q = 0, this form is degenerate. 
Because the complex structure and u are both G-invariant, it follows that u is a (1,1) form 
everywhere on Wj,, and thus that we can choose a Kahler polarization when u/2)r is an inte
gral cohomology class. By using the analysis for the SV(2) case in the previous subsection, 
necessary conditions for the integrality condition on u can be derived. Essentially, these 
conditions follow from taking all subgroups 5 of 6 which are equivalent to 517(2), and which 
have the property that the stabilizer T of b in 5 is a maximal subtorus (homeomorphic to 
S 1) of 5. In fact, because we are taking the orbit space to be SU(Z)/T regardless of the 
size of the stabilizer of b, we can also take SV(2) subgroups which completely stabilize b. 
For each SV(2) subgroup containing at least a T stabilizer, the coadjoint orbit contains a 
(possibly trivial) second homology class S/T. The integral of u over this homology class 
must be an integral multiple of 2tr; by contracting b with the generator of T this implies an 
integrality condition analogous to that derived for 5(7(2). For the specific group 5C(3) with 
which we are currently concerned, these necessary conditions for integrality can be derived 
by taking the two 517(2) subgroups generated by the algebra elements {iJt,iJi,iJ2} and 
{iJu, iJe, iJV}, with stabilizing subgroups generated by iJt and iJu. The consequent inte
grality condition is that p and q must be integral. It *s possible to show that this condition 
is also sufficient for u/2x to be an integral cohomology class. For the rest of this subsection, 
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we restrict to coadjoint orbits which satisfy this integrality condition. Just as we restricted 
to 6 > 0 for Sf(2) to guarantee that the line bundle Ct, was of nonnegative degree, we will 
also restrict here to line bundles with p, q > 0. Negative values for these parameters again 
correspond to a different choice of complex structure on the same coadjoint orbit, as was 
the case for 517(2); the resulting line bundles admit no globally holomorphic sections. 

We will now proceed to construct the operators 

J . = & + /«. (2-217) 

As in the previous subsection, we begin by calculating the vector fields £,. Erom (2.158), 
we can calculate 

it 

iu 

From (2.157), we calculate 

Finally, from the general equation (2.156), we calculate the remaining vector fields 

« - = < - ! « * > ! + « 2 £ + < 5 « « + i « » ? > £ < 2 - 2 2 0 ) 

It can be verified that these vector fields satisfy the commutation relations [£„, ft] = t/oi,efc, 
with the structure constants (2.214). 

We can now proceed to calculate the functions /„ from (2.183). The nonzero 
functions are /<,/„, and /_<,, a 6 {t,u,v}. The functions associated with the Cartan 
subalgebra are given by 

ft = -i(b,J,)=p/2 (2.221) 

/„ = - i ( b , j y = «/2. 

i+t 

i+« 

i+v = 

-1-
9 

~uTu 

1 9 i d 
• -v U 

2 dv 2 du 
Id 1 9 

II 
II 9 1 9 

'dt ~ 2 U 9o 
9 1 9 

1—t— 
du 2 dv 
9 

(2.218) 

(2.219) 

'dv' 
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The functions associated with the simple roots are given by 

f-t = i(b,2J,)t = -pt (2.222) 

/_„ = i{b,2Ju)u = -qu. 

We can compute the final function /_„ from the recursive definition in (2.183), which gives 

/-» = K-«/-< - Z-tf-u] = -v(p + ?) + | tu(p - 3). (2.223) 

Again, it is straightforward to verify that {„£ - &/„ = ifab

cfc-
We can now write the expressions for the complete operators Ja as first-order 

differential operators on the space R = Of, u, v] of polynomials in the variables t, u, v. 

- d 1 d 1 d 
J' = - t a i -2°^ + 2 u f t I + p / 2 

- a I a I a 
J" = - t t ^ - 2 " ^ + 2 t aJ + « / 2 -

f d i d 
J+' = -Tt~2uJi 

3* = -Tu + ^ l ( 2 - 2 2 4 ) 

f - d 

j _ = t J £ + ( _ „ _ i t a ) | . + ( I t o _ i t 2 u ) | . _ p t 

J-„ = (^-liM^ + Ĉ  + ̂ ^ f ^ + ̂ ^ l j - ^ + ^ + lMp-e)-
We will discuss the module structure of these representations in later sections. For now, we 
consider a simple example of an SU(3) coadjoint orbit representation, when p = g = 1. This 
choice of values for (p, g) corresponds to the adjoint representation of SU(3). The irreducible 
representation of su(3)c on R which contains (he highest weight vector |) is a representation 
on an 8-dimensional subspace Hi, of R. A basis for Ht is graphed in Figure 2.5, according 
to the weights of the states. Note that there ire two linearly independent basis states with 
weight (0,0). It is a simple calculation to verify that the operators (2.224) act on the basis 
of Hi, according to the usual description of tie adjoint representation. Note that we have 
not normalized this basis for Hf, a Hermitiaa structure for this Hilbert space is discussed 
in Section 2.0. 
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.-*• • ! = !) 

2tv + j 2 u J -n 
tu 
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Figure 2.5: Polynomial basis for adjoint representation of SU{Z). 

2.5.3 £SJ7(2) 

We now consider the example of the centrally extended loop group LSU(2). We 
denote the Fourier generators of this group by Ja(n) where a € {3, ±} and n 6 Z; the central 
generator will be denoted by Jc = C for uniformity of notation. We will also abbreviate 
J 3( n) to simply /(„) The dual space £(g") 9 K to the Lie algebra of a general loop group 
was described in 2.1.2. In this case, an element (6, - i t ) of the dual space is defined by a 
function 

b : S 1 -» su(2)* (2.225) 

and a real number t e R. We will concern ourselves here only wiui the elements of the dual 
space where b is a smooth function. The dual pairing between the algebra Zg and the dual 
space is given by (2.52), and the coadjoint action of LG on the dual space is given by (2.53). 
A fairly straightforward analysis of the coadjoint orbits of a general loop group leads to the 
result [53] that the coadjoint orbits are in 1-1 correspondence with pairs (c, —ik) where c is 
a conjugacy class in G and k 6 R. In the case we are concerned with here, namely LSU(2), 
we can choose a representative of each coadjoint orbit to be described by a pair (b, — ik) 
with b being a constant function taking a value in g" with coordinates (0,0, -b), where we 
use the same coordinates bj for g" as in Subsection 2.5.1. We will take the dual elements of 
this type to be the canonical elements of the coadjoint orbits. We denote a fixed coadjoint 
orbit of this type by W o A . 

From the expression (2.55) for the coadjoint action of the algebra, we can calculate 
the change in (b, -ik) under the action of the generator Ja(n)- Calculating the components 
of this shift, we have 

(*d/. f.,(b,-«fc),(J. ( r a,,0)) = *„,_„ [ib(ifac

3) + inkgac] . (2.226) 
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From this equation, it is straightforward to verify that when 2b/k £ Z, the stabilizer of 
(b, — ik) under the coadjoint action of £517(2) is generated by the elements J( 0) and C, and 
is given by 2"(o) x 5 1 . Thus, the coadjoint orbits associated with these dual space elements 
are homeomorphic to LG/(T X S 1). For the exceptional values of b,k where 2b = nk for 
some n 6 Z, the coadjoint orbit spaces are smaller. As in the previous subsections, we 
simply take LG/(T x 5 1 ) to be the alternative orbit space in these exceptional cases and 
carry out the analysis in a uniform fashion. 

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the expression (2.20) can be used to construct a 
holomorphic coordinate system on Wj,* = LG/(T x S1), with an infinite set of coordinates 
{2(n,a)l(n!a) ^ 0}. Explicitly, we will use the coordinates 2„(n) where a 6 {±,3}, n € Z 
and either n > 0 or (»,o) = (0,+). As with the generators, we will write Z(„j = «3(n). 

In these coordinates, we can proceed to calculate the components of the symplectic 
form u. We find that u is a (1,1) form at the point (b, -ik), with nonzero components 

«^ . )^») = <(°,-ifc),[J«(„),-J-.(-„)]> (2-227) 

= - 'H'/at-a) 3 ) + iknga{_a). 

In particular, we have 

<•>.«„>**„, = T2«b+»n* (2.228) 

This symplectic form (degenerate for exceptional values of 6, ft) is a G-invariant (1,1) form 
on Wijt; thus, as usual, we can choose a Kahler polarization when «/2x is an integral 
cohomology class. As in the previous subsection, we can use SU(2) subgroups of LSU(2) 
to give necessary conditions on b and k for the integrality condition to be satisfied. This 
analysis is parallel to that carried out in Section 2.1.2 to determine the integrality condition 
for a central extension of LG. Clearly, the SV(2) subgroup given by the constant loops 
5 ,f(2)(0) is a subgroup of LSU(2) with a subgroup stabilizing (b, -ik) given by T(0j. The 
generators of this subgroup are the generators Ia given by (2.40). The integrality condition 
associated with this subgroup is that 

<(b, -ik), Us) = - b e Z/2. (2.229) 

So we have the condition that 2b 6 Z. Similarly, we find that the subalgebra (2.41) also 
generates an S!7(2) subgroup with stabilizing subgroup T. The real generators of this 
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subgroup are given by the functions 

hit) = | ( J + W + /-(«)) = cos 0Ji + sin 6J2 

h{0) = sin 6J1- cos BJ2 (2.230) 

j 3(9) = C / 2 - J 3 . 

The integrality condition associated with this SU(2) subgroup is that 

k - 26 6 Z. (2.231) 

As previously, in order to have holomorphic sections in our line bundles, we must further
more restrict to values where k > 2b > 0. Thus, for all integers k and half-integers b 
satisfying k > 26 > 0, we have a coadjoint orbit Wt.jt which admits a Kahler polarization, 
over which we can choose a line bundle C\, with curvature form iu. 

We can now proceed to construct the operators 

Ja(n) = &(n) + /„(„) (2-232) 

and 
C = J c = « c + /c (2.233) 

These operators act on the space It of polynomials in the infinite set of variables ?„(„). This 
space is graded according to Z © Z, with the variables z±(n) having degrees (n, ±1) and £(„) 
having degree (n, 0). from (2.158) we can calculate the vector fields corresponding to the 
generators in the stabilizer 

(m = E-*+(-.>a£7; + £*-<n)a^- (2-234) 
n>0 OZ+M „ > 0

 aZ-{n) 
& = 0. 

The vector field <f(0) contains an infinite number of terms, but its action on any fixed 
polynomial in R only involves a finite number of these terms. This is a characteristic 
property of the generators in the polynomial coadjoint orbit representations for infinite-
dimensional algebras. The vector field £ c is 0 because C is central in the algebra. 

We can now proceed to calculate the vector fields £o(n) for (n, a) >• 0 using (2.157), 
and the remaining vector fields using (2.156). It is difficult to write down these vector fields 
in closed-form notation; again, there are an infinite number of terms in each vector field, 
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only a finite number of which contribute to the action on a specific polynomial in R. The 
leading terms in the vector field operators £,(„) corresponding to positive roots are 

f+(") = ~T, + 5 £ *MTi H z-(™)~fT, + '" ' (" £ °) 
dg+l») 2 £a •'"+(•»+•) ^ i 5i(»>+") 

/5 1 .— /5 _ # 
* - ' • > = ~a77T ~ 2 ^ *<->a» , x i ~ ^ *+ ( " , ) 6^T7 + "" ( n > 0 ) ( 2 , 2 3 5 ) 

OZM *mX) ° M « » + " ) m > „ <"+(ra+n) 

We can calculate the functions /„(„) using (2.183). The functions associated with 
the generators in the stabilizer are given by 

/(0) = », (2.236) 

h = k. 

In general, the functions /±(n) are of degree (—n, :pl), and the function /(„) is of degree 
(—n,0). The simple roots of LSU(2) are associated with the generators J+(<s) and J-{iy 
The associated functions are 

/-«,) = -26* + ( 0 ) (2.237) 

/+(_!) = (24-*)*-(!)• 

All the remaining functions /„(„) can be calculated using the recursive equation 
(2.183). Explicitly, we have 

/+(_„_!) = £(_!)/+(_„)-£+(_„)/(_!) (n>0) 

/_(-„) = £_(o)/(-n) - f(-n)/-(0) ( n > 0 ) (2.238) 

/(-») = g [f+(-»)^-(«) ~ 6-(0)/+(-n)] (n > 0). 

, We can combine these functions with the vector fields described above to get the 
complete set of operators J<,(„), C which realize the algebra isu(2) on the space R of 
polynomials. Explicitly writing all the terms in these operators which have nonzero matrix 
elements between states of degrees with n < 2, we have 

C = k 
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•«5j-r*«>a^ + 0 » 

3*+(3) 

"aq i l + * + «»a^ + H<°>a^ " (i w - w + »*(») aT^ 

+ (5^(0)^1) +*+(i) J ^ + (^+(o)Z+(i) - 554<o)Mi)j 5 ^ +»3 
A 1 A 1 ft 1 /) 

+ (li*«» 1w-5«H»)a^ + B» 
a a /i I \ a _ 

-21z + ( 0 ) + 4(0) g ^ - (*+(0)*-(D + H») a ^ 

+ ^*+(o)*-(i)«(i) - *4(o)*-<2) - Z(2)J gj—: 
/ 2 2 2 \ $ 

+ (45 Z+(O)^-(D - 5*+(o)*-(i)»+(i) - j4to)*-(») + 2z+m) g^ 
(\ 1 3 1 , "\ 9 , , 

+ ^g*+(0)»(l)«+(l) - 5Q*+<0)*- (1«1) + gJ4<0)i(2) + 24(0)^4(2)^ £ ^ + » 3 

- i * ' 1 > s ^ + i - < 2 ' a ^ - 2 + < 2 ^ + ; P 3 < 2 - 2 3 9 ) 

a a A I N a 
" a ^ - * - < " a ^ + U™ " e w-<"J a ^ 

I 2 a (i \ a 
+6 z-(')a7^ + {lz-W ~ '-<») al^ 

/ I 2 2 I 2 I 1 1 \ a *, 

ifc — 46 , , Jfc-26 ., , „ . 
—3—4<o)MD + —J—*+(0)*(i) - (* + 26)2+(,) 

+ (|*+<0)«-iil + 2*+<0)*+(i)) g ^ 

(l 2 2 ^ 2 

1 « \ a 
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( 2 1 

2*+(2) - 5 * + < 0 ) * i ( i ) - 3*+<o)*-(i)*(i) 1 , 1 1 , \ a 

• ( * 

r+(0)*i(» + g4(e)r-(»)*(i) + g4(0)*-(i)*Ki) 

S 1 2 1 3 1 . , \ 3 
+2 *+(o)*(i)*+(i> + *+<i) - j*+{o)*-(a) - 3*+{o)*P) + *+(o)»+(2) j 5— 

+0(z_<3)) 

_£_ 
,z+(0) 

/2 . i \ a 
+ [ 3z+(0)Z-(i) + 2 r - ( » z ( D + *-<»>) g j -

; 26 —it Jb , , (1 2 2 \ S 
J(-» = — — *+(0)MD ~ 2 Z(») + ^ 2 i + ( 0 ) J r ( 1 > ~ 3*+«» z-») ~ Z + W j flz^ 

(i) 
3 

(1) 

+ (i2 z+(0) z( 2i) - 454(0)*i{i) - j4(0)»-(i)*(i) 

^ 2 2 \̂ a 

+ ^3*+(0)z-(i) - MD*+(I> ~ '-W-mj gT~ 

i i , i \ a „. . 
_5 r+<0>*-<i>*Mi)+ e z+(o) z-(2) + 2r+<°)r(») ~ *+(»^ flz+

 +°(Z-(3V 
a Q 

J+(-i> = (26 - *)*-(« + (*(D - «+(O)*-(D) g ^ + * - a > a ^ 

+ (|Wi(.) - « H » ) 4 
+ ^(2) - ;*+(0)*-(l)*<I) ~ z-(l)»+(l)J g ^ — + °(*-<3)) 

f * - 4 6 3 , fc-26 j ^ A -26 s 
J - ( - 3 ) = - i j - S + ( 0 ) « - ( l ) + — — *+(0)*-(l)*(l> + — g — *+<0)*(i) 

, t - 8 6 , , 2fc-46 j 
+—3— *+(o)Ml>*+(») - te(Hr+(i) + —3—z+(0)-z-(2) 
+( * - 6)z+(0))z(2) - (2* + 26)z + ( s ) 

C 2 1 

4g4(0)*i(i) + i54(0)*?i) 
+4(0)*-(l)*+<l) + 4(1) + j4(0)*-(2) + 2i+(0)«+(2)j g ^ + 0(i-(3)) 

j(-2j = —5—4(o)*i<D - gz+e»z-mza)+2iz-(Dz+(i) 

+(26 - t)«+(o)«.(3) - tz(i) 

( 1 2 1 

|4(0)*-(D*(i) - J J 4 ( 0 ) * - ( » ) - 5*+(0)*('i> - *+(») 
4 j . J 2 2 j . 1 "\ « 

- jZ+(0)Z-<l)Z+(l) + jZdJZ+d) - 3 *+«!)*-<») + 5*+<0)l(»)J 5 ^ 
+0(Z-(3)) 
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J-H-s) = —3—*H0)«i|i)-l«-(i«i) + ( a - 2 f ) H » ) 
, (2 1 s j 

+ ^5*+(o)*-(i)*(i) - 5«+(o)«-(i) 

-I'm - *-d)*Mi) ~ »«o)Mi) + *C») -g^ + °(*-(a))> 

where by P3 we denote terms containing derivatives d/dza{„) with » > 3, and by Cfz.pj) 
we denote terms containing quasi-homogeneous polynomials of degree (n,w) h (3,-1). 

As an example, we consider the coadjoint orbit with (6, k) = (0,1). In the repre
sentation of the algebra on R, the highest weight state |} clearly must satisfy 

j(0)l> = * l ) . (2-240) 

and 
C|> = fc|>. (2.241) 

From this, it follows that the irreducible representation of the algebra which contains | ) 
must be exactly the irreducible representation with j , k) = (0,1) which was described in 
Section 2.1.2 and whose weights are graphed in Figure 2.4. As a check on this equivalence, 
we can verify that the generator J+(_i) acting twice on | ) gives 0. Indeed, 

^+(.,,1 > = (26 - fc)2-(D = -*-CU> ( 2 - 2 4 2 ) 

and 
J+(-l)l > = (26 - k)zim + (26 - k)2zi{1) = 0. (2.243) 

We will study the structure of the coadjoiut orbit loop group representations further in the 
following sections. 

2.S.4 Virasoro group 

Finally, we discuss the coadjoint orbit representations of the Virasoro group. As 
described in Subsection 2.1.3, the generators of VectS'c are L„ and C. The equation 
describing the coadjoint action of the Virasoro algebra VectS1 on the dual space VectS1 is 
given by (2.70). By computing the stabilizer of a general dual element (6, it), it is possible 
to completely classify the coadjoint orbits of Din\S' [58, 47]. A dear review of this analysis 
in the general case is given in [64]. We will only be concerned here with the simplest case, 
in which the orbit contains an element (6, ic) with 6(0) = 6 a constant function. We will 
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refer to this orbit as W t i C. In this case, the stabilizer in Vect51 of the point (b,ie) is given 
by all elements (/, - to) with f(6) satisfying 

2 ^ / ' " = 26/'. (2.24i) 

When — 48JTj is not the square of an integer n, the only solution to this equation with 
period 2x is f(9) = 1. In this case, the stabilizer of (b, ic) is the subgroup generated hy LQ 
and C, so the space Wi,c is equivalent to the space Diff 5 1 / 5 1 . For the exceptional values of 
b,c, the generators L± n are also stabilizers of (b, ic). Thus, the coadjoint orbits W_cn»/«*,e 
are given by the spaces DiffS1/SX<">(2, R), where S£<n>(2,R) is generated by the elements 
to,'±n in VectS1. As we have done for all the other groups, we will take the alternative 
orbit space to be Wj.|C = Diff5 1/5 1 even for these exceptional valu.es of b,c, and we will 
proceed with the analysis using the degenerate symplectic form u on this space. 

From now on, we will consider a fixed orbit Wi iC, of the DifFS'/S1 type. We 
can now follow the identical procedure to that used for all the examples in the previous 
subsections to construct representations of VectS1 on a polynomial space. In Subsection. 
(2.1.3), we gave an argument justifying the use of (2.20) in constructing a holomorphic 
coordinate system on the quotient space DiSS1/S1. Explicitly, we have the formal re
sult that given a countable set of variables z = {zi,z2,...}, there exist unique functions 
/in{z,z),p{z,z)y'f(z,z), expressed as formal power series in the z^s, such that ^(z,z) is real 
and 

exp(522„£ n)exp(£Mz,5)£-n)exp0>(z,Z)Io)exp(7(z,2)C) 6 DiffoS1. (2.245) 
n>0 n>0 

The variables zn thus form a set of holomorphic coordinates on DiSS1/S1 which give a 
G-invariant complex structure. 

We can now compute the components of the symplectic form w with respect to 
this coordinate system. As usual, u is a (l,l)-fnnn; the nonzero components are given by 

" W « = -««,..*» = «m,n(4Tmi + ^ r a 3 ) . (2.246) 

Note again that when 6 = - § ; , the 2-form w is degenerate. 
We now make the observation that DiHS^/S1 is a contractible space. To see this, 

we use the identification of Diff S 1 / .? 1 with the group DiffoS1 of orientation-preserving dif-
feoraorphisms of 5 1 which fix the point 1. Viewing an element of DiffoS1 as a monotonically 

http://valu.es
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increasing function / : R -* R with the properties / (0) = 0 and f(x + 2x) = 2T + / ( X ) , we 
can explicitly give a retraction of Diff^S1 to a point by defining the one-parameter family 
of functions ft(x) = (1 - t)f(x) + tx, for each / 6 DiffoS1, i 6 [0,1]. Since HiSS1/Sl 

is a contractible space, all 2-cycles are homologous to the null 2-cycle, so that Jau = 0 
for any 2-cycle a. Thus, for any 6, c, we can construct a line bundle Ct,,e over Wi iC with 
curvature iu. (Note that the second cohomology of Diff5 1/S 1 is nontrivial if one restricts 
to forms invariant under DiffS1, however this should not affect the construction of £&; it 
does however imply that £(, will not have a global Diff SMnvariant connection.) We can 
use the Kahler structure defined by u to restrict to the space % of holomorphic sections of 
£b,c, r'hich can be identified with the ring R = C[zi, 22,...] of polynomials in the variables 
Zi due to the topologically trivial nature of the orbit space (actually, for this group all power 
series can be considered to be holomorphic sections; see Section 2.6.1). We now proceed to 
construct the operators 

£» = «» + /» (2-247) 

and 
<? = & + /« (2.248) 

as differential operators on R. For this group, the ring R has an integer grading with 
deg(^n) = .1. As usual, the operators Ln act on the subspace Rm of degree m by 

LnRm C Rm-„. (2.249) 

From (2.158) we calculate the vector fields corresponding to the generators Zo, C; 

too d z k 

«= = 0. 

The remaining vector fields are difficult to write in closed-form; the leading terms are given 

by 
f„ = - - i . + i ^ ( m - n ) z m — — + . . . , fo rn>0 , (2.251) 

°Z" 2 m>0 OZ„+m 

and 
{_„ = Y. ( m + « K r - + • • • i for n > 0. (2.252) 

m>n °Zm-n 

Just as was the case for £527(2), although these operators are all expressed as an infinite 
sum of terms each of which is a first-order differential operator, the action of a fixed vector 
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field operator on a fixed polynomial in R can be computed using only a finite number of 
these terms. 

To calculate the functions /_„ and fc using (2.1S3), we begin as usual by calcu
lating the functions for the stabilizing generators. Writing the quantity 2x6 + c/24 as 

ft = 2ir6 + c/24, (2.253) 

we have 

/c = -i{(b,ic),C) = c (2.254) 

/o = -i{(b,ic),L0) = 2xb + -^ = h. 

For the simple root Li, we have 

/_i = t'((6,tc),2£0)«i = -2hz1. (2.255) 

The quasi-simple root L2, however, is a special case. It cannot be computed inductively, 
and does not follow from the equation in (2.183) for simple roots. However, we can write a 
pair of equations which f-2 must satisfy, by using the condition (2.174). In this case, that 
condition implies that 

W » - fn/n. = (m - n)fm+„ + jy6m,-n{m3 - m). (2.256) 

It follows that we must have 

hf-2 = -^- / -2 = 4/° + ! = 4 A + f' ( 2 - 2 5 7 ) 

ft/-2 = -gff-2 = 3 / - i = ~ 6 f t 2 i -

Since /_2 is a linear combination of z\ and z%, these two equations determine both coeffi
cients, so that 

/_ 2 = -(4ft + | ) z 2 + 3ft*?. (2.258) 

From here, we can continue the analysis according to the usual prescription, treat
ing the quasi-simple roots L%,ii as simple roots. The remaining functions /_„ can be 
calculated inductively by 

/_„ = —i-sCf-i/i-n - ft-„/-i), for n > 2. (2.259) 
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We now give explicit formulae for the terms Li the operators L„ which have nonzero 
matrix elements between polynomials in R of degree < 3. These terms are given by 

L* = ~aTt-2z^ + ^ 
? 9 1 d ,_ 

i„ = A + * i ^ + 2 2 Sg7 + 3 2 3 a 7 + 1'*. ( 2- 2 6°) 
£_! = -2ftz, + (3z2 - 4)-fa- + (**3 - 2*iz 2 )— + 0(z<), 

X_2 = -(4h + ^)z2 + 3hzl + (5z3-™ziz2 + 4)-Q^- + 0(z4), 

X_3 = -(6ft + 2c)z3 + (13ft + c)ziz2 - 4ftzf + 0(24), 

where X>4 denotes terms containing derivatives d/dzt with k > 4, and 0(z<) denotes terms 
containing quasi-homogeneous polynomials of degree at least 4. 

We will discuss in more detail the structure of these representations in later sec
tions. 

2.6 Global properties 

For most of the rest of this thesis, we will concentrate on properties of the coad-
joint orbit representations which can be described in terms of local algebraic properties of 
the representations. These properties are completely captured by the explicit formulae for 
operators on spaces of polynomials described in the previous sections of this chapter. In 
this section, however, we will consider some global properties of the coadjoint orbit repre
sentations. We will discuss these properties from the point of view of the local algebraic 
representations, and will give results in a form which can be represented in terms of local 
algebraic formulae. In Subsection 2.6.1 we consider the question of which polynomials (or 
power series) in the local holomorphic variables za can be extended to global holomorphic 
sections of the line bundle C\>. In Subsection 2.6.2 we discuss the question of whether 
the holomorphic line bundle £t admits a Hermitian structure, and the related question of 
whether the representation of the group G on the space 74 of holomorphic sections is a 
unitary representation. 
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2.6 .1 Globed h o l o m o r p h i c i t y 

In the previous section, we derived formulae which described for various groups G 

an action of the Lie algebra g on the ring of polynomials in the variables z„ corresponding to 

positive roots of G. We argued that locally, this ring corresponds to the space of holomorphic 

sections of the line bundle £& over the coadjoint orbit space W&. In this description, we 

have ignored the question of which of these polynomials actually corresponds to a globally 

holomorphic section of &,. In this subsection, we describe which of the polynomials in R 

actually extends to a global holomorphic section. We begin with the simple case of SJ7(2), 

where the coadjoint orbit space is simply S 2 with the usual single complex coordinate z. 

We showed in Subsection 2.5.1 that the line bundle C\, corresponding to any half-integral 

value of 6 was precisely the unique holomorphic line bundle over S2 of degree 26. When 

6 > 0, this bundle admits precisely 2 6 + 1 holomorphic sections, which correspond to the 

local functions l , z , . . . , z 2 b in R. In order to derive analogous constraints on holomorphic 

functions for other groups, we will find it useful to see how this result can be arrived at 

purely by local considerations. 

In order to analyze which functions of z are holomorphic globally, we must begin 

by choosing a second coordinate chart on 5 2 which covers the point z — oo. The standard 

choice is the chart w € C with the transition homomorphism w = 1/z. In terms of these 

variables, the partial derivative operators d/dz,d/dw are related by 

Given a line bundle C over S 2 with a connection described by local gauge choices as Ac, Aw 

in the two coordinate charts, the connections are similarly related by 

A, = -w^Au,. (2.262) 

For the gauge choice used for the local formulae (2.207), the connection terms Aa, a = 3, ± 

can be written in terms of A X , and are given by 

Az = -zAz 

A+ = -At (2.263) 

A. = PA,. 

The connection A„ — - / „ + i$„ can be explicitly calculated by evaluating 

* . ( * ) = -<AdJ ( l i ^ ) b,J ,

< 1 > (2.264) 
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= -(b,c-a<'#J-e-'J+Jae'J+e>,('#J-). 

One finds that 

Thus, we have 

and therefore in this gauge, 

A3 = 2bza(z, 2), 

A + = 2ba{z,z), 

A. = -2bz2a{z,z). 

Az = -262 

2bz\z | 2 _ 26 

(2.265) 

(2.266) 

"" _ T+W ~ «>(i + kl 2 ) ' ( 2 - 2 6 7 ) 

In the coordinate space to, we must find a choice of gauge where this connection is nonsin-
gular. If we perform the gauge transformation on sections given by 

<j> -» w > , (2.268) 

then Ay, —» Aw — J . Thus, when we choose n = 26, we have 

26. 1 . . -26ui , „ „ „ „ • , 

^ = ̂ ITw- 1 ) = iTW' ( 2- 2 6 9 ) 

which is not only nonsingular, but is of precisely the form of (2.266). Under the gauge 
transformation (2.268) with n = 26, the monomial zm is described in the w chart by the 
monomial 

zm _+ zm-lb _ w2b-m (2.270) 

It follows that for this choice of gauge, the functions in R = C[z] which extend to globally 
holomorphic sections of Ct are precisely the functions z m with m < 26, just as stated above. 
For 6 < 0, this indicates that there are no holomorphic sections and that the associated 
representation of G is 0-dimensional. For 6 = 0, this result states that only the constant 
function is a global holomorphic section. This is exactly the same result we would have 
gotten had we taken the correct pointlike coadjoint orbit space in this case, rather than 
using the alternative orbit space S2 with a fiat bundle. 

The result we have derived for 517(2) can be restated in the following fashion: The 
only polynomials in R which can extend to globally holomorphic sections of £(, are those 
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which lie in the orbit of the unique highest weight state | ) . (For those coadjoint orbits 
for which |} is not globally holomorphic, there axe no globally holomorphic sections.) This 
follows for 52/(2) because for a given choice of b, the monomial z 2 4 is annihilated by the 
operator J-. We claim that in fact, for all compact simple groups G this formulation of 
the global holomorphicity condition is correct not only for the group G but also for LG. 
An immediate consequence of this result is that for this set of groups, the representation 
on the space of holomorphic sections is an irreducible representation. 

We can prove the general condition for any G by using the above analysis for 
SU(2) to give the necessary conditions for local functions in R to extend to holomorphic 
sections of the line bundle over S 2 given by the restriction of £4 to various 527(2) subgroups 
of G. This analysis is similar to the method used in the previous section to ascertain the 
quantization condition on the coadjoint orbit parameters using 527(2) subgroups. Basically, 
the point is that for every 51/(2) subgroup 5 of G containing a subgroup T = 5 1 or 527(2) 
which stabilizes the canonical element b of the coadjoint orbit, there is a condition on the 
polynomials in za which is necessary to ensure that the polynomial can be extended to a 
globally holomorphic section. This condition is simply that for each such subgroup 5, a 
polynomial <i> 6 R must lie in an irreducible representation of the su(2) algebra given by 
the Lie algebra of 5. For finite-dimensional compact simple G, all of the positive roots of 
G are in the complexiiication of such an su(2) subalgebra. The same condition is true for 
LG. It follows then, that for all these groups the polynomial tj> can only be extended to a 
globally holomorphic section if it lies in the orbit of | ) . 

We will demonstrate this argument explicitly for 527(3); the general argument 
follows in an analogous fashion. For 5(7(3), let us choose a general polynomial <j> € R = 
C[t,u,v]. From the 527(2) subgroup generated by {iJuiJi,iJ2}, we see that </> must be in 
an irreducible representation of the corresponding subalgebra, so that applying j+t to <t> 
some integral number of times, we arrive at a function 

<t>' = j%t<t> (2.271) 

which satisfies J+j^' = 0. We now consider the 52/(2) subgroup generated by {iJv, j J4,1/5}. 
Again, we can apply J+„ some number of times to get a function <j>" which is annihilated 
by J + „ . Because [./+«, J+„] = 0, the function <j>" is also still annihilated by J+t- Finally, we 
take the 527(2) subgroup generated by {iJu,iJ$,«'JV}. /gain, we apply j + a some number 
of times to get a function i> 6 R which is annihilated by J+u. From the commutation 
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relations, we again verify that i> is annihilated also by J + „ and J+t- Thus, %j> = | ) . Since 
each of the transformations we performed by repeated application of annihilation operators 
was carried out inside an irreducible representation of the relevant SU(2) subalgebra, these 
operations are all invertible, and it follows that <j> can be reached from |} by the application 
of the operators J-a, and thus that 0 is in the orbit of |) under the action of the full algebra 
on R. 

This analysis can immediately be generalized to an arbitrary group "• with a finite 
number of simple roots which lie in complexifications of appropriate 527(2) subgroup of G, 
simply by applying the simple roots one at a time. Thus, we have shown that for a function 
to be extensible to a global section, it is necessary for the function to lie in the orbit of |) 
for the groups '3 and LG. Furthermore, if there exists any globally holomorphic section 
whatsoever, this result implies that |} is such a section, and that the set of holomorphic 
sections must be precisely those sections in the orbit of | ) since the space of holomorphic 
sections must be invariant under the action of G. We have thus shown that for all these 
groups, the representation of the algebra (and therefore of the group) on the space of 
holomorphic sections of £<, is irreducible. 

Let us now consider the case of the Virasoro group and algebra. In this case, as we 
observed in Section 2.5.4 the coadjoint. orbits aie topological!}' trivial, so there is absolutely 
no constraint on functions of the variables z„ necessary for functions to be holomorphic. 
Thus, in this case not only are all functions in S = C[{2„ }] holomorphic, but even all power 
series in C[[{z„}]] with infinite radii of convergence must be considered as holomorphic 
functions on Ct,c. We will not concern ourselves with the general power series here; for the 
purposes of this thesis we restrict attention to the polynomials in R = €[{£„}]• (In any 
case, we must extract irreducible representations of the Virasoro group by the resolutii as 
which are constructed in the next chapter; the infinite power series' do not contribute to 
the cohomology of these resolutions and so vanish from consideration at that point.) The 
difference between this group and the loop groups essentially lies in the fact that although 
the (co. -plex) Virasoro algebra contains many su(2)c subalgebras, these subalgebras do not 
correspond to compact SU(2) subgroups of the Virasoro group, but rather to noncompact 
5£(2,K) subgroups, as demonstrated in Section 2.5.4. 

Finally, we conclude this section with a brief remark on oth?r approaches to the 
question of global holomorphicity. For finite-dimensional compact groups, an argument is 
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often given (see for instance [53]) for the irreducibility of the representation on the space of 
holomorphic sections, which follows by demonstrating that there is a unique highest weight 
state in this representation. In the case of compact, finite-dimensional groups, this result 
follows because the space of holomorphic sections is known to be finite-dimensional, and 
thus can be written as a direct sum of irreducible representations. For infinite-dimensional 
groups, this argument breaks down because the space of holomorphic sections is infinite-
dimensional. For example, the space R of locally holomorphic polynomials for the group 
LSV{2) carries a representation of the algebra with a single highest weight state; this repre
sentation is, however, not irreducible. Although the expected conclusion holds nevertheless 
for this group, in the case of the Virasoro group not only does the argument break down, 
but the conclusion is also incorrect. 

2.6.2 Hermitian structures 

We will now discuss the question of whether for a given group G and coadjoint 
orbit Wb, the line bundle A admits a Hermitian structure. In general, a complex line 
bundle C over a complex manifold M is defined to have a Hermitian structure when M 
admits a measure d/i and C admits an inner product which when integrated over M with 
the measure d/i gives a positive-definite inner product on the space of holomorphic sections 
of £(,. Written in terms of a. local trivialization of £t, the inner product is described by a 
real function h : M. —» R; the inner product between two holomorphic sections 0, ip of £b 
is then given by 

{4>,i!)) = j dMe h ^^ . (2.272) 

In terms of such a local trivialization, there is a unique connection A, the metric connection, 
compatible with both the Hermitian metric and the complex structure on M; written in a 
local set of holomorphic coordinates zi, this connection is given by As- = 0, Ati — dh/dzt 
[38]. 

As an example of such a Hermitian structure, let us consider again the line bundle 
£fc over 5 2 of degree 26. In terms of the coordinate z on S 2 , the rotationally invariant 
measure on 5 s is given by 

^=(HlW d ^- < 2 - 2 7 3 > 
Associated with this measure, there is a natural Hermitian metric on C\>, described by the 
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function 
e M M , = (TTiV (2-274) 

Combining these factors, the inner product {,) on Kb is given by 

<**} = \ 9 dpe<>M = £ ^ ^ f f ^ ^ ^ W * ) , (2-275) 

where <)!> and V" are arbitrary holomorphic sections of C\,. Performing this integral explicitly, 
one finds that 

<z',z" ,) = «,,ra4ir •>(?)] (26 + 1) . (2.276) 

This inner product on Ht is proportional to the usual inner product on unitary irreducible 
representation spaces of SU(2). The metric connection associated with this choice of Her-
mitian structure is precisely the connection Az calculated in the previous subsection, 

A'~ dz - i + W [2-277> 

In a similar fashion, it is possible to construct explicitly .a Hermitian structure on 
the line bundles C\, associated with coadjoint orbits of all finite-dimensional simple compact 
groups G. Unfortunately, such a construction does not seem to be possible when the group 
under consideration is infinite-dimensional. As an example, we consider the Virasoro group. 
If we wish to construct a Hermitian metric exp(ff) on a coadjoint orbit £&,c of the Virasoro 
group in *he local coordinates denned in Section (2.5.4), we can begin by assuming that 
the connection we have defined by our gauge-fixing procedure is the associated metric 
connection, as was the case for SU(2). We can then explicitly calculate S as a. formal 
power series in the z's. We have 

M = - /o + i$o (2.278) 

= -k - «{(4o, !'c),exp(- 2 ltnL-n)exp(- ^2 Znln)Lo 
n>0 n>0 

X e * P ( 5 I * n £ n ) e x p ( £ linL-n)) 
r»0 n>0 

— Z - M I I *ni •••*ii»/'mi •••Mmi 
k,l>0;(n,n} *"*• 

xCo(rn,.. . ,n i„-mi , . . . , -mi)(h + ^(m, 2 - 1)), 
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where the sum is taken over all ni,. . . ,n*,mi,.. . ,mi > 0 satisfying «i + . . . + n* = 
mi + . . . + ra/. If we assume A,„ = 0 and A^, = dE/8z„, then we have 

Ao = -'£mnA„, (2.279) 
nX) 

and 
E = - ^ X o , (2.280) 

up to a constant. We will take this function J as a candidate for the Hennitian metric on 
Ctf. The first few terms in a power series expansion of B are given by 

B = - Y. M* + £(™2 "1)) W 2 ( 2 - 2 8 1 ) 
n > 0 • " 

+ Y* |(m 2 + 4mn + n2)ft + ^(m 4 4-2m 3 n + 2mn3 + n 4 - m 2 - 4 m n - n 2 ) 
n , m > 0 L Z 4 J 

Note that B is expected to be real, in order to be a Hennitian metric. 
To have a complete description of i unitary structure on R, it would now be 

necessary to find an invariant metric on DiSS1/Sl. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether 
such a metric can be found. Attempting tc describe such a metric as a formal power 
series gives rise to an expression with divergent coefficients. The matter is complicated 
by the fact that the adjoint representation of the Virasoro algebra is not a highest weight 
representation. It seems that some kind of regularizition scheme may be necessary to 
construct such a metric in a sensible fashion. We can, however, get some information about 
when such a unitary structure is likely to bt possible directly from (2.281). If we take 
only the first term in (2.281), and approximate the metric with a Gaussian, we see that for 
h < 0 or c < 0, the metric diverges badly, and we will certainly not find a unitary structure. 
When ft,c> 0, a sensible inner product on R can be found, at least in perturbation theory, 
by taking a product of Gaussian integrals. Using the Hermitian metric (2.281) to compute 
anything nonperturbative, however, would be a difficult proposition, further progress in this 
direction will be impossible until some sort of a regularized invariant metric on DiffS 1/5 l 

can be described explicitly. 

In the case of loop groups LG, a similar problem arises. For these groups also, 
no invariant measure is know* on the quotient space LG/T; furthermore, it is not known 
whether such a measure can exist [53]. 
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The main reason that we are interested in Hermitian structures on the line bundles 
£i, is that when a line bundle admits a Hermitian structure, the corresponding representa
tion of the group on the space of holomorphic sections is naturally un '. Although we 
are unable to construct explicitly the desired Hermitian structures for ; . nite-dimensional 
groups, we can still investigate the question of whether the associated representations admit 
unitary structures. A simple way of constructing a unitary structure on a highest weight 
representation is to simply define the inner product {1,1} = { | ) = 1, and to assume that 
the creation and annihilation operators are HerxnUian conjugates under JLa = Ja. In fact, 
this is the usual procedure used to construct unitary group representations from Verma 
modules (which will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter). The result of this 
construction is that the unitary structure is well-defined for all functions <j> 6 R which lie 
in the orbit of the highest weight state | ) . For loop groups, this means that the complete 
representation on the space Hi of holomorphic sections actually admits a unitary structure. 
For the Virasoro group, this result is slightly more subtle. We devote the remainder of this 
section to a more detailed description of this construction in the case of the Virasoro group. 

The above construction of a unitary structure is closely related to the essential 
point in the proof of which irreducible Virasoro representations admit unitary structures. 
The usual approach to the unitarity proof (see for example [34]) is to consider all possible 
polynomials in the creation operators X_„ acting on a highest weight state j /, and to use the 
above criteria to define an inner product on this space. (The space is a Verma module for 
the Virasoro algebra, which is discussed in more detail in the next section.) The resulting 
inner product, known as the Shapovalov form, gives a zero norm to some state in the Verma 
module precisely when the determinant of the inner product matrix on some level vanishes. 
By studying the changes of sign in this "Kac determinant" under variations of h and c, it 
was shown by Friedan, Qui, and Shenker [31] that for c < 1, a representation can only admit 
a unitary structure when when conditions (2.75) and (2.76) are satisfied. The existence of 
a unitary representation for all values of h and c satisfying these conditions was shown in 
[35]. From the point of view of the coadjoint orbit repi mentations on polynomial spaces R, 
the vanishing of the Kac determinant at level n corresponds precisely to the existence of 
a function in R,t which does not lie in the orbit of |) (from the point of view of the next 
chapter, such a function is associated with a cosingular vector). In general, it is impossible 
to extend the unitary structure defined on the irreducible representation associated with 
the orbit of | ) to these extra states. To see an explicit example of this problem, we can 
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compote explicitly the lowest degree states arising from the action of the Virasoro algebra 
on | ) . Using a basis for R of monomials in the variables «,-, where / e R is represented by 
the state | / ) , we have 

£_, | ) = -2fc|*i), 

#Lil) = -6&|*2} + (4ft2 + 2fc)|*?>, (2.282) 

i - i l ) = -(4k+|)|*i> + 8fcW). 

We expect that for those values of h,c with a vanishing Kac determinant at level 2, we will 
find a linear dependence between the states generated by combinations of raising operators 
of degree 2. From the above -apressions for X-i, J) and £_j|) , it is easy to see that these 
states are linearly dependent when 

fe=S-c±V(c-l)(c-J5) 
16 

This is precisely the condition for the Kac determinant to vanish at level 2. For example, 
when m = 3,p = 2,q = 1, and h = c — 1/2, Equation 2.283 is satisfied, and we have a 
reducible representation on R, with an extra state \z\) in Ri which is not in the orbit of |} . 
In this case we can compute 

(*iki> = < | i i i - i | > = 2ft = 1 (2.284) 

{-\t + |*f I - \t + \*l) = (|W-*I > = 9/4-
If we attempt to extend this inner product to £2, we get 

<3*2-2z,!|*J> = {zx\Lx\z\) = -2 (2.285) 

= -\(\'H*\) = o. 

Thus, the inner product on the orbit space cannot be extended to one on R. 
We have shown, then, that for compact simple G and loop groups LG, the repre

sentation on the space of holomorphic sections of an appropriate line bundle Ct is irreducible 
and admits a unitary structure, in agreement with the results of the Borel-Weil theory. The 
tune result holds for the coadjoint orbits associated with unitary representations of the Vi-
rasoro group where the entire space R lies in the orbit of | ) . In the case of those coadjoint 
orbits of the Viratoro group corresponding to the discrete series of unitary representations, 
however, there are states which correspond to globally holomorphic sections in R lying 
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outside the orbit of |} . The unitary structure defined in this section does not lead to a well-
defined inner product for these extra states, and thus the complete representation of the 
Virasoro group does not admit a unitary structure in these cases. However, the irreducible 
representation given by the orbit of | ) does admit a unitary structure, which is just the 
usual unitary structure associated with this irreducible representation in the discrete series. 
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Chapter 3 

Modules and Resolutions 

In this chapter, we define a variety of types of modules for an arbitrary Lie algebra 
g, and describe how these modules can be combined to form any irreducible representation 
of g by constructing a chain complex whose cohomology is precisely the desired irreducible 
representation space. In Section 3.1, we define the concept of a g-module, and discuss some 
particular types of modules, including Verma modules, dual Verma modules, and twisted 
Verma modules. We describe the singular vector structure of these modules. In Section 3.2, 
we discuss Fock space realizations of representations; these realizations are essentially equiv
alent to g-modules on spaces of polynomials where the action of the algebra is described 
in terms of differential operators. We observe that the coadjoint orbit representations de
scribed in the previous chapter are locally equivalent to dual Verma module representations, 
and we discuss the Feigin-Fuchs and Walomoto (free field) representations of the Virasoro 
and affine algebras, which are similar to twisted Verma modules of finite-dimensional alge
bras. In Section 3.3, we define the notions of screening operators and intertwiners between 
g-modules, and give explicit formulae for the screening operators and intertwiners between 
coadjoint orbit representations. We find that the coadjoint orbit screening operators, like 
the associated coadjoint orbit raising operators, are independent of the highest weight of 
the module under consideration. In Section 3.4, we describe how intertwiners can be used 
to form a chain complex of g-modules whose cohomology is nonzero at a single position 
in the chain, and is given by an irreducible representation of the algebra g. The explicit 
formulae for coadjoint orbit intertwiners allow us to use these resolutions to construct ir
reducible representations using the coadjoint orbit representations even in the case of the 
Virasoro algebra, where the coadjoint orbit representations correspond precisely to dual 
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Verma modules. 
For general background references on the algebraic constructions in this section, 

see [18, 39]. 

3.1 g- modules 

A powerful approach in the study of representation theory is given by the alge
braic formalism of modules. Given a Lie algebra g, every vector space V which admits a 
representation of g is defined to be a g-module. (More generally, given a ring 72, an K-
module is denned to be an abelian group A along with a ring homomorphism from K to the 
ring of endomorphisms from A into itself. In this case, the vector space V has the abelian 
group structure given by vector space addition, and the ring It is the universal enveloping 
algebra W(g) described below.) We will restrict attention here to modules which admit a 
grading of the natural type for the algebra g, as described in Section 2.1. There are several 
special types of g-modules which are of particular interest to us here. A useful structure in 
describing these special modules is the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of a Lie algebra 
g. The universal enveloping algebra U(g) is defined to be the ring of all polynomials (over 
R) in the generators of the algebra g, modulo the relations defined by interpreting the Lie 
algebra product as a commutator via the equation 

x[u,v]y ~ xuvy- xvuy, Vx,jr e U(g),u,v e g. (3.1) 

A g-module V is said to be free over £/(fj) on a vector v 6 V when each vector w e V has 
a unique representation as to = A'„, • v for some Xw <i W(fj). 

One of the most important types of modules in the study of representation theory 
is the Verma module [40]. A Verma module for the algebra g is a module V containing a 
vector v, such that V is free over W(g_) on v, where g_ is the subalgebra of gc generated 
by the negative roots in gc. It is an immediate consequence of this definition that v is a 
highest weight state in V. For a fixed weight A 6 A„, the Verma module V* with a highest 
weight vector f A of weight A is unique. A natural basis for this Verma module is given by 
the states X • t . where X is a member of a canonical basis for U(g_). From the definition, 
it is clear that the Verma module V* has the property that the entire module is in the orbit 
of the state v>, under the action of the algebra g. This is a characteristic feature of Verma 
modules. 
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We can now define a dual space to VA, which we denote by 

VA' = Hom(VA,R). (3.2) 

For any algebra g which has a polarization into positive roots a >- 0 and negative roots 
a -< 0, we can define a natural dual action of g on V£ by the equation 

{ead,w) = {d,e.aw), VdeVA*,toeVA. (3.3) 

(For generators ih in t, we simply take (hd, to) = (d, hw).) The module V£ is a dual Verma 
module. Note that all the groups considered in this thesis admit the necessary type of 
polarization to construct modules of this type. In VA, there is a particular state v'x which 
is defined by 

{ 1, w = v\ 
' ^ (3-4) 

0, w jt vx 

It is clear that uj is a highest weight state in the dual Verma module. Furthermore, 
it follows from the above definition that there are no other highest weight states in this 
module besides multiples of this state, since every other state in the dual space must have 
a nonzero contraction with some state of the form eaw with o; -< 0 and w £ V\. In fact, the 
existence of a single highest weight vector is a characteristic feature of dual Verma modules. 
Another way of defining dual Verma modules is through the characteristic property of being 
cofree over the enveloping algebra i/(fl_) [18]. 

ia addition to the Verma and dual Verma modules defined above, there are other 
types of modules of interest. We have already discussed irreducible highest weight repre
sentations, which have both the features that the associated module has a single highest 
weight vector, and that the entire module is in the orbit of the highest weight state under 
the action of g. There are also modules, called "twisted" Verma modules, which have nei
ther of these properties. These modules can be defined by the property of being free over 
W(tn) and cofree over U(m'), where m and m' are subalgebras of g_ such that 

S- = m ® m'. (3.5) 

Twisted Verma modules were first introduced by Feigin and Frenkel [24]. 
In order to analyze these various types of modules and their properties, it is useful 

to define certain vectors in a g-module to be singular. Following Feigin and Fuchs, we define 
a vector v e V to be singular when g+ • v = 0, and cosingular when v 0 JJ_V. Intuitively, 
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when a vectoi v is singular it is a highest weight vector for a submodule W C V given 

by acting on v with U(g-). In order to construct an irreducible representation containing 

the highest weight vector of V, it is clearly necessary to mod out by any such submodule 

W generated by a singular vector. Similarly, a cosingular vector is one which generates a 

submodule X C V which lies outside the orbit of the highest weight vector of V under the 

action of W(fj). Any irreducible representation containing the highest weight vector of V 

must be modded out by any such submodule X generated by a cosingular vector. Clearly, 

a particular cosingular vector is only denned modulo fl_V. We will frequently make use 

of a choice of specific cosingular vectors from each equivalence class thereof, and will often 

simply -efer to such vectors as "the" cosingular vectors of a particular weight. Prom the 

above definitions, it follows that a module V contains a singular vector of weight A precisely 

when the dual module V contains a cosingular vector of the same weight. Clearly, a Verma 

module contains only singular vectors and no cosingular vectors, and a dual Verma module 

contains only cosingular vectors and no singular vectors. A useful graphical description of 

modules can be given by drawing a point for each singular or cosingular vector, and then 

drawing an arrow from the point associated with a vector v to the point associated with 

a vector w whenever the submodule W(g)t> contains the vector w. The arrow relation is 

assumed to be transitive, so that when a sequence of vectors are connected by arrows such 

as v —> w —> u, we omit the arrow between the vectors v and u in the diagram. In this 

diagrammatic notation, a Verma module has the property that all arrows lead away from 

the highest weight state. The dual of a module has the same graphical structure as the 

original module, however all arrows are reversed. In particular, for the dual Verma module 

the graph has the property that all arrows lead toward the highest weight vector. Twisted 

Verma modules are characterized by having singular or cosingular vectors with the same 

weights as the singular vectors in the Verma module, but where the graphical representation 

contains a different set of arrows from the graph representing the Verma module. 

As examples, in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b, w° give the graphs associated with the 

Verma modules and dual Verma modules of the algebras su(2) and su(3). The singular 

vector structure of Virasoro modules was first fully studied by Feigin and Fuchs [26]. In 

general, when the Virasoro Verma module associated with a given highest weight is reducible 

(contains a singular vector), the associated representation is said to be degenerate. For 

values of h and c corresponding to irreducible unitary representations, the Verma modules 

fall into several categories. When c > 1 and h > 0, the resulting Verma module has no 
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vx* •+ vx <x> 
Vx 

<z> Vx 
Vx' 

(a) SU{2) (a) SU(Z) 

Figure 3.1: Graphs of singular vectors for SU(2) ud 5(7(3) representations 

singular vectors, and is therefore always nondegenerate. When c > 1 and h = 0, the 
resulting Verma module has a single singular vector which is always at level 1, and the 
resulting graph looks like the graph for an SU(2) Verma module in Figure 3.1a. When 
c = 1 and h = m 2 /4 for an integer m, the Verma module contains an infinite number 
of singular vectors; the resulting graph is shown in Figure 3.2a. The remaining unitary 
representations with c = 1 correspond to Verma modules with no singular vectors and are 
nondegenerate. The final category of Verma modules for unitary Virasoro representations 
corresponds to the discrete series of representations with c, h satisfying (2.75) and (2.76). 
The Verma modules corresponding to these representations again have an infinite number 
of singular vectors. The graph of the singular vector structure for these representations is 
shown in figure Figure 3.2b. The graph associated with the Feigin-Fuchs representations of 
the Virasoro algebra is shown in Figure 3.2c; these representations will be discussed farther 
in the next section. Note that the graph corresponding to the Feigin-Fuchs modules remains 
fixed under the duality transformation. Similar graphs can be constructed describing the 
singular vector structure of the affine algebras corresponding to the loop groups LG [24]. 

3.2 Fock space realizations 

In this section we describe a particular class of g-modules which can be described 
in terms of bosonic Fock spaces. In order to describe representations on bosonic Fock spaces, 
we begin by defining a simple class of algebras, known as Heisenbeig algebras. For any set 
S, we define the Heisenberg algebra on the set 5 to be the Lie algebra with generators 1 
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.« »-« * . 
(a) Verma module V\ for c = 1, h = ro2/4 

(b) Verma module V\ for discrete unitary series 

(c) Feigin-Fuchs Virasoro module Vj 

Figure 3.2: Verma module and FeigiiL-Fuchs Viiasoto representations 

and {ea,fa\a € S} satisfying the commutation relations 

[«a,/t] = tfofc-1 

[««.<%] = I/ . , / 6] = 0 (3.6) 

[I.e.] = [l , / .] = 0. 

For any set S, this algebra has a unique highest weight irreducible representation. The 
carrier space of this representation is the bosonic Fock space on S, which has a natural basis 
labeled by the occupation numbers Na of the independent bosonic fields; these occupation 
numbers are the eigenvalues of the operators 

na = / .« . . (3.7) 

There is a simple realization of the Eeisenberg algebra and bosonic Fock space on any set 
S in terms of differential operators acting on a ring of polynomials. If we identify the Fock 
space on S with the polynomial ring Rs = C[{za \a g S}], the Heisenberg algebra on S has 
a representation through the identifications 

e„ -* d/dza (3.8) 

fa - * So-

Thus, all representations of algebras in terms of differential operators acting on a space 
of polynomials can be naturally rewritten in the language of bosonic Fock spaces and vice 
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versa. 
There is a natural action of the Heisenbeig algebra on 5 on the dual space R'$. 

This action is defined through the Foci space adjoint operation ej, = /<,, so that for any 
g € R%, h€ Rs we have 

(f*9,h) = is,eah) (3.9) 

(eag,h) = (s,/„ft). 

The space R"s carries a highest weight irreducible representation of the Heisenberg algebra, 
and therefore can be canonically identified with Rs-

In terms of this bosonic Foclc space language, it is clear that the coadjoint orbit 
representations defined in Chapter 2 for an arbitrary Lie group G in terms of differential 
operators on the space of polynomials in the variables za with a € $+ axe realizations on 
the bosohic Fock space over $+. By taking the Fock space adjoint of these representations, 
where e£ —» e_„, we can construct the duals to the coadjoint orbit representations. For 
example, the dual to the coadjoint orbit representation of SU(Z) described in (2.224) is 
defined by the operators Ja, where 

- d 1 9 1 d 
J< = -te-t~2vTv + 2uaZ+p/2 

f 9 i a i a ,n 
J" = - 3 = ~2vTv + 2 * 3 7 + 9 / 2 " 

j . * l a 

- i v-z-
2 du 
1 fi 

j-u = -V- + -ZV- (3.10) J-v 
2 at 

-V. 

f *a2 , i d l a a i a a ia2 a. a 
J+' - xaT + u(~a^~2Ttdli.) + vK2TtIi~Ta^alL>~pal 
f _ a ia a a2 \a a \a a2 a 

J+u ~ (av 2dtaJ+uau2+v[2'allav + 4atalfi}~9di 
f a a ia2 a a a ia a2 a2 ia2 a2 

J+v ~ t(atdv 2dt2du) + u(dllai; + 2mau2) + v(d~v2 + 'iWal?) 

i y " a B T 2 atdu 
In the analysis of the coadjoint orbit representations in Chapter 2, we observed that for a 
general group G, the generator Ja corresponding to a positive root a s $+ has a leading 
term given by —d/dza, with all other terms being of the form <j> d/dzp with /? >- a and with 
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<j> being a polynomial in the variables za with no constant terms. It follows directly that in 
the dual representation, the generator J-a corresponding to a negative root (a G $+) has 
a leading term — za with ail other terms being differential operators of degree > 1, which 
have at least as many derivatives as variables za in each term, from this observation, we 
can see that the universal enveloping algebra W(fl_) must act freely on the dual space to the 
coadjoint orbit representation, since for any element X of this enveloping algebra there is at 
least one term with a maximal number n of factors (we minimize n over all representations 
of the element in question), and this term must contribute a characteristic term with n 
factors to the polynomial X\} which cannot be canceled by any terms in X with less than 
n factors. By a similar argument, we see that the entire Fock space is in the orbit of |} 
under the action of g. Thus, it follows that the dual representation to the coadjoint orbit 
representation is a Verma module representation, and therefore that the coadjoint orbit 
representation is a dual Verma module representation for any group G. The result that 
coadjoint orbits give rise to dual Verma module resolutions is already a well-known fact, 
at least for those groups where the coadjoint orbit construction is equivalent to the Borel-
Weil theory. This property is perhaps somewhat simpler to understand using the explicit 
representations described here, however. 

It is important to note that in an explicit Fock space realization of a particular 
representation of an algebra g, the expression of the generators in terms of the Heisenberg 
algebra will generally depend upon the highest weight of the particular representation bein? 
realized. The coadjoint orbit representations described in the previous chapter have the 
unusual feature that the form of all the raising operators is independent of the highest 
weight of the representation. This property of the coadjoint orbit representations will 
simplify certain calculations in Chapter 4. 

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of bosonic realizations of the 
Feigin-Fuchs and twisted Verma module representations. We have seen above that the 
coadjoint orbit representation and dual coadjoint orbit representation of any group G cor
respond to dual Venna module and Verma module representations respectively, and can be 
realized in terms of bosonic Fock space representations. Similarly, we can realize twisted 
Verma module representations on a bosonic Fock space. In general [18, 24], a twisted Verma 
module realization can be constructed by beginning with a Verma module or dual Verma 
module realization on a bosonic Fock space, and performing a Bogoliubov transformation on 
the Heisenberg algebra (3.6) which leaves the form of the algebra unchanged, but requires 
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-<s> 
Figure 3.3: Twitted Venn* module representation for SU(3) 

a shift in the ground state | ) . In general, such a Bogoliubov transformation corresponds to 
a Weyl symmetry transformation on the Lie algebra. As an example of this construction, 
consider the Venna module representation of SU(3) (3.10). Performing the Bogoliubov 
transformation t —• —d/dt, d/dt -* i, the form of this algebra is unchanged. However, the 
ground state |} is now annihilated by a different set of operators, so to fix the eigenvalues 
of the diagonal operators correctly we must replace (p, q) by the vector (—p — 2, q + p +1). 
This gives a new Fock space realization of the algebra of SU(3) in terms of operators J„, 
where 

f d i d i s , . , ,.„ 
J" = - * * ; - r a i r 2 * 3 * + ( 9 + p ) / 2 -
" ' ~ at 2vdu 

J-u = -u + -vt (3.11) 

/_„ = -v. 

*K = -* 2| -(\tu + £*,)£ + (!*,-,)£ + * 
T d a , i a a . . , I , a2 , I a d , _, i. a 

J+" = -a-tTv + 2ia-tTu + (u+itv)a-^ + 2vdlid-v-^ + p + 2 ) ^ 
¥ ad i J 9 a a ,1 u . s 2 a2 

J+° = -%Tv + fTtTu + ua-uTv + {2tu + ltv)aT* + v-aT* 
a_ _ (2p+q + i) a 

qdv 2 du 

This representation of the SU(3) algebra is a twisted Verma module representation V\. The 
Fock space module is free on the state | ) = 1 over the subalgebra generated by JL„ and 
J_„, and cofree over the subalgebra generated by J_ t. The graph of the singular vector 
structure for this representation is shown in Figure 3.3. Note that the graphical structure 
of this twisted Verma module is identical to that of the Verma and dual Verma modules; 
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however, the position of the highest weight vector has changed. 
For any finite-dimensional Lie group, any twisted Verma module representation 

of the corresponding Lie algebra on a polynomial Fock space can similarly be constructed 
by performing a Bogoliubov transformation corresponding to some Weyl transformation on 
the Lie algebra. Even the dual Verma module can be constructed in this way by a Bo
goliubov transformation on the original Verma module; note, however, that the consequent 
explicit realization on the bosonic Fock space is different from that given by the duality 
transformation described above. In the case of infinite-dimensional Lie groups, there are 
additional modules similar to the twisted Verma modules which cannot be constructed via 
a Bogoliubov transformation. For example, since the irreducible representations of the loop 
groups and Virasoro group do not contain lowest weight states, the dual Verma module 
representation cannot be achieved by a Bogoliubov transformation from the Verma module 
representation, unlike the case of finite-dimensional Lie groups. 

Among the modules for infinite-dimensional groups which cannot be reached by 
Bogoliubov transformations from the Verma module representation, one class of representa
tions is of particular interest. These are the free field realizations, which have been studied 
intensively by physicists since the early days of string theory (see [18] and references therein). 
In the case of the Virasoro algebra, these representations were first studied by Feigin and 
Fuchs [26] and were later described in terms of free fields by Dotsenko and Fateev [22]. In 
the Feigin-Fuchs representations, there is a set of operators {a„ : n € Z}, corresponding to 
the modes of a free bosonic field. These operators satisfy the Heisenberg-type algebra 

[o„,am] = 2n« n ,_m . (3.12) 

The operators o„ act on a bosonic Fock space with a vacuum | ) satisfying <z„|) = 0 for 
n > 0 and o 0 | } = 2a | ) . The Virasoro generators appear as modes of the stress-energy 
tensor, and are written in terms of the a's as [27] 

1 °° In = - 5Z a„-kah - a0(n + l)an, for n ^ 0, (3.13) 
* A - - 0 0 

1 x 1 
Lo = - ^ a_ t a / t + 7<2Q- a0oo-

Jt=i * 

These generators satisfy a Virasoro algebra with 

h = a(a - 2a 0), c = 1 - 24a§. (3.14) 
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U 

We can rewrite this representation in terms of the polynomial realization of the bosonic 

Fock space by writing 

a„ = 2 n - — , for n > 0, 

ao = 2a, (3.15) 

a-n = *n, for n > 0. 

In this notation, the Virasoro generators are 

n—1 a a 
L» = T2 Kn - k)-*~a 

j g 'dzkdzn-k 
O CO Q 

+2n(a-ao(n + X))— + V *z*_„^—, fo rn>0 

a(a - 2or0) + Y, kzk-g-1 ( 3 - 1 6 ) 

1 n ~* oo a 
i_„ = (o + Qfo(» - l)>n + T Yl ZkZn-k + V *z*+n-£—> f o r " > °-

The module structure of this representation is precisely described by the graph in Fig

ure 3.2c, and corresponds to a module similar to a twisted Verma module, but which cannot 

be realized by a Bogoliubov transformation from the Venna or dual Verma modules. Note 

that in these Feigin-Fuchs representations, the form of all the generators is dependent upon 

both the parameters k and c of the representation through the parameters a and a0, unlike 

the coadjoint orbit representations of the Virasoro algebra, where only the generators L„ 

for n < 0 depend upon h and c. 

For the affine algebras corresponding to loop groups LG, there is an analogous class 

of free field representations which are similar to twisted Venna modules but again cannot 

be constructed from the Venna or dual Verma module by a finite Weyl transformation. 

These representations are the Wakimoto representations, which are constructed by taking 

the normal ordered product of the currents associated with free fields having LG symmetry. 

An equivalent mathematical description of the construction of these representations is given 

by taking representations of the finite-dimensional group G and replacing all Eeisenberg 

operators by free fields. The normal ordering must be enforced to give the correct affine 

algebra. This process is known as "aiRnization". For a review of this construction of 

Wakimoto representations, see [18,11]. 
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3.3 Intertwiners 
In this section we derive explicit formulae for intertwining operators between the 

duel Verma modules realized through the coadjoint orbit construction. Generally, an in

tertwining operator, or "intertwiner" between two jj-modules V and V is an element of 

the group Homa( 0)(V, V ) of fl-module homomorphisms between V and V'. A g-module 

homomorphism is a linear map (j> between modules which intertwines with the action of g 

in the sense that 

u4>x = ijmx, Vz 6 V, u 6 g. ( 3-17) 

An analysis of the construction of intertwiners in a general algebraic context L= 

given in [18]. In that work, it is proven that for two Verma modules Vf,,Vy, there is a 

1-1 correspondence between intertwiners in HOIII#( 0 ) (VA,VA') aJid singular vectors in Vy 

of weight A. For each singular vector v in V\i of weight A, the resulting g module ln>-

momorphism <t> satisfies <j>\) = v (here | ) denotes the highest weight state in V\; we will 

denote the highest weight state in V\t by | ) ' ) . This characterization of intertwiners *or 

Verma modules is derived by first considering elements of the group of g_-homomorphisms 

Hom«(B_)(V^, Vy). Since the orbit of | ) under the action of the enveloping algebra W($j..) 

contains the entire Verma module, such a homomorphism <j> is determined uniquely by the 

value of <f>\ ) in VA», and each element x € Vx' determines a homomorphism of this type by 

setting <t>\) = x. The condition that (f> intertwine correctly with the Caxtan s\ibalgebra i 

requires that the weight of the state $\) be exactly A. This leads to the general definition 

of a set of screening operators sa, which are g_-homomorphisras supping 

«a : VA - TA+., (3.13) 

Explicitly, given an element X 6 W^p_), corresponding to a state x = X\} in the Verma 

module VA, the screening operator j a acts on x by sax = X J_„ l ) ' , where I) ' is the highest 

weight state in the Verma module VA+J,. In general, all (g_ © f;-modrie homoinorphisms 

between Verma modules ate polynomials ; a the screening operators sa. The screening oper

ators generate an algebra isomorphic to g_. The condition Lhat an operator <t> described by 

a polynomial in the screening operators intertwines with the remaining g generators simply 

implies that the state <t>\) is annihilated by all the generators in f j + , which is equivalent to 

the assertion that <f\) is a singular vector in Vy, giving the remaining part of the above 

result. 
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From this algebraic characterization of intertwining operators on Verma modules, 
it is straightforward to consider the dual action of the intertwiners, which gives intertwining 
operators on dual Verma module;. Clearly, for every intertwining operator <j> between Verma 
modules Vj and V\>, there is a corresponding intertwiner <j>* from the dual Venaa module 
Vy to V£, defined by 

{^•x,w) = {x,<h>), Vi»€VX,a:eVy. (3.19) 

This correspondence is clearly 1-1, since the same argument can be applied on the dual 
space. From the result for Verma modules, we can derive the corresponding result for dual 
Verma modules, whicl is that th2 intertwiners in Eomu(s)(V£, Vx) are in 1-1 correspondence 
with cosingulax vectors in V£ of weight A, and that the intartw;ner tf> corresponding to a 
particular cosingular vector v 6 V£, satisfies <pv = \) where |) is the highest weight vector in 
Vx. This inteitwiner must also satisfy the condition that <f>w = 0 for any vector w G B-Vy 
of weight A. By taking the dual oi the screening operators sa, we get a set of screening 
operators sa = «*, for the dual Verma module. These screening operators are maps 

* « : V S ; - V r _ (3.20) 

which intertwine with the algebra £i+ of generators corresponding to positive roots acting on 
the dual Verma modules. In fac;, every intertwiner on a dual Verma module can be found 
by constructing an appropriate polynomial in the screening operators; thus, in order to 
characterize the intertwining operators in a particular realization, it will sufEcv to describe 
the screening operators in that realization. 

We now proceed to give explicit formulae for the screening operators in the coad-
joint orbit dxial Verma modvle representations. For an arbitrary group G, we begin by 
defining a set of differential operators Da for all a 6 $+ according to 

A." £ *fall

a+%-J— (3-21) 
0€*+l«+/3€*., aZ<"+V 

These operators act on the ring R = C[{s~ }] of locally holomorphic functions as first order 
differential operators. 

Proposition 7 The operators »„ defined by 

Sa --Ja + Fa (3.22) 

commute with the operators J/} with /} 6 $+, and form a set of screening operators for the 
dual Verma modules. 
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Proof. Because the only nonzero Bernoulli number B\ with I odd is B\ = —1/2, using 
(2.157) we can write these operators explicitly as 

«•= £ _-gfe(~l) Ca(au...,ak)za,...zak— foro)-0. (3.23) 

We now consider the effect of right multiplication of a general element (2.20) in the group 
by an infinitesimal positive generator on the right. By taking the formal multiplication rule 

exp( 5Z ZaJ<x)<?J° = exp / ( { J « | o : < 0 } ) + ©(«*), (3.24) 

we define a set of vector field operators S„ = —v%d/dza which must commute with the 
operators {„. By repeating the analysis in the proof of Proposition 3 for these vector fields, 
we find that the operators Sa are precisely equal to sa for a € $+. Thus, we have proven 
the assertion that 

[Sa,M = 0, Va,/3e$+- (3.25) 

Since the operator sa lowers the degree of a polynomial in R by precisely a, it follows that 
these operators are valid screcnirg operators for the dual Verma modules D. 

It is a consequence of this explicit formula that the screening operators are inde
pendent of the highest weight A of the module on which they act, just as are the raising 
operators in the algebra, Ja with a >- 0. 

A similar approach to the one taken here was used by Awata, Tsuchiya, and 
Yamada in [11] to construct the Wakimoto representations of affine algebras; in their work, 
the result was achieved by using a construction similar to this one for firdte-dimensional G 
and performing an affinization to get realizations of the Wakiinoto representations. 

As an example of an intertwiner, we consider again the coadjoint orbit dual Verma 
module representations of SU(2) given by (2.207). For these representations, there is a 
single screening operator *, given by 

s = J+ = ~ . (3.26) 

This screening operator obviously commutes with j+, and raises the weight of a state by 1, as 
measured by the eigenvalue of j 3 in a particular module. Since the screening operator goes 
from a dual Verma module Vt* to another dual Verma module V^_1 with a new highest weight 
state, we see that s intertwines correctly with J3. It remains to construct an intertwiner 
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using s. The dual Venna module Vg has a single cosingnlar state of weight - 6 — 1, which 
is represented in the coadjoint orbit realization by the polynomial r 2 6 + 1 = a / £ 6 + 1 | } where 
a is a proportionality constant. Thus, we expect that we may construct an intertwiner 

-t>:K^V-i-u (3.27) 

by taking <j> = S 2 6 + 1 . We have already verified that S intertwines correctly with all operators 
in fl except for J_. We can now compute directly the result of applying J- before and after 
the intertwiner 4 to verify that <j> intertwines correctly with the entire algebra. Acting on 
an arbitrary monomial z", we have 

It follows that (f> is an intertwining operator, as claimed above. Note that the two operators 
J_ in (3.28) have different realizations as differential operators, since they are acting on 
different dual Verma modules. In general, we will use a parenthesized superscript to denote 
the highest weight of the module on which a coadjoint orbit generator is acting when there 
is a possibility of confusion. Thus, we have 

J i 6 ) = z2dz - 2bz, (3.29) 

and (3.28) states that 
jf-Vfa" = <t,j<?>zn. (3.30) 

As a second example of an intertwiner consider the coadjoint orbit dual Verma 
module representations of SU(3) given by (2.224). For these representations, the screening 
operators are given by 

a i d 
s+t = at+ 2udv 

a id 
S+u = du 2 dv 

a 
«+« = dv' 

A typical representation is the adjoint representation with (p,q) = (1,1). The associated 
dual Verma module V£ ,j contains cosingular vectors with weights (3, —3), (-3,3), (1, -5), 
(—5,1) and (—3, —3). A typical intertwining operator is the operator 

<t> '• *{1,1) - > ^ ( 3 , - 3 ) (3.32) 
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given by 
<j,-X-v = s\^X-v = X\), (3.33) 

where | ) is the highest weight state in the dual Verma module 1% _«, » is the cosingular 
vector of weight (3,-3) in V ^ ) , and X is an arbitrary element of W(g_). In the explicit 
coadjoint orbit realization above, v is given by the polynomial « 2/2 (the unique vector with 
this weight in the dual Verma module). That this operator <f> is an intertwining operator 
from KJj . to V« s j follows from the fact that $+a(u2/2) = 1 = | ) . 

As a final example of an intertwining operator, we consider again the simplest 
example of the discrete series of Virasoro representations, with m = 3,j> = 2, g = 1, and 
h = c = 1/2. As was pointed out in Section 2.6.2, the dual Verma module associated 
with this representation has a cosingular vector at level 2. Thus, we expect to be able to 
construct an intertwiner tj> mapping 

* : * V * - » f a . (3-34) 

where V£ refers to the Virasoro dual Verma module with highest weight ft and central 
charge c = 1/2. This intertwiner is a polynomial of degree 2 in the screening operators 
s„ = Ln+D„, and therefore can be written in the form <j> = ajj+b$2- Since the intertwining 
operator must annihilate the state 

i i i l ) = f-kl ) = -3*2 + 2z\, (3.35) 

we determine that 4a — 36 = 0. Fixing the normalization by choosing z\ as the cosingular 
vector, we have o = 1/2, so the intertwining operator is given by 

1 , 2 1 9 ! 2d 1 3 
*" 2 S l + zh = 2d4 + -3dT2

 + r^ + *«• ( 3 ' 3 6 > 
In Chapter 4 we will review the intertwining operators for the Feigin-Fuchs Virasoro rep
resentations, which were first explicitly described by Felder [27]. Because of the method of 
construction of these intertwiners, explicit calculations of their action on particular states 
are rather more involved than in the coadjoint orbit realizations. 

3.4 Resolutions 

We now proceed to use the intertwining operators constructed in the previous sec
tion to define algebraically a chain complex whose cohomology is given by a single irreducible 
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representation of an algebra g. The resulting resolution is essentially the dual to the well-
known BGG (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand) resolution for finite-dimensional groups [15]. The 
explicit formulae for intertwining operators give us an explicit realization of this resolution. 
The analysis in this section is similar to that of [IS] where the primary consideration was the 
understanding of twisted type Verma modules such as the Feigin-Fuchs and Wakimoto rep
resentations. The primary difference between this work and the analogous construction for 
free fields is the possibility of using single-sided resolutions; in the free field approach, one 
is forced into using two-sided resolutions, which are mathematically much more difficult ob
jects to handle. From a mathematical point of view, the advantage of describing irreducible 
representations through a resolution of Fock space representations is that most properties 
of representations are much easier to calculate for Fock space representations than for irre
ducible representations. (An example is the character of a representation, which has a fairly 
straightforward expression for the Verma module of most groups, but which is more compli
cated for the irreducible representations.) Generally, a useful approach to computing such 
properties of irreducible representations is to compute the property for Fock modules and 
to then combine these results with the resolution to arrive at the result for an irreducible 
representation. From the physical point of view, the resolution is essentially equivalent to 
the BEST formalism for calculating properties of a physical Hilbert space defined through 
a BUST complex of simpler Fock module-type spaces. In the case of the free field approach 
to conformal field theory, this approach was first made explicit algebraically by Felder [27]. 

We begin by briefly reviewing the formalism of resolutions. A chain complex 
(Mi, d;) of g-modules is defined to be a sequence of modules 

...•£? M_x d-=i M0 i Mj ^ • • • (3.37) 

where di 6 Hom^(8)(Mi,M1+i) is a set of g-module homomorphisms satisfying 

di+i • di = 0. (3.38) 

A chain complex can terminate on either or both ends with a trivial module (0). The 
cohomology of the above chain complex is defined as usual to be 

*-ro- (3-39) 

If £ is an irreducible representation of 0, the above complex is said to be a resolution of L 
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when 

*< = ( * ' i = ° (3.40) 
I 0, i j tO 

A resolution based on a complex which terminates with either Mj = 0 or Af_i = 0 is said 
to be a one-sided resolution. Otherwise, the resolution is two-sided. In physical language, 
d is said to be a BUST operator, and the cohomology spaces 3' are the BRST cohomology 
spaces, which contain all the physical states in a given representation. The states not in 
the cohomology H° are called "ghost" states. 

The classic example ol a resolution is the BGG resolution for irreducible repre
sentations of finite-dimensional semi-simple groups G [15], This resolution is constructed 
directly from the Verma modules of G. Given a highest weight A, we can assign an integer 
i(v) to each singular vector v in the Venna module V\ by setting i(v\) = 0 for the highest 
weight state and i(v) = i{v') + 1 whenever the graph of singular vectors contains an arrow 
v' —• v. This ordering is equivalent to the "Bruhat" ordering on the Weyl group of G. We 
can then construct a complex by setting 

JH>= © Vx(v), (3.41) 
o|i(ti)=-j 

where A(v) is the weight of the singular vector v. The spaces Mj are thus g-modules. 
The g-module homomorphisms d are constructed by combining the intertwining operators 
0 : ^(e) """* ^A(u') f° r ^ singular states v' —* v. It turns out that the signs on these 
intertwining operators can always be chosen in such a way that the resulting is a chain 
complex, by enforcing the condition that d; • <?,_x = 0. 

As an example of the BGG resolution, consider again a general Venna module for 
a highest weight representation of SU(3). The graph of the singular vectors » i , . . . , e 5 is 
shown in Figure 3.4. The signs on the arrows indicate the signs used in the constmction of 
the chain complex. The g-modules in the resulting chain complex are 

M0 = Vx 

M_, = VMvi)®VXM (3.42) 

and the operators are given by 

4-1 = 01,0 + 02,0 
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»1 + «3 

V2

 + 1>4 

Figure 3.4: Singular vectors in SU(Z) Venn* module 

d-2 = (#3,1 —#4,1>-03,2+ #4,2) (3.43) 

<*-3 = ( & , 3 i & , 4 ) 

where we denote by 0,-j- the intertwining operator from V\(VI) to V ^ . ) («o = v\). Because 

the intertwining operators satisfy the relation 

#j,* " &J = 0j',* • Aj ' i (3-44) 

it follows that the operator d in the chain complex satisfies (3.38). That the cohomology of 

this complex indeed gives a resolution of the irreducible representation with highest weight 

A is easy to verify by simple diagram chasing. 

Just as the BGG resolution gives a chain complex whose cohomolcgy is an irre

ducible representation of a finite-dimensional group, one can construct analogous resolutions 

in terms of Verma modules for the Virasoro and loop group irreducible representations. For 

the Virasoro algebra, the relevant resolutions were essentially described by Feigin and Fuchs 

[26]; for the affine algebras arising from loop groups, the analogous result was first obtained 

by Garland and Lepowsky [32]. A proof of the existence of such a resolution in terms of 

Verma modules for infinite-dimensional groups is also given in [54]; in [55], these resolutions 

are used to calculate the characters of irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra. 

Our interest here is in achieving an explicit realization of the dual of the chain 

complex of Verma modules. Because the resulting resolution is simply the dual of the 

resolution described in the above works, the existence of such a resolution in terms of dual 

Verma modules follows immediately. By combining the intertwining operators described in 

the previous section, we find for any group G among the groups under consideration in this 

thesis, and for any highest weight A, a one-sided resolution of the irreducible representation 

with highest weight A, 

O - ^ V j ^ i W i ^ M j ^ - - - . (3.45) 
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As an example of a dual Verma module resolution, consider once more the coadjoint orbit 
dual Verma module realizations of 527(2). As discussed in the previous section, when b > 0 
and b e Z/2, the dual Verma module Vf contains a single cosingulax state with weight 
—b — 1. The dual Verma module V*b_t contains no singular or cosingulai states. Thus, 
using the simple intertwiner (j> = s26"1"1 = (-d/dz)2h+1, we have a resolution 

0 -^ Vb' 4 V_V, - 0 (3.46) 

where Im <fi = V^6_ j , and Ker <f> = Jj is the irreducible representation of S17(2) with highest 
weight b. 

For the Feigin-Fuchs and Wakimoto representations of the Virasoro and loop group 
algebras, it is believed that a similar resolution of highest weight irreducible representations 
can be constructed in terms of similar intertwining operators [24]. In the case of Feigin-Fuchs 
modules, this result was essentially proven by Felder [27]. For the Waiimoto representations 
of LSU(2) and LSU(3), the existence of such a resolution has also been proven [14, 25]. 
In general, however, because the resulting resolutions axe two-sided, the usual methods of 
homological algebra which axe used to prove these results for one-sided resolutions must be 
generalized to deal with this situation. In [18], some of the specific results regarding these 
two-sided resolutions axe given or conjectured, and arguments are given for the correctness 
of the conjectures. Some of the outstanding problems regarding these two-sided resolutions 
were successfully dealt with in [24], but the mathematical formalism necessary to resolve 
these difficulties is significantly more complicated than in the case of one-sided resolutions. 
This is one of the reasons why the approach used in this thesis, which concentrates on dual 
Verma modules and one-sided resolutions, is perhaps a simpler approach to the algebraic 
construction of conformal field theories. 

Finally, we reiterate the point that in the case of affine algebras arising from loop 
groups, in a global geometric setting the algebraic structure of resolutions is not necessary 
to extract irreducible highest weight representations from coadjoint orbit representations, 
as the constraint of global holomorphicity already restricts to a Hilbert space corresponding 
to an irreducible representation. In the case of the Virasoro algebra, however, the resolution 
described in this section is necessary in order to extract irreducible representations from 
the larger, reducible, dual Verma module representations which arise from coadjoint orbits. 
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Chapter 4 

Conformal Field Theories 

In this chapter we describe a method for the construction of conformal field theo
ries using the explicit resolutions of irreducible representations through dual Venna modules 
described in the previous chapter. Because we do not yet have a purely field-theoretic de
scription of the coadjoint orbit representations, we must proceed according to the algebraic 
approach to conformal field theory, which was recently developed in order to give a formal 
algebraic structure to the theory and to characterize conformal field theories in terms of free 
field representations. This algebraic approach to conformal field theory is well-described in 
the papers by Tsuchiya and Kanie [62] and Bouwknegt et. al. [18]. 

The essential element in the algebraic construction of a conformal field theory 
from a set of irreducible representations of an infinite-dimensional symmetry algebra A, is 
the construction of vertex operators between the irreducible representations. In the case 
of finite-dimensional groups, a vertex operator is essentially just described by the set of 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients between three irreducible representations of the group. In the 
infinite-dimensional case, vertex operators have a similar structure; however, they have the 
effect of combining two representations, one of which is highest weight and the other of 
which is not highest weight, into a third highest weight representation. 

A conformal field theory is specified algebraically by giving an infinite-dimensional 
symmetry algebra A, a set of highest weight irreducible representations of A, and a set 
of vertex operators connecting the representations. In general, the symmetry algebra A 
contains holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts, and the vertex operators factorize into 
"chiral vertex operators" corresponding to the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts of 
the theory. In this discussion, we will simplify by only considering the holomorphic part of 
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the theory; our vertex operators are therefore what are usually referred to in the physics 
literature as chiral vertex operators. The simplest class of conformal field theories ar-j the 
rational conformal field theories, which contain a finite set of irreducible representations 
of A. Each representation is generally associated with a primary field of the theory and 
a corresponding subset of the vertex operators. The fusion algebra of the theory is an 
algebra whose elements are the primary fields of the theory, and whose product is defined 
by the action of the set of nonzero vertex operators associated with one primary field on the 
irreducible module associated with a second primary field. The highest weight state of a 
particular representation with exceptional symmetry is generally singled out as the physical 
vacuum |fl); the physical observables of the theory (on the sphere) are then given by'acting 
on the vacuum with a product of vertex operators and computing the component of the 
vacuum in the resulting state. Such an observable is referred to as a vacuum expectation 
value or correlation function, and is written in the form 

<n|*i(ui,*i)...**(«*, **)|n>, (4.1) 

where $; are vertex operators which are parameterized by complex coordinates 2; on the 
sphere and enough extra parameters «; to specify a particular vector in the representation 
of A (not highest weight) associated with $,-. 

In Section 4.1, we define vertex operators for finite-dimensional algebras. We show 
that these vertex operators can be written in terms of the explicit screening operators for 
dual Verma modules introduced in the previous chapter, and give a simple example for 
the algebra cf SU(2). In Section 4.2, we define vertex operators for the Virasoro algebra, 
and show that all vertex operators between degenerate Virasoro representations satisfy a 
certain set of algebraic conditions. Furthermore, we show that any vertex operator which 
has a realization as a chain map between dual Verma module resolutions can be completely 
characterized by its matrix elements. In this section, we also give a simple class of examples 
of vertex operators whose action on the vacuum can be computed in terms of the Virasoro 
generator £_i. In Section 4.3, we review the explicit construction of vertex operators for the 
Feigjn-Fuchs modules due to Felder, and the related construction of intertwining operators 
for these modules. In Section 4.4 we describe the explicit construction of vertex operators 
for the coadjoint orbit dual Verma modules. We discover a class of vertex operators whose 
action on any state can be represented entirely in terms of the Virasoro generators. The 
existence of these operators is due to the independence in form of raising operators from 
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the highest weight of the module on which they act in the coadjoint orbit realizations. 
Finally, in Section 4.5 we review several approaches to calculating the correlation functions 
of conformal field theories. In principle, the coadjoint orbit vertex operators can be used 
to calculate an arbitrary correlation function for a conformal field theory on any Riemann 
surface; in practice, however, a better description of these vertex operators is necessary to 
mate any such calculation a practical enterprise. 

For the purposes of the discussion in this chapter, we will restrict attention to 
conformal field theories whose symmetry algebra A is the Virasoro algebra. In such a con
formal field theory, a fixed value of the central charge c is chosen for all fields in the theory. 
The physical vacuum |£2) is defined to be the highest weight state in the representation with 
fi -- 0. The class of conformal field theories corresponding to c < 1 contain only a finite 
number of primary fields, corresponding to the discrete series of Virasoro representations 
with h satisfying (2.76). These rational conformal field theories are called minimal models. 
A systematic definition and study of Virasoro conformal field theories was first performed by 
Belavin, Polyakov, and Zamolodchikov (BPZ); the point of view taken in that work [13] and 
in much of the subsequent literature (see for instance [34]) is based on treating correlation 
functions as the primary objects, and analyzing their properties using differential equations 
which they can be shown to satisfy. In the algebra!'-, approach to conformal field theory, 
the operators themselves are taken to be the primaly objects, and the correlation functions 
are viewed as algebraic constructs using these operators. We will primarily adhere to the 
latter point of view; however, we will discuss some of the parallels between structures in 
the algebraic formulation and their counterparts in terms of correlation functions. Much of 
the content of this chapter, particularly Section 4.2, is essentially a recasting of the origi
nal BPZ analysis of conform J field theory into the more algebraic framework of operators, 
modules, and resolutions, where the differential equations satisfied by correlation functions 
?re expressed as algebiaic equations satisfied by vertex operators. 

Most of the results in this chapter can be generalized in a straightforward fashion 
using the preceding results in this thesis to construct conformal field theories whose sym
metries are affine algebras, such as the WZW model, in a purely algebraic fashion from dual 
Verma module resolutions. From a global geometric point of view, however, as mentioned 
in the previous section, the conformal field theories with affine algebra symmetries can be 
directly constructed from the coadjoint orbit representations without the necessity of in
troducing resolutions since the constraint of global holomorphicity automatically picks out 
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the physical states in the theory. We discuss briefly the possibility of extending the results 

in this thesis to conformal field theories with other, extended symmetry algebras A in the 

last chapter. 

4.1 Finite-dimensional vertex operators 

Although vertex operators are primarily of interest for their properties relative to 

conformal field theories and infinite-dimensional algebras, it is possible to define analogous 

objects for finite-dimensional groups [18]. Because these finite-dimensional vertex operators 

are structurally similar to the usual infinite-dimensional vertex operators, but are mathe

matically much simpler, it is interesting to study them as toy models before proceeding to 

the more complicated objects. 

A vertex operator V for a finite-dimensional group G can be defined for any three 

irreducible representations I\t, I\„ and JA S of G with highest weights Ai, A2, and A3, to be 

a set of operators 

V „ : J A 2 - J A 3 V i i e A , (4.2) 

which transform under g according to 

[i,V„] = V I U V i e s (4.3) 

Such a vertex operator is called a vertex operator of weight Aj. By the Wigner-Eckart 

theorem, a matrix element of a vertex operator of this form is necessarily proportional to 

the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. 

Since we are concerned with irreducible representations which arise from dual 

Verma module resolutions, the next problem which arises is that of characterizing a vertex 

operator in terms of resolutions of irreducible representations through chain complexes. 

Generally, if the irreducible representations Ix2 and h2 are given through resolutions (Mi, <£,•) 

and (Af/, dj)i a bosonic realization of the vertex operator V u is a set of operators 

Vi : Mi - M< (4.4) 

which satisfy (4.3) and 

d,i-Vu = Vi+1-di, (4.5) 
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and where Vj agrees with V„ on the cohomology of the complex. The constraint (4.5) is 
the statement that VJ is a map of chain complexes for every » £ / > , , and is equivalent to 
the condition that the following diagram be commutative 

±1~M.J^ 

•ULr 

M0-
do 

VS 

•Mi 

'Mi — 

• Mi 

A chain map V which induces a trivial map in cohomology is called a trivial chain map. 
Some straightforward diagram chasing suffices to verify that any chain map induces a well-
defined map in the cohomology, and that every trivial chain map can be written in the 
form 

V = <•_!*'" + I,+1<f; (4.6) 

for some set of maps 
*'': Mi -» MUi- (4.7) 

It follows that every two bosonic realizations V^ and V,' of the same vertex operator V„ 
differ by operators of the form 

where for each u 6 Ix^ the operators ij, satisfy (4.7), and furthermore we have 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Since we are primarily interested in bosonic realizations of vertex operators in terms of 
chain maps, we will generally not distinguish in notation between vertex operators and 
their realizations. Vertex operators which are realized as chain maps are frequently referred 
to as "screened vertex operators". 

As mentioned above, the matrix elements of vertex operators of a finite-dimensional 
group C? are proportional to Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. It is fairly straightforward to prove 
that a nontrivial vertex operator of weight I*, between representations I\2 and Ix, exists 
precisely when the tensor product rules of G are satisfied, so that the irreducible represen
tation Aj occurs in the tensor product representation Ixx ® Ix, [18]. 
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For finite-dimensional groups, it is possible to explicitly cocstrnct 'josonic realiza
tions of ver t ox operators as chain maps of dual Verma module resolutions using the screening 
operators defined in Section 3.3. In fact, since I\x is a highest weight representation of G 
with a highest weight state v, we have 

[z,Vi] = 0, Vases*. (4.10) 

It follows that VI, the component of the vertex operator associated with t ie nig st weight 
state, can be written as a polynomial in the screening operators for every t, alcng with an 
appropriate change in weight by Ai. For Vj, the degree n of the polynomial in the screening 
operators must be such that A2 + Ai — /J = A3; the degree of the j/olynomial for each value 
of t can similarly be calculated. Thus, for example, we must have a description of Vj as a 
polynomial in screening operators sa of degree 

li = Ai + A2 - A3. (4.11) 

Note that we must have A3 -< Aj + A2 for such an operator to exist, in agreement with 
the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The remaining components of the vertex operator can be 
calculated using the relations (4.3). 

As a simple example of a screened vertex operator for a finite-dimensional group 
G, we now give an explicit bosonic realization of an SU{2) vertex operator of weight j 
acting on the irreducible representation with weight k and taking values in the irreducible 
representation with weight k'. As described above, the irreducible representation of SU(2) 
of weight k has a resolution in terms of dual Verma modules by the chain complex 

=SA+1 
(4.12) 

The highest weight component Vj of the screened vertex operator in question is given by 
two operators V° : V£ -* V,.*, and Vj : V;fc_j -> V ^ , ^ , as in the following diagram 

V? 

- f c — 1 -

V} 

-v,; 
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R o m the above argument, V° and Vj must be proportional to S J + *~* and s1+k'~k respec

tively. In order to make the above diagram commute, we must choose the same propor

tionality constant for both operators. Note that the form of this vertex operator depends 

explicitly upon the weights k and k' of the initial and final modules. This is a general 

property of vertex operators defined for a particular fbck space realization. 

4.2 Virasoro vertex operators 

The vertex operators associated with the Virasoro algebra are defined in a similar 

fashion to the finite-dimensional vertex operators defined in the previous section. The main 

distinction is that the representation which defines the weight of the vertex operator is not 

a highest weight representation. Within a single conformal field theory, the central charge 

c does not vary between irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra, so we shall 

keep c fixed to a constant value, and use the single parameter ft for the highest weight of a 

Virasoro module throughout the rest of this chapter. Given two irreducible highest weight 

representations of the Virasoro algebra /&,/**, with highest weights k and k' respectively, a 

vertex operator of weight h is defined to be an operator-valued function of a single complex 

variable z, 

${z):Ik->Ik., (4.13) 

which satisfies the relations 

[£„, §(*)] = (sn+lj; + (« + Dhz") # (*) . (4.14) 

In the physics literature, a vertex operator is often defined to be an operator of this type 

which has a nontrivial action on all irreducible representations occurring in a given theory. 

We will adLere to the convention that a vertex operator is associated with a fixed set of 

three weights h, k, and k'. following [IS]. 

To better study the structure of vertex operators, it is convenient to expand a 

fixed vertex operator $(z) in a power series expansion in s, 

*( 2) = **£<£_;,_,+„*-", (4.15) 
ngZ 

where x = k' - h — k. Note that the vertex operator is not single valued unless i f . l . 

The modes <t>m of the vertex operator satisfy the commutation relations with the Virasoro 
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algebra 

[ i n , <t>m] = (nh - n - m)<l>„+m. (4.16) 

Thus, the modes of the vertex operator carry a fairly simple representation of the Vira

soro algebra. This representation, however, is not highest weight; the weight of the mode 

$-h-x+n is precisely h + x — n which is unbounded in both directions as n € Z . 

Just as we did for finite-dimensional vertex operators, we can define a bosonic 

realization of a vertex operator as a chain map between resolutions of the irreducible rep

resentations Ik, Ik' in terms of Fock modules, where the chain map satisfies the correct 

commutation relations with the Virasoro generators. A vertex operator is again denned to 

be trivial when its action on the cohomology is trivial, and two vertex operator realizations 

which differ by a trivial chain map are considered to be equivalent. Again, equivalent vertex 

operator realizations </>n, 4>\> must differ by a chain map of the form <*;_!*„ + *!,+1<i,-, where 

[£n,4] = {nh-n- m)ti,+m. 

We are now interested in answering the question of which values of fc, fc', and ft 

corresponding to unitary representations of the Virasoro group admit a vertex operator of 

weight h from i t to Iy. Moreover, we would like to know whether such a vertex operator, 

when it exists as a map between irreducible representation spaces, can be realized by a 

chain map between resolutions. Because the representation of the vertex operator itself is 

not highest weight, we cannot use the methods of the previous section. That is, there does 

not exist a component of the vertex operator which commutes with ail raising operators £„ , 

n > 0, so we cannot describe the vertex operators of the Virasoro algebra in terms of the 

screening operators i „ . This complication makes the explicit description of screened vertex 

operators rather difficult. Nonetheless, for those vertex operators which do exist and have 

realizations as chain maps, we can give a set of equations which uniquely characterize the 

action of the vertex operator on the cohomology of the resolutions. 

Unfortunately, we do not have a closed form expression for the realizations of the 

existing vertex operators on the coadjoint orbit dual Verma modules, nor do we have a proof 

of which vertex operators have realizations as chain maps. In the case where the resolutions 

are trivial and the dual Verma modules V£ and V£ contain no cosingular vectors, we can 

prove the existence of a vertex operator of arbitrary weight h. Because the resolutions of 

these modules are trivial, it follows immediately that these vertex operators have realizations 

as chain maps; we can characterize these vertex operators uniquely by calculating their 
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matrix elements. When the resolutions are not trivial, the existence of cosingnlar vectors 

in Vjf and singular vectors in Vj.. give a set of algebraic constraints on the values of h, k, k' 

for which vertex operators can exist. In physical language, these are constraints on the 

fusion algebra of the associated CFT. Whenever this set of constraints is satisfied, there 

exists a vertex operator between the appropriate irreducible Viiasoro representations. We 

believe that every such vertex operator has a realization as a chain map between dual Verma 

module resolutions, although we do not have a rigorous proof of this assertion. We can, 

however, show that if such a vertex operator exists, it is unique up to a scaling factor and 

the addition of cohomologically trivial vertex operators. Furthermore, we can calculate 

the action of such a vertex operator on the cohomology of the complex, which uniquely 

determines the action of the vertex operator on the irreducible representation and provides 

the essential information needed to compute (genus 0) correlation functions in a conformal 

field theory. We will now proceed to demonstrate the existence of vertex operators between 

dual Verma modules with no cosingular vectors, and to describe the constraints on the 

vertex operators between nontrivial resolutions of dual Verma modules. 

In order to have a sensible algebraic description of Virasoro vertex operators in 

terms of matrix elements, we find it useful to discuss briefly several simple points about 

operators on bosonic Fock spaces. Given a Heisenberg algebra on a set S = {a e $ + C A} 

acting on a Fock space F with a A-grading, where $ + is the space of positive roots and A 

is the root lattice for a Lie algebra 0, an operator 

O : F — F (4.17) 

is uniquely defined by the matrix elements 

{w\0\v), \v) e F, {w\ G F'. (4.18) 

The number of elements » £ ? with weight A is given by the A-partition function JTA(A), 

which is the number of distinct ways in which A can be constructed as a sum of elements 

in $ + . In the particular case at hand, the Virasoro group, the Fock space is the space 

R = C[{JZ„ : n > 0}] with a Z-grading. The dimension of the space R„ of degree n is just 

the integer partition function ir(n). The canonical basis for R is the space of monomials in 

the variables z„. An operator O : R —» R can be described either by giving the complete set 

of matrix elements (4.18), or by writing the operator in the form of a differential operator 

° = E £ «(*-.'-.)(II^Kll57-). < 4 - 1 9 ) 
n,mnn,*m i j m i 
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where T„ and irm are summed over all partitions {n,} and {ny} with raj + • • • + na =n and 
mi H 1- TO6 = m. The description of an operator by a set of coefficients u> is equivalent 
to giving the complete set of matrix elements for that operator. However, these two ways 
of writing the same operator are related in a rather nontrivial fashion. For instance, the 
operator P on the bosonic Fock space C[z] which projects onto the highest weight state 
| ) = 1 has all matrix elements equal to 0 except for the element ( |P | ) = 1. This operator 
has the differential operator form 

d , i> = :exp(-*£): = £ Z cV* (4.20) 

where by the dots around the second expression we indicate the normal ordering procedure, 
by which all annihilation operators d/dz are moved to the right of creation operators z. 
Up to this point in this thesis, we have primarily described operators in terms of their 
description as differential operators; in the following, we will find it more useful to describe 
screened vertex operators in terms of their matrix elements. 

The Virasoro vertex operators which we wish to construct are chain maps $(z) 
between resolutions (Mi, d;) and (M-, <f£) of the irreducible representation spaces Ik and Iv 
of the form 

do d\ d% 
• Vg • Af, ,M2 

*°M 

d'0 

**(*) * 2M 
-Mi

di 
-Ml 

We will find it useful to define a particular set of states in V£ and V£T = Vp. Associated 
with each partition 7r„ = {n,| £ n; = n}, we define the operators 

L.,m = n-£-".. . 

(4.21) 

and the associated states 

km) \)evi 
(T„I = {\L,„eVk,. 

(4.22) 
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Because Vjt« is always a Venna module, containing no cosingular vectors, the set of states 
{T„| are always a linearly independent basis for V̂ >. 

We now consider the simplest case of a Virasoro vertex operator, where the dual 
Venna modules V£ and V£, contain no cosingular vectors and are therefore isomorphic to 
the irreducible representations h and Ik'- In this case, the corresponding resolutions are 
all trivial, with M\ = M[ = 0. Because there are no singular or cosingular vectors in 
the modules M0, M'a, the states defined through (4.22) form complete bases for these Foci 
modules. As discussed above, to characterize the vertex operator $(z) it will suffice to give 
all the matrix elements with respect to these bases. By counting weights, we see that the 
only mode of the vertex operator which can contribute to a matrix element between states 
(ffn| and |jrm) is <t>-h-i+m-m where x = k' - h — fc, so that 

<7r„|$(z)|Tm) = 2 x + " - m ( f f „ | ^ _ f c _ I + m - „ | ? r m ) . (4.23) 

The only nontrivial matrix element between the highest weight states is then 

(\4>-hsl). (4.24) 

We will choose the normalization of the vertex operator to be such that this matrix element is 
equal to 1. Just as the Virasoro commutation relations are used to construct the Shapovalov 
form on the Venna module, the Virasoro relations coupled with (4.16) can be used to relate 
an arbitrary matrix element (4.23) to the canonical element (4.24). That this procedure 
defines each matrix element in a well-defined fashion, and that the resulting operator satisfies 
(4.16) follow from the condition that (4.16) defines a representation of the Virasoro algebra, 
which is equivalent to the Jacobi-type equation 

[ £ „ , [ £ „ , 4>P]] + [Lm, [<h» £„]] + [<t>P, [L„, lm]} 

= (m(ft - 1) - p)(n(ft - 1) - m - p) - (n(A - 1) - p)(m(A - 1) - n - p) 

+ (m-n) ( (n + m ) ( f t - l ) - y ) (4.25) 

= 0. 

Thus, we have shown that when the dual Verma modules V£ and V£, contain no cosingular 
vectors, there exists a unique vertex operator *(z) of any weight h. In addition, the matrix 
elements (4.23) completely characterize $(z). The resulting realization of $(z) as a differ
ential operator on a coadjoint orbit representation can be explicitly calculated by choosing 
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a monomial basis for R and relating this basis through a nonsingular linear transformation 
to the basis |jr„). 

We now consider the case where the dual Verma modules V£ and V£t contain 
cosingular vectors and the resolutions (M;,di) and (M/, dj) are nontrivial. As the most 
general case, we assume that both weights k and fc' are associated with representations 
whose Venna modules have the singular vector structure graphed in Figure 3.2b, and we 
consider the resulting dual Verma module resolutions. For any of the unitary representations 
with a simpler singular vector structure the resulting resolution is equivalent to taking this 
resolution and simplifyirg by setting to 0 the modules which correspond to singular vectors 
which do not exist in the simpler representation. 

A choice of signs on the intertwiiing operators which allows us to construct the 
dual Verma module resolutions is as follows 

+ + + + 
V? Mi M 2 M3 Mt 

In this resolution, each module Mi, t > 0 contains a direct sum of two dual Verma modules 
V£. .>, VJV . associated with cosingular vectors Vi,wt in V£ with weights ft(»;),ft(«),). The 
arrows are (surjective) intertwining operators with the given signs. 

From the discussion in Section 3.3 on the intertwining operators between dual 
Verma modules, we know that the kernels of the operators do and do are precisely the 
orbits W(g)|) of the highest weight vectors in the modules V£, V£,. For every cosingular 
vector \v) in V£, at level n, there exists a singular vector (s\ in Vp, which can be written in 
the form 

(«l = E e . , W , (4.26) 

where e„„ are real coefficients. Such a singular vector is annihilated by all lowering operators, 

{s\L-„ = 0 Vn > 0. (4.27) 

It follows that 
<*|7r„> = 0 V\r„)eV&,n>0, (4.28) 
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and therefore that for any vector \w) 6 V^ satisfying (s\w) j£ 0, we have 

d » # 0 . (4.29) 

A consequence of this condition is that the matrix element 

<a|$°(*)kn> (4.30) 

must vanish for any state |T„) in the orbit of the highest weight state in V£, since 

4*°(*)l*«> = &(*)doM = 0. (4.31) 

This places a set of algebraic conditions on the weights ft, fc, k1 for which vertex operators 
are allowed to exist. Irom the singular vector structure of the Venna module, we know that 
there are (at most) two singular vectors s,t, corresponding to the cosingular vectors »{,u>i 
in VJl with the property that the modules generated by s and t contain all other singular 
vectors in V*.. Thus, the set of all algebraic conditions associated with singular vectors in 
VV can be completely described by the condition that matrix elements containing s or t 
must vanish, 

<*|*(*)|x„} = 0, (4.32) 

<*|*(*)|i„) = 0 V|ir„)eVi", n >0. 

A further condition on the matrix elements of $(z) arises from the fact that at 
every level n at which there is a cosingular vector in V£, there is a linear relation between 
the states |*„). Each such linear relation gives a constraint to the matrix elements of $ of 
the form 

£ftr„{ir„,|*MI*») = 0. (4.33) 

Again, because of the cosingular vector structure, this infinite set of constraints can be 
completely described by the two families of constraints arising from the cosingular vectors 
til, IBI. 

Thus, we have derived a set of algebraic constraints on the weights h,k,k' which 
must be satisfied for a vertex operator to exist as a map of dual Verma module resolutions. 
Although we have derived these constraints from the point of view of chain complexes, the 
constraints (4.32) and (4.33) also hold for the simpler construction of a vertex operator 
of weight h between irreducible representations with highest weights fc, fc'. In the case of 
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irreducible representations, the dual elements (s\ corresponding to singular vectors must 
vanish. Similarly, the linear conditions on vectors |JT„) associated with cosingular vectors 
in the dual Verma module still hold in the irreducible representation. 

Just as the set of all matrix elements defines a vertex operator uniquely in the case 
where the resolutions are trivial, the determination of all matrix elements of the form 

WSMfrm) (4.34) 

determines tae action of the vertex operator on the cohomology uniquely, and thus defines 
a vertex operator on the associated irreducible representation (the uniqueness of this rep
resentation essentially follows from the fact that the Shapovalov form is positive-definite 
on an irreducible unitary representation). Since the constraints (4.32) and (4.33) are the 
only extra conditions placed on a vertex operator between irreducible representations, we 
have essentially proven the existence of such vertex operators whenever these conditions 
are satisfied. As mentioned above, we do not have a proof that in all cases these vertex 
operators can be realized as chain maps, but we believe this to be the case. 

We will now discuss some special cases of the constraints (4.32) and (4.33), and de
scribe the resulting conditions on the fusion algebras of the related conformal field theories. 
For the purposes of this discussion, we.shall find it useful to have explicit calculations of var
ious matrix elements of a vertex operator *(z) = z* £ (l-k-i+«2"" taking a representation 
with weight k to one with weight k' = k + h + x. 

{\<f>-h-:\) = 1 (4.35) 

< |^_ h _ x + 1 Z_ I | ) = -x (4.36) 

(|0_fc_, + 2£_ 2 |) = h-x (4.37) 

<|0_h_» + 3£i 1 |> = x{x-l) (4.38) 

{ |*-h_* + 3£-3l) = - 2 f t - I (4.39) 

< \</>-h-x+3L -aL-i I) = *(h + x - 1) (4.40) 

( foU- .+s i i , ! ) = -x(x-l)(x-2) (4.41) 

<|Il«L,,- x_l|) = 2h + x (4.42) 

{\L2<t>-h-T-2\) = 3h + x (4.43) 

<|Jt^_h.-i-j|> = (2ft + x)(2h + x + 1) (4.44) 

<|I 3*-A-r-3i> = 4ft + 1 (4.45) 
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( | l i l j*-h_,_3|) = (3ft + z + l)(2ft + x) (4.46) 

(|Jfr_li_ I_3|) = (2ft + x)(2ft + a + l)(2ft + s + 2) (4.47) 

First, we consider the case where c > 1. For any values of ft, k and k', where 
fc, i ' j£ 0, all of the representations have trivial resolutions, and a vertex operator can be 
constructed through the above reasoning. It is interesting to note that although vertex 
operators between modules of this form are well-known in terms of multiple bosonic fields 
(we will discuss this further in the following section), we can use the above results to 
construe any vertex operator of this type in terms of a single bosonic field with modes 
a„,n € Z. The representation of such a vertex operator is rather complicated algebraically, 
however, and does not appear to have as simple an expression as when multiple bosonic 
fields are used. 

Now, let us consider the case where either k — 0 or k' = 0, indicating a vertex 
operator which either acts on or maps to the vacuum module. The dual Verma module 
with highest weight ft = 0 has precisely one cosingular vector, at level 1. Thus, if k' = 0, 
the constraint that (4.42) is 0 indicates that x = — 2ft, so ft = k. Similarly, if k = 0, setting 
(4.36) to 0 gives k' = ft. Thus, we have the result that a vertex operator of weight A acting 
on the vacuum in either direction gives the module of weight ft. This is precisely what we 
would expect from standard physical theories. 

Finally, we consider a slightly more complicated example, that of a rational con-
formal field theory with c ••••• 1/2. From the equations (2.75), (2.75) describing the discrete 
series of Virasoro representations, one finds that the only unitary representations corre
sponding to this choice of central charge are those with highest weights ft = 0, ft = 1/16, 
and ft = 1/2. We know that there is a cosingular state in the module V^2 at level 2. The 
linear combination of states in this module which vanishes as a result can be calculated 
from (2.282) to be 

( X _ 2 - | i i 1 ) | ) = 0. (4.48) 

If we take k = 1/2, this equation leads to the constraint on ft and k', 

Zx2 + x-4h = 0. (4.49) 

The solutions for this where k' and ft both correspond to unitary representations are (ft, k') = 
(0,1/2), (h,k') - (1/2,0), and (h,k') = (1/16,1/16). We can perform a similar analysis 
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using the initial module with k = 1/16. The consequent vanishing condition in the dual 
Venna module is 

( £ - 2 - | i 2 - 1 ) l ) = 0. (4.50) 

The pairs ft, k' which satisfy this vanishing condition are (ft,*') = (0,1/16), (ft,*') = 
(1/16,0), (ft,*') = (1/16,1/2), and (ft,*') = (1/2,1/16). We could go on and consider 
the constraints imposed by the singuU'i vectors in the Verma module Vk, at level 2. In 
order to ensure that all constraints are satisfied, it is also necessary to include the con
straints arising from the second cosingular vector in the dual Venna module, which in this 
case appears at level 3, and also the constraints from the corresponding singular vectors at 
level 3 in the Verma module. However, none of these other constraints places any further 
restriction upon the vertex operators which are allowed in a c = 1/2 conformal field theory. 
We have thus calculated the restrictions on the fusion algebra of this CFT. Traditionally, a 
CFT fusion algebra is written in the form 

MM = £ M (4-51) 

where *' is summed over all weights for which there exists a nontrivial vertex operator of 
weight ft connecting the irreducible representations with weights k, k'. In this notation, our 
results for the c = 1/2 fusion rules are 

[1/16] [1/16] = [0] + [l/2] 

[1/16] [1/2] = [1/2] [1/16] = [1/16] (4.52) 

[1/16] [1/16] = [0]. 

(We do not write the fusion rules for the vacuum module [0] explicitly, since these fusion 
iiiles are standard for all CFT's.) This is precisely the fusion algebra for the set of operators 
in the c = 1/2 CFT which corresponds to the Ising model [13]. 

We will now say a few words about the relationship between the analysis in this 
section and the differential equations approach to CFT. In their initial work on conformal 
field theory [13], BFZ defined vertex operators primarily as objects which appear inside 
correlation functions, and not in terms of an explicit action on a representation space. 
From this point of view, they analyzed the operator product expansion (OPE) of a product 
of two vertex operators, represented as a sum over other vertex operators and so-called 
"descendant fields" which are defined by applying Virasoro operators to the primary fields 
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(vertex operators). They showed that the resulting coefficient for every descendant field 
in a given conformal family (descending from a particular primary field) could be written 
in terms of the coefficient of the primary field, multiplied by a constant depending only 
upon the conformal weights of the three primary fields involved. This set of equations is 
precisely analogous to the determination of the matrix elements (4.23). This equivalence 
can be made precise by observing that these matrix elements are essentially components 
of a correlation function of 3 vertex operators of the form (4.1). In their work, BPZ also 
derive a set of constraint equations on the fusion algebra analogous to (4.32). They write 
these equations in terms of a set of differential operators which must be satisfied by certain 
correlation functions. Although these constraints are effectively equivalent to those imposed 
here, from the field theory formalism it is somewhat less clear that these constraints can all 
be consistently imposed, and what their effect is on the structure of the relevant Virasoro 
representations. 

Finally, we conclude this section with a simple example of a vertex operator whose 
action can be computed purely in terms of the Virasoro generators. A standard result in 
conformal field theory is that any vertex operator $(z) satisfies the equation 

$(*) = eL~i $ (0 )e - l L - ' . (4.53) 

This follows immediately from the differential equation 

[£_!,$(*)] = JUOO- (4-54) 

A result of (4.53) is that the action of this vertex operator on the physical vacuum is 
described completely in terms of the Virasoro generator L-\ by 

$W|fi) = es i-M) = f ; ^ i | > , (4.55) 

where | ) = <j>_/,|fi) is the highest weight state in the module associated with the primary 
field $. This result follows because the physical vacuum |$i) is annihilated by £_]. In 
general, acting on a highest weight state of an arbitrary module with the vertex operator 
(4.53) does not give a result which has such a simple description in terms of the Virasoro 
generators. We shall demonstrate in Section 4.4 that the explicit realization of the Virasoro 
generators L„ on coadjoint orbit dual Verma modules leads to a more general version of 
this result. 
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4.3 Free field vertex operators 

In this section we briefly review the results of Felder [27] and others on the con
struction of screened vertex operators in terras of resolutions over Feigin-Fuchs modules. 
The fundamental object used in this construction is the standard bosonic vertex operator 

V,(«) = : « * ' : = «*• exp (/? £ If.*) (-0 £ ) £ , - ) , (4.56) 

where the bosonic field 

# z ) = a 0 lnz + f ) ^-z-" + £ ^-z" (4.57) 

is expressed in terms of the bosonic modes (3.12). The operator Vp(z) is a vertex operator 
of weight 0(0—2ao) with respect to the realization of the Virasoro algebra (3.13) on Feigin-
Fuchs type Virasoro modules. This operator changes the Fock space of the Feigin-Fuchs 
module by increasing the eigenvalue (2a) of oo by 20. 

Setting the background charge eto to 0, we can combine a set of D bosonic fields 
to give a realization of the Virasoro algebra on a Fock space with central charge c = D, 
with vertex operators carrying a momentum vector 0 and having a conformed weight of 
0-0. These are the original vertex operators from string theory [37]. From these vertex 
operators, for D > 1 it is possible to construct a vertex operator with arbitrary weight h, 
acting on a module with highest weight k and resulting in a module with highest weight 
k' for any k,k' > 0. This can be accomplished by simply choosing an initial state of 
momentum 0 where k = \0\2 and a vertex operator with momentum 7 where A. = |-y | 2 and 
k' — h — k = 2 0 • 1. Note, however, that not only does this construction only work for 
integral c, but also that a larger Fock space, containing at least two sets of bosonic field 
modes, is necessary. The construction described in the previous section realizes the same 
vertex operators in turns of a single bosonic field. Whether this observation can be used to 
a useful end in confonnal field theory is an open question; however, it is a useful example 
of the general applicability of the methods in this thesis. 

Using the above description of a free field vertex operator, Dotsenko and Fateev 
were able to explicitly construct vertex operators on the discrete series of Virasoro modules 
in term: of Feigin-Fuchs representations [22]. This work was subsequently explained in the 
language of BRST cohomology and resolutions by Felder, who introduced explicitly the 
associated intertwining (BE.ST) operators [27]. In this approach, a value of c = 1 - 24QQ 
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corresponding to a particular rational CFT is fixed, and a set of intertwining operators Q„ 
axe denned in terms of the vertex operators (4.56) by 

m - l 
«m = -j- fva^Z0)—V^(zm.{) II d * 

•=0 

where 

a2«ia?.r 

e2ria+ - ] 
(4.58) 

a± = ao ± \ / l + o§, (4.59) 

and the contours of the integration variables zo,.. . , z„,_i are concentric circles about z = 0. 
Similarly, the screened vertex operators axe defined by 

V& = / Vi-*._/a-«.+/*(*)Va_(*) • • • Va_(zr')Vat{w0) • -Va+(mr) J ! dz; f [ dto,-, 
J i=i i=i 

(4.60) 
with similar integration contours. The integer indices n, n'. r, r* in the screened vertex 
operators, and m in the intertwining operators, specify which representations in the discrete 
series these operators map to which other representations. We will not study these operators 
in any significant detail, but we will give a brief synopsis of the results achieved using this 
approach, and compare to the methods used here. 

The vertex operators and intertwiners above do not exactly commute; heuristically, 
these operators obey a relation of the form 

QV(z) = e2'ieV(z)Q, (4.61) 

with a generally nonzero phase 0. This relation is highly reminiscent of the ^-commutation 
relations used to define quantum groups. In fact, in the related context of free field theories 
using Wakimoto realizations of affine algebras, a similar nontrivial commutation relation 
gives precisely the form of a particular class of quantum group relations, and leads into a 
rather subtle relationship between the representation theory of the affine algebras and quan
tum groups [18,19]. In the case of the Virasoro algebra, these nontrivial phases can simply 
be removed by a redefinition of the phases of the vertex operators. It can then be shown 
[27] that the operators Qm act on the Feigin-Fuchs modules associated with the discrete 
series Virasoro representations, such that Q2 = 0, and in such a way that the resulting chain 
complex has a cohomology resolving the corresponding irreducible representation. The op
erators l̂ JiJJ are then vertex operators describing a chain map between two resolutions of 
irreducible representations. These screened vertex operators can then be used to construct 
CFT correlation functions in the fashion discussed in Section 4.5 
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The elementary objects of the form 

e i = / v a + ( z ) d z (4.62) 

play a role in this theory analogous to the screening operators defined in Section 4.1 (in 

fact, ibis operator has the effect of screening a single unit of charge, and was the initial 

motivation for the term "screening operator"). This object clearly commutes with the 

Virasoro generators, since the conformal weight of the bosonic vertex operator in the integral 

is 1. However, not only do the modes of this operator not obey the expected commutation 

relations among themselves, but t i e operator itself is not generally well-defined since in 

most cases the initial power of z (which is equal to 2 a + a ) , is not an integer. Only for 

the proper combinations of m and a does the operator Qm have a sensible definition as an 

operator on the bosonic Fock space. The connection between the field-theoretic point of 

view and the algebraic perspective in this case remains rather unclear. 

To conclude this review of the free field approach to constructing vertex operators 

for Feigin-Fuchs representations, we now give an example of a specific computation of tii-3 

action of an intertwining operator Qm. This explicit calculation hopefully demonstrates 

clearly the connection between the language of fields and the more algebraic language of 

modules and resolutions, and illustrates the computational complexity of moving between 

these descriptions. 

We consider again our favorite example, the discrete series Virasoro representation 

with c = h = 1/2. In terms of Feigin-Fuchs modules, this irreducible Virasoro representation 

has a two-sided resolution; denoting by Fu the Feigin-Fuchs representation with highest 

weight ft, the central part of this resolution looks like 

. . . _ F r i Si F2, S-. F, °i F3, 2 | F „ j - (4.63) 

We will analyze the particular intertwining operator 

<?2 = Fs/1 - Fill (4.64) 

as it appears in this module (in the place of the usual operator d_,). From the discussion 

earlier in this chapter, we expect that the image under Q? of the module F5/2 will be a 

submodule of F\/t with the highest weight vector | ) ' from F$ft being mapped to a singular 

vector at level 2 in i^/2- As we know, this singular vector must be the vector 

(L-2-\LIJ\) (4.65) 
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where |} is the highest weight vector in Fx/2. 
The appropriate values of do, <*, and a+ for the Fdgin-Fudis module Fs/2 are 

1 

a = -10a 0 (4.66) 

a+ = 8ao 

Writing the action of the operator Q2 on the highest weight vector of this module explicitly, 
we have 

Qal)' = \ / d u d B « - 1 0 / 3 u - 2 / 3 e x p ( Q + Y ; ^ ^ t t n ) (4.67) 

n n n 

It is a standard exercise to commute the annihilation operators from Va+(u) with the 
creation operators from Va+{u). This exchange gives an extra factor of (1 — t>/u)2o+, so we 
have 

«2 | ) ' = x /dv. dv V-Wl*u-2I\\ - »/u)8/3exp(rt+ T. — ( « n + 0 ) 1 )• (4-68) 

Changing variables to« = j , t i = ««wehave 

Q:| >' = | / d z dw z-3w-10'3(l - to) 8/ 3exp (a+ £ — ( 2 n ( l + to")) J | ) . (4.69) 

We can now explicitly integrate over z; the remaining integral over to is around a contour 
surrounding the branch points to = 0 and. w — 1, 

<22|)' = ri Jdw w-10'3(l - to) 8 ' 3 l + io2 , . , 2 (1 + to)* 2 ' 
<*+ a-a|) + « + - 0^1) (4.70) 

Deforming the contours to run directly from to = 0 to to = 1 (these are the original contours 
used by Dotsenko and Fateev in [22]), the integrals become standard /3-function integrals. 
Writing the states <z_2|) and ai j l ) in the polynomial forms \z2), \z$) respectively, we have 
a result proportional to 

ItI^B{l22) + SO0,h) + It^B{ieaol4)) ( 4.7 1 ) 
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Using the usual property xT(x) — T(x + 1), we see that this result is proportional to the 
vector 

|z2> - 6a0\4). (4.72) 

From the explicit Feigin-Fuchs realization of the Virasoro algebra (3.13) with the value 
a = 6«o, we can compute the singular vector 

( i _ 2 - | j i , ) | ) = (a + att)\zz) + \\zl)) - |(* 2|*?> + c\z2)) 

= f«a|*»)-J||*?> (4.73) 

= ^ao{\zt)-6ao\zl)). 

Thus, the vector Q2I)' is indeed proportional to the singular vector in Fi/2-
This example demonstrates that although the vertex operators and intertwining 

operators for the free field theory realizations of minimal models are expressed in a very 
different language from the algebraic concepts of modules and resolutions developed in 
the previous sections, the effective content of the two formalisms is equivalent. The field-
theoretic approach used by authors such as Felder is more useful for computing certain 
properties of correlation functions and partition functions which are expressable in terms 
of that language. On the other hand; as this example calculation demonstrates, certain 
underlying mathematical properties of the theory are much more easily accessible using 
the algebraic formulation. Hopefully, in the future these disparate formalisms will merge 
somewhat, clarifying aspects both of conformal field theory and the underlying group theory. 
Recent work which will be discussed in the next chapter indicates that this convergence of 
perspectives is indeed occurring. 

4.4 Coadjoint orbit vertex operators 

We will now discuss the specific form of the vertex operators of weight h 

*(z):V£-*V£ (4.74) 

which are defined on the coadjoint orbit realizations of the Virasoro dual Verma modules. As 
we showed in Section 4.2, these vertex operators exist for all values of the highest weights 
k,k' which correspond to Virasoro dual Verma modules without cosingular vectors. In 
addition, whenever such vertex operators can be defined on chain complexes of dual Verma 
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modules with cosingular vectors, their action on all physical states (states in the orbit of 

the highest weight vector of V£) is completely determined by the matrix elements (4.23). 

Our first goal in this section is to translate these matrix elements into the coefficients of 

the modes of the vertex operator, when these modes are expressed as differential operators 

on the polynomial space R. We then show that when x = 0 the action of these operators 

on any highest weight state are closely related to the operator L—\ associated with the 

Virasoro generator Z_i, and that the action of these operators on any state can be denned 

completely in terms of Virasoro generators £„ . 

Explicitly, we can write the modes of a vertex operator (4.74) as individual differ

ential operators 

<£_,,_*_„ = E Z P^^ddH^Hj—) (4.75) 

which act directly on the space R. To calculate the coefficients p[xm, ni) in these differential 

operators in terms of the matrix elements (4.23), we must relate the vectors |)r„) to the 

canonical basis for R of monomials. Similarly, we must relate the basis (jrm | of the Verma 

module Vjt< to the set of differential operators 

(n£>-«*.= !jn*-JU,- (4-76) 
where the evaluation at ZJ = 0 for all j > 0 has the effect of extracting the constant term 

in a polynomial after the action of the product of partial derivatives. 

The linear relationship between the vectors |JT„) and the monomials in R of degree 

n up to level 2 was given by (2.282); we expand this calculation explicitly to level 3, 

I) = 1 
£ _ l | ) = -2fc|2i), 

£1 ,1) = -6h\z2) + (4h' + 2h)\z*) 

L.2\) = -(4fc + £)|* 2> + 3A|*?>. (4.77) 

i - l l > = -24ft|z 3) + (24ft + 36ft 2) |s 1z 2) + ( - 8 A 3 - 1 2 A 2 - 4 f t ) | j f ) 

2 _ l £ _ 2 | > = -(16h + 2c)\z3) + (26h + c + 8h? + ch)\z1z2) + (-Gh2 + Gh)\z%) 

i - s l ) = - ( 6 h + 2e)|z3) + (13ft + c)|*i* 2) + 4Z»|*?). 

The relationship between the states (JT„| and the derivative operators S» m is easy to calcu-
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late; up to level 3, we have 

< l = l | x i = 0 

<I-fcl = 9 , 

(li? = 8 2 1 

(\tt = 

<|i> = 8 3 1 

l £_2 = I a a a 

<|i 3 = - a ^ = ° 

(4.78) 

Clearly, at each level n, inverting these relationships involves calculating the inverse of a 

x(n) X x(n) matrix. The matrix relating the basis {ir„\ to the operators 5 X „ is always 

invertible; the matrix relating |ir„) to monomials in R is only invertible when Vt" contains 

no cosingular vectors. We do not have any kind of general prescription for calculating this 

inverse; for the relations (4.77) at level 2 the inverse relations are given by 

|*2> = -3hLl1\)-2h(2h + l)L-2\) (4.79) 

l*?> = i(4& + | ) i l i l > - 6fc£_,| >, 

where 

7 = 16A3 + (2c - 10)fc2 + ch (4.80) 

When h = 0 or the condition (2.283) is satisfied the determinant f is 0 and the inverse 

transformation is undefined. 

In Section 4.2, we calculated in (4.35-4.46) some of the matrix elements of $ (z ) 

between states of low level. The remaining matrix elements between states of level < 2 are 

given by 

{ |£i^_*_,X_i |> = x + 2k-2hx-x2 (4.81) 

ULrf-H-z+iLU]) = (2h + x - 2)x{x - l ) - x ( 4 f c + 2) (4.82) 

( | £ , ^ _ h _ I + l X _ 2 | ) = (h-x-l)(2h + z) (4.83) 

{\L\<t>-h-x-iL-i\) = &hk + 4*a - 4 iA 2 - 4hx2 - i 3 + 2hx + x2 (4.84) 
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(\L2t-h-*-iL-i\) = x-Zhx-x2 (4.85) 

(|£ 2<£_l,_ xll, |) = 8fc2 + 4fc + 8fcx - 16ft*x - 8fcx2 + 2i - 4xh2 - 2hx + x2 

+4ft2x2 + 4ftx3 + x*- lOftx2 - Ax3 (4.86) 

( |£f^_ A_ xX_ 2 | ) = 6k+4h3-3hx2-x3-6h2-9hx-3x2+2h + 4x (4.87) 

(\L2<l>.h-xl2-i\) = 6ft + 3 f t s 2 +x 3 + 2 x - 3 f t x - 3 x 2 (4.88) 

(\Lz<t>-h-xL-2\) = c/2-2ft + 4* + 2x + 3 f t 2 - 2 f t x - x 2 (4.89) 

Rom (4.35-4.47), (4.77-4.78) and (4.81-4.89), we can write the explicit formulae 
for the low-order terms in tj>-h-x-n for small |n|. Using again the notation that X>„ indicates 
terms containing derivatives -^ with m > n, we have 

<t>-h-x+2 = -[2h(2h + l)(x-h) + 6hx{x-V)]-£-
7 <»2 

+ - [6ft(x - ft) + (c/2 + 4ft)x(x - 1)] ^ i + V3 

* d ~ 
*-*-* + 1 = 2hdT1

+7>2 

. x + 2k-2hx-x2 d „ , 
*-"-' = 1 + 2ft ZlaT1

+V2 ( 4 - 9 0 » 
<t>-h-x-i = ~(2h + x)z1 + V1 

<t>-h-*-2 = -(3ft + x)z2 + 3(2/1 + x)(2fc + x + l)z2 + Vi 

<t>-h-x-3 = -(4h + x)z3 + {4h+3x/2 + 6h2 + 5hx + x2)ziZ2 

-i(2ft + z)(2ft + x + l)(2ft + x + 2)2? + Vi 6 

Although this explicit computation of the initial terms in the vertex operators is 
in general rather unenlightening, we can nevertheless extract some interesting information 
from this calculation. 

The first observation we can make is that the general form of the vertex operator 
has a nontrivial dependence on all three parameters ft, ft, and x (generally, this dependence 
appears for all terms after the leading order; here, we have only bothered to compute leading 
order terms except for 4>-h-i). Although one might naturally expect this dependence based 
on the method of construction, a cursory examination of the free field vertex operator 
(4.56) seems to indicate that Vg(z) depends only upon the parameter /3, and thus upon 
the conformal weight ft = /3(/3 - 2ao) of the vertex operator. Upon closer inspection, this 
problem becomes slightly less acute; the exponent 0ao is equal to the quantity we denote 
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by x, and the vertex operator Vf}(z) always acts from a space of weight k = a(a — 2a 0) to a 
space of weight k' = (a+0)(a+0—2oo), reducing the dimensionality of the space of allowed 
vertex operators to 2. Nonetheless, the action of this vertex operator on the Fock space 
certainly depends on one parameter fewer than the vertex operators we have constructed on 
the coadjoint orbit dual Verma modules. This may be an indication that finding a closed 
form expression for these coadjoint orbit vertex operators will be a particularly difficult 
task. Certainly, the construction of a field theory from such operators will be complicated 
by this fact; we would like to have a construction in which the vertex operators associated 
with a single primary field depend only upon the weight of that primary field. 

It may be, however, that the extra dependencies which this operator exhibits are a 
result of two features of the explicit coadjoint orbit representations. The first feature is that 
the Virasoro operator realizations on these representations axe somewhat less dependent 
upon the weight of the representation, in the sense that all the raising operators L„, n > 0 
take an identical form independently of the weight of the associated representation. The 
second feature is that the coadjoint orbit vertex operators can be defined for arbitrary 
triplets of weights k,k,k' when c > 1. All known free field representations on a single 
bosonic Fock space place strong restrictions on the weights and central charges for which 
vertex operators in this regime can be-constructed. Thus, it may be that by increasing the 
generality of this type of vertex operator, we have lost some structure in the dependence of 
the vertex operator itself. In any case, further research is necessary to determine whether 
this formalism will actually lead to results which go beyond those accessible through the 
free field formalism. 

The second result which we can see from the explicit construction of the initial 
vertex operator terms (4.90) is that these operators simplify considerably when we take 
x = 0 or x = -2ft. When we set x = 0, for instance, the low-order terms in the vertex 
modes look like 

4>-h-x+2 = -~2h2{2h+l)^- + --6h2-^ + V3 7 0Z2 7 ozf 
4>-ft-r+l = Z>2 

<t>-h-x = l + j ^ i ^ + Da ( 4 - 9 1 ) 
, 8 <t>-h-x-i = -2hzx + 2kzi.r- + V2 dzi 

<£-/i-i-2 = -3/IZ2 + ft(2ft + l)*i + X>1 
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<)>.h-T-3 = -4A*3 + (4ft + 6ft 2)2 1* 2-iA(2fc + l)(2fc + 2)2? + X>i 

Comparing to (4.77), we see that for » < 4 at least, the polynomial terms in <j>-h-x-a are 
precisely the result of acting on the highest weight vector of weight h with the operator 
£"i/»t. In fact, this correspondence is true to all orders; when k' = k + ft, the action of a 
vertex operator of weight h on the highest weight state | ) of a module of weight k can be 
described by 

•Wl> = ^ 9 | ) ' = f : ^ | ) ' . (4.92) 
. = o '• 

where | ) ' is the highest weight state in V£, and we denote by Ir_{ the realization of the 
operator L-i on the module of highest weight ft. From the simplification (4.55) of the action 
of the vertex operator on the vacuum, we expect that this relation should hold for a vertex 
operator acting on the vacuum. However, when a vertex operator acts on a highest weight 
state with weight k ;£ 0, there is no similar reason to expect a similar result. Using the 
vertex operator construction (4.56) on a single bosonic Fock space, no analogous situation 
can arise due to the relation x = 2aj3. We would not expect this type of result to be possible 
for the free Held realizations in any case, however, since for the realizations (3.13), 

[XW*U«],S[Z£*UM] (4.93) 

when k ^ 0. Because the coadjoint orbit realizations have raising operators independent of 
the conformal weight, we do have the relation 

[£k* + t , , i S ] = [ii*,,£<_*i)] Vn>0 . (4.94) 

for these representations. 
For the coadjoint orbit representations, (4.92) follows from (4.94) and the result 

in the special case k = 0. We can also demonstrate this property explicitly. Generally, we 
wish to show that 

?(ft)m f(h)m—n 
i " ^ r l 5 = ( n ( A - 1 ) + A + m ) ( ^ j i l > ' ( 4 - 9 5 > 

where |) is a highest weight state of any weight k. From [Li,L_{] = 2ft + 2&» it is easy to 
see that this equation holds for n = 1, since 

FW» -L{h)m-\ 
i l - ^ T I ) = [2ft + (2ft + 2) + • • • + (2ft + 2m - 2)] ̂ ^ j l ), (4.96) 
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We can now prove (4.95) by induction on n. Performing the commutator of L„ with each 
factor of i _ i , and assuming the result for all values n' < n, we have 

»=n-l ml 

= £(n + l)[nh-n + i + l] ' ! ( T O - " ! J - ' | ) , 
,-^li ( » - n + l)!m! (m - n)! 

98) 

i = n - l 

For the desired result to be proven, it suffices to demonstrate that 

J > + 1)[«fc - n + i + 1] ( - _ ; + 1 ) , = JZZ^Mn + 1) + m - »]. (4.: 

But we can again use induction to prove this relation. The relation is trivial for m = n. 
Fixing n and assuming the relation for m' < m, we have 

m - l p 
_ E (» + 1)[nA - n +1 + 1] ( > - _ n + 1 ) , (4.99) 

_ (m - l)![mft(n + 1) + m 2 - mn] 
(m - n)! 

Thus, we have proven (4.95). This gives us a formula for the action of a vertex operator on 
any highest weight state when x = 0 in terms of the Virasoro generator Ir_{ • Wj can extend 
this result to give an expression for an arbitrary mode of the vertex operator acting on an 
arbitrary state in V£ of the form \r„) by using the relations (4.16) to move the creation 
operators to the left, and then expressing the result in terms of modes of the vertex operator 
acting on the highest weight state |) of V£. For example, we have (still assuming k' = k+h), 

4>_fc_n£-ml) = I-m*-.A-nl) + ( f t ( > n - l ) - n - m ) 0 _ » _ n _ I I , | ) (4.100) 

= i ^ - z j - D + W m - D - n - m j f ^ - l ) . 

This gives us an alternative approach to calculating the action of the vertex operators in 
this special case, and indicates an interesting relationship between the vertex operators and 
the Virasoro generators. However, it is still rather difficult to see how this relationship 
might be used to construct any sort of closed form expression for the vertex operators. 
It is also unclear whether this relationship has any natural geometric interpretation when 
we describe the vertex operators as global differential operators acting on the holomorphic 
sections of various line bundles. 
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4.5 Correlation functions 

We end this chapter with a short discussion of correlation functions in conformal 
field theories. For any conformal field theory, the correlation functions (4.1) are the primary 
quantities necessary to describe the physics of the theory. The free field approach and the use 
of differential equations give a fairly powerful set of tools for the computation of correlation 
functions in a wide variety of physical theories. The approach presented in this thesis gives a 
simple mathematical structure to the definition of such correlation functions, but so far has 
not given rise to any particularly useful approach to the explicit calculation of these objects. 
In this section, we review briefly some of the main methods and simplest results about 
correlation functions, check that in the simplest cases our formalism is in agreement with 
these results, and finally present some speculation about possible approaches to computing 
correlation functions using this approach. 

The simplest correlation functions in any Virasoro conformal field theory are the 
2-point and 3-point correlation functions. It is easy to see, using the scaling properties of 
vertex operators under the transformation z —• cz, that the 2-point functions are of the 
form 

<n|*l(*i)*2(z2)|n> ~ (zx - z2)-2\ (4.101) 

up to an undetermined proportionality constant, where the conformal weights hi,k2 of the 
vertex operators $ i , $ 2 satisfy h = hj = h2. Similarly, the 3-point functions are generally 
of the form 

<n|$ 1(z 1)* 2(s 2)$ 3(j3)|n> ~ (*i - Z2)l"-h2-hl^i - z3)h>-h>-hi(z2 - *4)*'-fc»-*». (4.102) 

For 4 or more vertex operators, the form of the correlation functions can become more 
complex. For example, the 4-point function can depend upon an arbitrary function of the 
anharmonic quotient 

, = ( i - * X » - « . ) ( 4 . 1 0 3 ) 

(Zl - *3)(Z2 - 24) 

There are several main approaches currently used to calculate these more complicated cor
relation functions. One approach, which was first developed in the original work of BFZ 
[13] on conformal field theories, is to use the differential equations analogous to the con
straint equations (4.32) as conditions on the correlation functions. Applying this method to 
the 4-point functions of the miuimal models, BPZ showed that these correlation functions 
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could be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. This method has subsequently 
been generalized and applied to a wide variety of conformal field theories. Perhaps the most 
famous example are the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov differential equations which apply to the 
correlation functions for rational conformal field theories with affine algebra symmetries 
[46]. 

Another approach to the explicit calculation of conformal field theory correlation 
functions comes from the free field approach. The correlation function of an arbitrary 
product of (unscreened) vertex operators (4.56) is known to have the form 

<n|vA(*) • • .v f c(*)|n) = I[(* - "i)Wl0i, ("o*) 
<<i 

when 0 = SA'i and to vanish when this condition is not satisfied. Using this result and 
the definition of the screened vertex operators (4.60), the correlation functions of minimal 
models can be calculated in terms of a set of contour integrals [22, 26]. 

The correlation functions we have discussed so far are restricted to the case of con
formal field theories on the sphere. In particular, the free field calculation described above 
does not need to explicitly deal with resolutions of the irreducible representations in terms 
of a chain complex of Feigin-Fuchs modules because the vacuum |f!) is a BRST invariant 
state, and therefore any matrix element of the form of (4.1) will contain no contribution 
from the "ghost" states in the module which are cohomologically trivial. One may also 
consider a general conformal field theory on a higher genus Riemann surface. For example, 
a correlation function on a torus could be calculated by taking a trace over the irreducible 
representation space of a product of vertex operators acting on that irreducible represen
tation space. It was pointed out by Felder that the free field approach gives a simple way 
of computing a correlation function of this type; a theorem due to Lefschetz states that 
when a module / has a resolution of the form (Mi, <2,), and an operator O : I -* I has a 
realization as a chain map 

& : Mi - . Mu (4.105) 
then the trace of O is given by 

oo 
Tr O = £ (-l) 'Tr O1. (4.106) 

«=—oo 

A simple example of such a calculation is the formula for the character of an irreducible 
Virasoro representation I, 

X/(?) = T r , 9

£ ° . (4.107) 
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Although the character formula for a member of the discrete series of Virasoro representa
tions is somewhat nontrivial, the character of a Verma, dual Venna, or Feigin-Fuchs module 
M of highest weight ft is easily computed to be 

T r M i U = 9* fi (TZ-S) = « ' ' + 1 / 2 ^ ( 9 ) - , . (4.108) 

Using this formula, along with (4.106) and a resolution of the discrete series irreducible 
representations in terms of Verma modules, the characters of the discrete series were first 
computed by Rocha-Caridi [55]. 

In the last few years, there has been a fairly large body of work in which the 
free field method for calculating correlation functions has been generalized to higher-genus 
Riemann surfaces [12, 28, 29]. The approach taken in these papers is essentially to sew 
together correlation functions on the sphere by using 3-point functions to define a "vertex" 
connecting spheres with punctures. Some care must the taken to ensure that the ghost 
states combine correctly with this sewing procedure such that their contribution to physical 
correlation functions vanishes. 

In principle, correlation functions for any conformal field theory on an arbitrary 
Riemann surface can be constructed using the coadjoint orbit representations in much the 
same fashion that the free field representations were used in the work described above. 
Because we do not yet have a general closed form expression for a vertex operator between 
coadjoint orbit realizations on dual Verma modules, we cannot use this abstract construction 
to calculate any particularly sophisticated correlation functions using the methods of this 
thesis at this time. We can however, do some elementary computations to verify that for the 
simple correlation functions such as the 2- and 3-point functions, our formalism gives the 
expected results (4.101) and (4.102). In the following calculations, we denote by <^5^*'|n 

the nth mode of the Virasoro vertex operator of weight h mapping V£ -» V£, (4.15). In the 
case of the 2-point function, the expression for a correlation function of two vertex operators 
of weight h in terms of modes is 

<n|4><*>(*)$CV)|f2) = f ; W z - 2 " - " ^ ^ ^ (4.109) 

Expanding around w = 0 and usir g the result (4.90), we have the expression 

<m»ww»w(«)in> =,-»(i+f * » K r + $ * » a r + o ( j ) ) 
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= »-*^l + 2*2+fc(2fc + l ) ^ + 0 ( y ) V (4.110) 

in agreement with (4.101). A similar argument shows that the 3-point function computed 
in an expansion around zt = 23 = 0 agrees with (4.102). In fact, from the general result 
describing the action of a vertex operator on the vacuum in terms of £_i and L\ when 
acting on the left and right respectively, we can calculate (4.101) and (4.102) to all orders 
for the coadjoint orbit vertex operators. It is reassuring, however, to see that the explicit 
calculations in (4.90) axe in agreement with the results of other methods. 

The calculation of a correlation function of 4 or more vertex operators using the 
approach of this thesis would be a rather arduous task. In fact, without a more general or 
abstract description of the coadjoint orbit vertex operators, there is absolutely no reason 
to pursue such a computation. It is hoped, however, that eventually a better description 
of these operators will be possible, with which the calculation of such correlation functions 
will be simplified;, since this approach gives a description of conformal field theories which 
is in some ways much simpler than the free field picture, it is possible that this viewpoint 
may even give insights into the theory which are inaccessible from the free field point of 
view. 

For now, however, we can only speculate about what form a more concise descrip
tion of the vertex operators described is this thesis might take. One possible approach 
is to attain a better geometrical picture of the nature of the vertex operator as a set of 
differential operators on line bundles over the coadjoint orbits. From this point of view, 
there is a very rich geometrical and group-theoretical structure to these operators, and it 
seems likely that a simple intrinsic definition of the vertex operators might be given in a 
geometrical language so that index theorems and other powerful geometrical tools might 
be of assistance in the explicit calculation of correlation functions. It is also possible that 
by purely algebraic manipulations, one might be able to construct a closed form expression 
for the vertex operators similar to the expressions derived in this thesis for the differential 
operators associated with the action of the algebra generators and the screening operators 
and intertwiners. If such a closed form expression were found, it might be possible to use 
this result to study more deeply certain geometrical, algebraic, and physical properties of 
conformal field theories. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Results 

In this thesis, we have presented a basic conceptual framework in which conformal 
field theory has a completely geometric interpretation in terms of mathematical objects 
with well-understood geometric, algebraic, azd group-theoretic structures. 

We began by considering a general Lie group G which could be either a finite-
dimensional group, the Virasoro group, or a centrally extended loop group. We outlined the 
coadjoint orbit construction, which associates with each irreducible unitary representation 
It of G of highest weight h a complex line bundle C/, over a complex homogeneous space 
of the form G/T where T is a maximal subtorus of G. The group G has a natural action 
on the space % of holomorphic sections of Ct,. We described the associated action of the 
aigebra 0 explicitly in terms of a set of (first-order) differential operators acting on "Hi in a 
particular choice of local gauge. For finite-dimensional groups and centrally extended loop 
groups, the space Wj carries precisely the irreducible representation It under the natural 
action of G. For the Virasoro group, we find that the resulting representation on the space 
of holomorphic sections is that of the dual Verma module associated with the highest weight 
6. In those cases where this representation is reducible, we can use an infinite sequence of 
line bundles usociated with different highest weights &,-, 6J to construct a chain complex of 
line and vector bundles 

0->C&Cbl<BCh[±.Cb,eCbh!i-.. (5.1) 

where the operators d; are combinations of intertwining operators which map holomorphic 
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sections of one line bundle to holomorphic sections of another line bundle in such a way 
that the intertwining operator commutes with the g-action on the spaces of sections. The 
cohomology of this complex is nontrivial only in the first bundle, and gives precisely the 
irreducible representation J), of the Virasoro algebra. 

Thus, we have a geometric construction of every irreducible unitary representation 
of the groups of interest as either a space of all holomorphic sections of a line bundle, or 
as the space of sections of a line bundle which are in the kernel of a particular differential 
operator. We then proceeded to define vertex operators, which map between irreducible 
representation spaces by acting on the spaces of holomorphic sections of the associated 
bundles. Given three weights 61,42,63, a vertex operator of weight 61 is defined by a set of 
maps 

*„ : £ i , -» A , , (5.2) 

where u takes a value in a representation of the algebra g associated with the weight b\. 
In the case of finite-diz-csdoEal groups, this space is merely the irreducible representation 
space with highest weight 6 t; in the case of the Virasoro and affine algebras, the space 
is again an irreducible representation space of g, but is no longer highest weight. The 
operators $„ satisfy the vertex operator condition 

[x, $„] = $ „ V i e g . (5.3) 

For the Virasoro algebra, the vertex operator construction is slightly more complex when 
62 or 63 are associated with degenerate representations. In this case, the vertex operator is 
actually a chain map between complexes of the form (5.1). 

In order to make the connection to conformal field theory, a vacuum is chosen 
which corresponds to a particular line bundle Co with extra symmetries under the group 
action. We denote the holomorphic section of Co which is highest weight under the g action 
by |J1). Generally, a conformal field theory correlation function is then written in the form 

<n|*iV*£'"-*S?l«> (5.4) 
Although through mosc of this thesis, we dealt most directly with local expressions 

for the differential operators associated with vertex operators, intertwiners, and the g action 
on Hij, the fact that these operators take globally holomorphic sections of one line bundle to 
globally holomorphic sections of another indicates that these are actually globally defined 
complex-analytic differential operators on the bundles in question. 
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Thus, the picture of conformal field theory which emerges is that of a fairly simple 
geometrical structure which is closely related to the geometry of the Lie symmetry group 
of a particular conformal field theory. Although we have completed the basic skeleton of 
this geometrical picture of conformal field theory in this thesis, clearly much more work 
is necessary to arrive at a real understanding of the geometric significance of the vertex 
operators (5.2) and the associated correlation functions. In particular, the local formulae 
we have derived in this thesis are useful for analyzing and understanding the basic struc
tures involved, but are not as powerful for specific computations as the related algebraic 
construction of free field theories. It is hoped that a better understanding of the underlying 
geometry of this construction will lead to more powerful tools for the analysis of conformal 
field theories in general. In the next section we discuss briefly some recent work which is 
related to the material, outlook, and/or methods of this thesis. In the final section of this 
chapter, we discuss some open questions and possible directions for future research. 

5.2 Related work 

In this section we discuss several issues involving a variety of recent work which is 
related to the subject matter of this thesis, but which was not mentioned or significantly 
referenced in the main discussion. 

5.2.1 Virasoro coadjoint orbits 

One of the main developments which motivated the part of this thesis in which 
coadjoint orbit representations of infinite dimensional groups were explicitly constructed 
was the paper by Witten [64], in which progress was made in understanding the structure 
of the coadjoint orbit representations of the Virasoro group. There has been a great deal 
of previous work in the mathematics literature on the structure of the Virasoro group, its 
representations, and the homogeneous space DiffS'/S 1, which we do not attempt to sur
vey here; as starting points, the interested reader is referred to the works of Kirillov [44], 
Goodman and Waflach [36], Bowick and Rajeev [20], and Ireed [30]. The coadjoint orbits of 
DiffS1 were first classified by Segal [58] and Lazutkin and Pankrotova [47]. These coadjoint 
orbits were further studied by Kirillov [44]. In [64], Witten presented some partial results 
relating the Virasoro coadjoint orbits to the irreducible unitary representations of DiffS1. 
By using perturbative techniques and the fixed point version of the Atiyah-Singer index 
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theorem, Witten was able to calculate the characters of the representations associated with 

the DiSS1/S1 orbits, which he found to be the standard bosonic partition function (4.108) 

associated with a non degenerate Virasoro representation. The perturbative methods used 

by Witten, however, were only valid in the semi-classical c 3> 1 domain. In particular, the 

structure of the c < 1 discrete series of unitary representations could nnt be understood in 

terms of coadjoint orbits using these techniques. Witten conjectured that these representa

tions would be found in the D i fF5 l / 5 i ' " ' ( 2 ,R) orbits, but since these spaces do not admit 

Kahler structures, it has not yet been possible to perform geometric quantization in these 

cases, and the representations associated with these orbits are still not understood. 

More recently, related investigations provided further clues to the structure of the 

Virasoro coadjoint orbit representations. By using a technique involving quantization on 

a group manifold, Aldaya and Navaxro-Salas were able to construct representations of the 

Virasoro group on spaces of polarized functions on the group manifold DiffS 1 itself [3]. For 

those values of c and h where the Kac determinant vanishes, they made the observation 

that the representation constructed through their method is reducible, yet contains only a 

single highest weight vector. By taking the orbit of the highest weight vector under the 

Virasoro action, they found a subspace of the original representation space which corre

sponds exactly to the appropriate irreducible unitary representation in the c < 1 discrete 

series. Furthermore, they introduced an auxiliary set of operators whose kernel gave the 

irreducible representation. By analogizing their techniques to the coadjoint orbit method, 

Aldaya and Navarro-Salas conjectured that a similar situation would arise in the D i f fS ' /S 1 

coadjoint orbit representations with c < 1. 

The results in this thesis are in agreement with Witten's results for all c, since 

the dual Verma module indeed has the partition function (4.108). Instead of finding the 

discrete series of representations in Dif fS 1 /5£< n ' (2 ,K) orbits as Witten suggested, how

ever, we find that they can be constructed through resolutions of the dual Verma module 

representations arising from the DifFS'/S 1 orbits. In addition, the structure of the dual 

Verma module resolutions described in Chapter 3 corresponds precisely to the results of 

Aldaya and Navarro-Salas. The dual Verma modules indeed contain a single highest weight 

vector whose orbit is the irreducible representation for the discrete series of representations. 

Furthermore, the operators defined by Aldaya and Navarro-Salas are closely related to the 

screening operators and intertwiners introduced to construct the dual Verma resolution. 
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5.2.2 Coadjoint orbits and actions 

Recently, the coadjoint orbits of infinite-dimensional groups have been studied in 
connection with conforms! field theories for reasons which ostensibly are rather distinct 
from those underlying the discussion in this thesis. Specifically, coadjoint orbits have been 
used to construct the e.ctions for Lagrangian descriptions of a wide variety of conformal 
field theories. The basic idea behind this construction was first developed in the context 
of infinite-dimensional groups by Alekseev and Shatashvili [4, 5], and essentially follows 
from the observation that the symplectic form u on a coadjoint orbit space can be treated 
as the natural symplectic form associated with a classical mechanical system. Under this 
interpretation, the orbit space is interpreted as a classical phase space, and the process 
of geometric quantization is simply the usual quantization procedure on the associated 
classical system. By writing the symplectic form u as the exterior derivative of a 1-form, 
u = da, a candidate action S = fa (corresponding to a vanishing Hamiltonian) can be 
given for any trajectory of a particle in the classical phase space. Because u is closed, but 
not generally an exact form, this procedure can only be applied locally. However, in the 
quantum theory the fact that 2itu is constrained to be an integral homology class means 
that the action is always well-defined up to a phase of e 2 " . Using this approach, it was 
shown by Alekseev and Shatashvili that the resulting action when this procedure is applied 
to a loop group co&djoint orbit is precisely the action of the WZW model. Similarly, the 
result of applying this procedure to the Virasoro T)iSS1/S1 orbits is precisely the action 
originally derived by Polyakov in [52] for two-dimensional quantum gravity. From this 
point of view, the hidden SL(2, R) symmetry found by Polyakov has a natural geometrical 
significance. Similar results have been achieved by Aldaya, Navairo-Salas, and Navarro 
using their approach of quantization on the group manifold [2]. 

More recently, the coadjoint orbit method for constructing field theory actions has 
heen applied to a wide variety of infinite-dimensional algebras, including the super Virasoro 
and N = 2 super Virasoro algebras [7, 8, 21], W„ and Wm algebras [10, 49, 50], and the 
algebras associated with groups of maps from 2-dimensional and 4-dimensional manifolds 
into a target space [23, 48]. For a review of this work, see [21]. 

Another interesting and related development originated with the work of Bershad-
sky and Ooguri [16]. In their paper, they considered the quantum version of Hamiltonian 
reduction on a theory of gauge fields coupled to the WZW model. They found that the 
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resulting constrained S£(2,R) WZW model is closely related to the quantum field theory 
on Virasoro coadjoint orbits which is described by the Polyakov gravitational WZW model 
action. Similar constructions for S£(ra,R) current algebras give rise to W„-algebra actions. 
In their construction, Bershadsky and Ooguri explicitly used the bosonic free field realiza
tions of the affine and Virasoro algebras, along with the relevant BUST complexes. Since 
the original paper, there has been a large amount of literature extending this work; see for 
example [57] and references therein. 

The HUbert spaces associated with the quantum field theories defined by the natu
ral coadjoint orbit actions should in fact be precisely the spaces of polarized wave-functions 
on the orbits, which are the states in the irreducible representations studied in this thesis. 
It is natural to speculate that there may be a deeper relationship between the infinite-
dimensional symmetry groups of conformal field theories and the theories themselves than 
is so fax understood using either the methods of this thesis or the methods used to construct 
field theory actions. Such a relationship was hinted at in [9], where the coadjoint orbit ac
tion construction was extended to give Ward identities for correlation functions. Clearly, 
what is needed is some synthesis of these viewpoints in which the action and the Hilbert 
space associated with a coadjoint orbit enter into a unified geometric picture of a confor
mal field theory. Possibly, this could Ve accomplished by having a better understanding of 
how a Hamiltonian picture of confonnal field theories relates to the action which naturally 
arises from coadjoint orbits. In this case, it is possible that the formal structure defined in 
this thesis which gives an association between coadjoint orbits and conformal field theory 
correlation functions and vertex operators may be more than just a convenient way of ex
pressing the physical theory in a consistent mathematical fashion. In fact, it is possible that 
the vertex operators constructed here may be in some way naturally connected with the 
intrinsic action associated with coadjoint orbits. This could be a very promising direction 
for future research. 

5.3 Remaining questions 

In this section, we discuss some of the open questions which remain regarding the 
work presented in this thesis. 

• Field theoretic formulation 
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Although we have given explicit realizations of the affine and Virasoro algebras in 
terms of a bosonic Fock space, the associated description in terms of bosonic free fields is 
not completely clear. Unlike the Feigin-Fuchs and Wakimoto realizations, where the expres
sions for the generators of the algebra are quadratic in the field modes, the coadjoint orbit 
realizations have generators which contain an arbitrarily large number of modes in a single 
term. In the field theory picture, this implies that the current algebras of the correspond
ing physical theory must have an analogous representation, which seems to indicate that 
any associated field theory would not only have interactions, but might contain interaction 
terms of arbitrarily high order which are related in a rather nontrivial fashion. Although 
a simpler formulation of such a theory might be possible (such as the action formulation 
described in the previous section), the essential distinction between these representations 
and the free field representations remains. Because the structure of the Fock space is that of 
a dual Verma module for the coadjoint orbits, it is probably impossible to write the theory 
purely as a free field theory. A better understanding of the connection with field theory will 
probably be an essential component of any application of the methods in this thesis. 

• Vertex operators 
There are several questions remaining regarding the vertex operators constructed 

in this thesis. First, we have not proven that any resolution of an irreducible representation 
through dual Verma modules admits a set of vertex operators of the desired form, even when 
such a vertex operator exists for the irreducible representations. It would be nice to have a 
formal proof of this result. Second, we have given here a rather inconvenient characterization 
of the vertex operators by defining them through their matrix elements on the bosonic Fock 
space. For a better understanding of the structure of these operators, it is desirable to have 
a more abstract geometric or group-theoretic description. Such a description might well 
involve relating these vertex operators more directly to the associated field theory and the 
action arising from the coadjoint orbit. 

• Coset models 
Another interesting question is whether the class of coset conformal field theories 

has a natural description in the language of coadjoint orbit representations. Some work 
has been done using the free field representations of affine algebras to construct the repre
sentations associated with a coset theory (see for instance [IS]). Due to the complications 
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involved with the associated two-sid«d resolutions, however, there are some difficulties with 
this construction. Hopefully, using the one-sided resolutions of dual Verma modules could 
simplify this construction. 

• Other groups 
A natural extension of this work would be to consider a larger class of groups 

and algebras, such as the super algebras and W-algebras. Just as free field W-algebra 
representations can be constructed through the process of Harniltonian reduction from an 
affine algebra using free field realizations [16], and W-algebra actions can be constructed 
from coadjoint orbits, one might expect to find similar constructions using the coadjoint 
orbit dual Verma modules. 

5.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have constructed an alternative approach to conformal field 
theory based on fundamental principles of geometry and group symmetry. This construction 
unifies the coadjoint orbit structure associated with a group and the description of vertex 
operators through their action on algebraic resolutions. The main problems remaining with 
this construction are the connection with a field theory and the challenge of finding a more 
convenient geometric description of the vertex operators. This construction may provide a 
link between the construction of field theory actions using coadjoint orbits and the physics 
of the associated field theory which is described in terms of correlation functions. 
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